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Edito.ua£ 
STOCKTAKING TIME 

June is usually the time when businesses bike_ stock. It is· a preliminary to seeing how the year's operations 
have panned out-even if only to acquaint the Taxation -Comm-issioner. 

A run through of this issue -of the HNews" .w.il'i ·s-hOW that the Industry, too, can take stock of its positi-on 
and its future. 

There is, as a prime example, the much discussed Stabilisation Plan. Federal Council has ·been quite defi
nite that the proposals put to it are not satisfactory, and the coming months place Dn the Board -of Management 
the responsibilit-y of seeking from the Commonwealth Government a Plan which gives greater equity to Currant 
and Sultana growers, and, to all producers of Dried Vine Fruits a guaranteed price more in keeping with costs 
of production. 

There are the effects of the recent disastrous harvest (when some 24,000 tons of potential Dried F1•uits were 
lost), on the Industry's economy, and on the financial position of growers. The improved realisati-ons this year 
are offset by the lost fruit on which the grower recovered nothing. A single good season will not rectify the situa
tion, and although sections -of growers have had- to seek Government loan money to carry on, recovery of the 
Industry is a long-term prospect. 

The exchange of views between the Californian delegation and the Export Control B-oard, resulting in a 
clearer understanding of supplying the United Kingdom market, is all to the good. Continuation of the :Qrst ap
proach is desirable and helpful. 

The Raisin problem must soon be solved if growel's of this variety are to have any assurance for the future. 
Authoritative opinion outside the Industry inclines more to the viewpoint that production of Raisins must be 
regulated to market demand. Expansion without vision for the future only places a bm,den on gr-owers which they 
should not have to assume. The Governments concerned must recognise their responsibilities and participate most 
fully in adjusting the adverse economic conditions Which' over-planting of Raisins is building up. 

There is the ·need for facilitating the disposal of sub-standard fruit to distilleries. The present position, c-on~ 
trolled by :i most restrictive Government regulation, is altogether undesirable, and needs alteration so that free 
negotiation between the parties concerned can be -carried on. 

And the1·e is also .the need to free Dried Fruits from the burden of sales tax which is imposed whenever 
fruit is included as an ingredient in a #variety of manufactured f-oods. 

Thus, while these outstanding matters, together with the problems of horticultural practices, processing; 
techniques and orderly marketing, are before us for itemised consideration from day ~o day, there is merit and 
benefit in viewing the present problems and future fortunes of our Industry as a whole. In this way~in this form 
of "stocktaking"-an overall picture is gained which is conducive to clear, constructive thinking. 

The wide range of subj.e·cts report.ed in this issue may help readers to develop their thoughts and, per
haps, help them to contribute further ideRs and views which will be to the Industry's benefit. 

The A.D.F~A. Digest 
Due to the preparation of information for the special Fe<leral Council 'in May and the subsequent attention 

to many important matters which were temporarily postponed this issue of the "News" is published a little late. 
As a result, items of, immediate interest to growers have been included. In consequence, there will not be a JUly 
issue of the "Digest" unless important matters, on which growers should be informed, arise before the August 
"Digest" .goes to press·. 

Apology 
Through lack of space our usual sections dealing; with the Statutory Boards and A.D.F.4.. Branch Activities 

have been carried over to -the next issue. We tender 01ir· sincere reg-rets. 

+•-""-oo-on-otn-"•-"-'"-'"-••-••-••-••-••-••-"•-••-••-""-'"-••-••-••-••-un-••-••-•-••-••--•n-OD-uo-u•-•"-·-•-•-••-••-t 

I THE VICTORIA INSURANCE COMPANY liMITED I 
! . ESTABLISHED 1849 I 
! .. Service with security for over a century.. j 
I FIRE, ACCIDENT, MOTOR CAR, LIVESTOCK, i 
i WORKERS' COMPENSATION, CROP (FIRE AND HAIL). I 
! 44-46 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE ! 

L_ .. _.,_ .. _.,_,_,_,_,_, __ ,_,_ .. _.~:-~~:~~.~~ .. ~~.~:~~~ .. --~~~.~.~~.:~~~ .. _ .. _,_ .. _. __ J 
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9Jaaul oJ Management . !b£c~-iatw~ 
The Board met in Melbourne· on- 16th February, lOth A~ril .·and 12th June,_ -and -in ·_Mildur~ on: :2_~_t_h March 

and 20th April. The Mildura p1eetings were sPecially called to consider the ·proposed Dried frUits Stabilisation 
Plan. At the other meetings general business covering many items were discuued. The more important matters 
were:-

Industry Technical Service 
In view of the very high cost of running even a 

limited technical service and that A.D.F.A. research 
centres more on the examination of specific problems, 
such as the present investigation into the washing and 
drying of fruit, -there appeared to be no reason for 
establishing a service for general technical enquiry at 
present. 

Nutrition for School Children 
It was decided to make a further approach to the 

Commonwealth Government seeking the substitution· of 
Dried Vine Fruits for milk under the school free milk 
scheme, and that a suitable letter be addressed to the 
Minister for Primary Industl'y, 

Extra Plantings 
The Victorian Soldi"e1' Settlement Commission had 

sought the Board's views as to whether it would support 
the planting at Robinvale of mo:re Currants as an alter
native to the present policy of increasing by one acre 
the area of Sultanas and reducing Gordos by the same 
acreage. That is, 14 acres of Sultanas and one acre 
of Gordos, instead of 13 acres and 2 acres respectively, 
as requested by Robinvale settler~. 

While the Board was averse to any increase in plant
ings as a whole, it indicated that present prospects for 
Currants are fair, due to the , uprooting of vines in 
Greece, and it would appear to be reasonably sound 
policy to replace Gordos with Currants. How,ever, the 
Board considered that the prOportions of Currant, 
Sultana and Raisin plantings should be left to the 
discretion of the growers, who would best know how 
each variety should be balanced. As an Industry, it is 
apparent that present plantings are unbalanced, an,d 
that there is the cost advantage of growing Currants, 
Sultanas and Raisins, rather than Sultanas and Raisins, 
in the employment of picking labom·. 

Hail Marked Apricots 
The General Searetary reported that the Department 

of Trade had refmaid permission to export hail marked 
Apricots, as to do so would adversely aff€lct our trading 
reputation overseas. 

Grade Fixing Committee 
Mr. A. E. Giles was appointed as a representative 

of Mildura Packers' Association in place of Mr. A .. 
McCrae, who has left the Industry. 

Tree Fruits and Prunes 
The Board could not comply with the_ suggestion of 

the Federal Dried Fruits Distributors' Association that 

the selling of Tree Fruits and Prunes revert to a- C.I.F. 
& E. basis. 

Crop Losses, Season 1956 
The Mid-Murray Valley District Council A.D.F.A. 

having arranged for deputations to visit the Victorian 
and New South Wales Premiers, with, possibly a_ later 
deputation to the Minister for Primary Industry in 
Canberra, to- seek, financial assistance ~or growers who 
had lost most of their crops at harvest time, the Board 
ag•reed to contribute up to £150 towards the costs of the 
deputations. 

Prunes, ·New Zealand 
The Department of Trade was asked to arrange for 

the Australian Trade Commissioner in New Zealand to 
examine the Prune market in that country and ascertain 
the extent of competition experienced by Australian 
suppliers from California and South Africa. 

Prunes, Export ,Regulations 
The General Secretary rep01·ted that the Department 

of Trade anticipated calling a meeting during April to 
discuss revisions of export regulations. (At this time of 
going to press this important" meeting has not been 
held, although The A.D.F.A. has sent numerous remin
ders. The delay by the Department cannot be understood 
-a delay which is now causing concern.-Editor 
''News.'') 

Interstate Visits 
The Chairman advised h~ had paid courtesy calls on 

the Queensland_ Dried .~ruits Distributors' Association 
in Brisbane On 16th April, and the N.S.W. Dried Fruits 
Merchants' Association in Sydney on 18th April. 

Mildura Show, 1956 
The Board agr'eed to donate £10/10/- as prizes in 

the cookery section. Mr. L. G. Camero:h has noW made 
detailed arrangements with the Society. 

Sales Tax 
The Ministers for T1·ade .. and . .fQr Primary_ Industry 

have given 'Verbal assuranc-es that they would suPport 
any submission by the Association to the Federal 
Treasurer for elimination or sales tax on Raisin Br~ad. 

Visit to Mildura 
The Chairman has extended an invitation to the 

Minister for Primary Industry to visit Mildura when 
convenient, and that he had assured the Minister 
al'l'angements would be made for him to see aU aspects 
of the I~dustry and to. meet growers. 

•'lUlllllllOUOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDUI"Ufi-fOUOJliU(IIIIJfl'llfHTifftJii'OJfoffiiiiilllii-IIIOIJlililliQOfiiiiiiiiliiljifn-niWoiollfllli"lllllllllllll'l"llllllllllOlllinl)llllliiOIIfnniillllllillllllllllllllllllllf 

I AURORA PACKING COMPANY PTY. LTD. .1 

• PACKERS OF ALL VARIETIES OF DRIED AND CITRUS FRUITS -
·~ E 
. ~ Branches at ~ 

I
• Irymple, Merbein and Red Cliffs 1_., 

Head Office: Irymple : 

"Aurora for Service." We Supply All Growers' Requisites. ~ 
UIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIUIIIIUmiUUUIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIUIIUUIIUIOIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIUIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIliiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIUIIUUIIlUOillllOIUlllllllllllllltllUU~ 
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Head Office Levy 
Discussion took place on the need to regulate the 

rate of Head Office levies to meet estimated annual 
expenditure, and it Was decided that this matter should 
be referred to Federal Council, 1966. 

Weather Reports 
The Board agreed to ask the Victorian Bureau of 

Meterology to publicise the forecasts for the Lower 
Darling, area as being more suitable for the Sunraysia 
districts than the forecasts for the Mallee area. 

Dipping Oils 
The Board received a letter from Renmark Fruit 

Growers' Co-operated Ltd., through the Renmark Branch 
A.D.F.A., stating that although there were ad.vantages 
in using the modern fruit dipping oils their cost was 
high, and added considerably to ·the general costs of 
production, and suggesting that a cheaper method of 
compounding the oils or a more economical substitute 
be found. The Board agreed that the request should 
be passed to C.S.I.R.O. Fruit Processing Committee 
for consideration. 

Mid-Murray Valley (Vic.) District 
The Committee of Enquiry's repot•t having now been 

received, it was agreed that any lead arising out of 
the report should come from the Mid-Murray Valley 
District Council, A.DoF.A. The ;E!oard would then sup
port and assist in any move made. 

Extra Plantings 
Regarding South Australian districts, the Board noted 

that-
(a) the Loxton Branch ·had written to the S.A. Minis-' 

ter of Lands ex.pressing concern at the Department's 

The Tree Fruits Committee_ met on 
the Prunes Committee on 2nd MarCh. 
were held in Melbourne. 

17th May, and 
Both meetings 

(b) 

attitude to increase plantings .of Gordos and drying 
varieties of Peaches in the Loxton area, and holdlng 
the S.A. Government responsible to see that 
if plantings were extended growers received CQst of 
production; 
the S.A. Premiei- had stated in Parliament that 
the Commonwealth Government had rejected the 
proposal to establish a soldier settlement at Lyrup, 
and that he would advise in due course whether 
the· State would con~ider financing the project. 

New Uses 
The Board approved a free supply of fruit to the 

Dairy Research section of C.S.I.R.O. for testing an 
egg·less fruit cake. 

Apricots Publicity 
The Board considered -the recommendation of the 

Tree Fruits Committee that a publicity fund be estab
lished for Apricots for use should production exceed 

· demand in the future, and agreed to submit same to 
Federal Council with an estimate of cost of running a 
campajgn. 

Grant for U.S.A. Research 
The Board were pleased- to support an application 

to the Commonwealth Bank -of Australia that a grant 
of £500 be made from the Rural Credits D'evelopment 
Fund so that Mr. Giddings could accept an offer from 
the Ohio (U.S.A.) State University to occupy a _Teach
ing· Assistan~ship for one year, followed by a Fellowship 
for a furthet· two years. This offer would permit Mr. 
Giddings to carry out research into trace elements, a 
10tudy which would be beneficial to the Australian Dried 
Fruits Industl·y in particular and Australian primary 

_ production in general. 

Both meetings considei·ed l'OUtine -matters, the more 
important of which are reported elsewhere in thiS issue. 

···~··~~····~~·~~·~·~~~···~~~·~~········~~·~·~··~~····~~ I IRYMPLE PACKING PTY. LTD. I 
! MILDURA, IRYM~~:t~~R~EIN, RED CLIFFS I 
: PACKERS OF DRIED AND CITRUS FRUITS ~ I t 
~ Vineyard Implements and Requisites Supplied 

1
• 

il Properties Financed and Supervised 
i PROPERTY SALESMEN ~ 
• • • • 

l Agents for =~ 
General Accident Fire and Life Assurance Corpn. Ltd. : 

T. & G. Mutual Life Assurance Society Ltd. 

·~··~·····~·~~···~~·~~~·~~·~·~·~···~·~·~···~·····~···· .. 
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Sp,ecial !lede~al eo.uncil Meeting 
STABILISATION PLAN CONSIDERED BY 

DELEGATES 
Mildura Meeting Refers Plan Back to Government 

Federal Council specially met in Mildura on 11th May to consider the Board's negotiations with the Com
monwealth Government. Cr. J. R. Gor,don presided, and 39 delegates and 78 official visitors were present. 

Although the discussions with the Government have been reported in the ~'News" from time to time the 
Board's report, as nOw published, covers the salient points of the proposed Plan very fully. 

THE BOARD'S REPORT 
Introduction. 

It is not the intention of the Board to review in detail 
the lOng and protracted negotiations which have taken 
place with the Commonwealth Government to secure a 
workable and acceptable Plan for the Industry. 

It is sufficient to say that the final submission by the 
Board did not measure up to what it was considered the 
Industry should receive, or compare with the advantages 
sought by the Board in two earlier submissions. 

However, the final submission by the Board contained 
what, it was felt, would be the maximum benefits which 
the Government- would agree to. 

The Government has not accepted the scheme in its 
entirety. It has made a counter-offer on- the n;tost vital 
benefit sought, namely the amount of the guaranteed 
floor price. 

The Board is so dissatisfied that it is of the opinion 
that the counter-offer could not be accepted, neither 
should further negotiations be entered into with the 
Government, until Federal Council, which in the first 
place instructed the Board to secure a Stabilisation Plan, 
had received a report and had decided what the neXt 
steps should be. 

It is with keen disappointment that the Board finds 
that the laborious work and intensive negotiations of 
the past months have culminated in having to call Fed
eral Council .together without being able to rn.ake any 
recommendatiOn, 

Some of the explanations set out in this report may 
appear to be complicated and difficult to follow. It is 
felt, however, that before Federal Council rises, each 
aspect will have been so thoroughly discussed that mem
bers will have a clear picture of how the Plan would 
work and its effect on growers. 

It is proposed to 1·eview _the following aspects:
A-The GoVernment's attitude to plans of Industry 

stabilisatio-n. 
B-Details of the Board's final submission on 21st 

February, 1956. 
C-Costs of production. 
D-Contributions and payments. 
E-Participation by The A.D.F.A. 
F -Submission of a Plan to growers. 
G-Pros and Cons of the Plan. 

The Board has recognised that the uneconomic out
look for Raisins and the need to obtain the utmost 
benefit from a Plan for Raisin growers has been one of 
the: mOst difficult tasks on which to reach agieement 
with the: Government. The Board's initial approach was 
that the three varieties should be stabilised separately. 
The Government would not accept this, and as it was 
then apparent that growers of Currants and Sultanas 
would have to come to the aid of the Raisin growers 
~under a single pool Plan, the Board has been faced with 
the problem of how to secure some benefits for Raisins 
without calling too heavily on Currants ~nd Sultanas. 
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It may be said that if the Industry had no Raisin 
problem (a problem created by authorities ·beyond the 
Industry's control and in opposition to the advice ten
dered by The A.D.F.A.) a workable Plan would have 
been arrived at a great deal earlier. 

Numerous projections have been made to gauge the 
extent that the Government would be called upon to 
meet their guarantee during· the next five years, the 
extent that growers would have to J::ontribute to a 
Stabilisation Fund, and the extent that Currants and/ or 
Sultanas would have to subsidise Raisins. While the 
future trend of prices cannot be foreseen and the pos
sibility of a collapse of prices cannot be ignored, it 
would appear, with the reserve that this ~tatement 
deserves, that the average realised price for all varieties 
will not fall below. the guarantee, neither is there a 
likelihood of contributions being made to the Fund. In 
other words, it is unlike!¥ that the Government wi1l 
have to pay out under its guarantee or that growers 
will pay into a Stabilisation Fund. This is even more 
apparent since the Government made its counter-offer. 

So far as can be seen, the Plan will operate as a means 
of subsidising Raisins by contributions from Currants 
and/ or Sultanas. 

A.-The Government's Attitude to Plans of Industry 
Stabilisation. 

The Government has made it clear that there are funda
mental principles from which,it will not depart. They are-

1. A Plan is designed to prevent calamity in prices. 
It is to help growers over bad times. (This prin
ciple may be regarded by Federal Council as the 
firm base on which the Government approved a Plan 
for the lndush'y.) 

2. The Government's liability must be defined befo1'e 
a Plan could be accepted by Cabinet and Parliament. 
The Government cannot write a blank cheque. (The 
Board has been assured that Parliament would 
never approve a scheme which contained an 
unlimited monetary liability.. Members of Parlia
ment would not take the responsibility of answering 
to the taxpayers.) 

3. There must be some limitation of quantity under 
any guarantee. A scheme with no limitation would 
be resisted by the Treasury. (In the cm:e of our 
own Industry this applies to Raisins, of which it is 
anticipated, with increased plantings coming into 
bearing, there will be unsaleable tonnages or ton
nages which will have to be sold at very low prices. 
The Government has insisted on a quantitative 
limitation for Raisins.) 

4. A scheme of stabilisation had to come from the 
Industry. (While the Government was prepared to 
consider any scheme put forward and provide 
officials to advise the Industry on its practicability, 
it was not prepared to devise a Plan for acceptance 
or rejection by growers. At all times during the 
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negotiations the GOvernment indicated What prin
ciples would· be acceptable and what proposals 
would not.) 

5. There would need to be a base tonnage of produc
tion. (This is related to. the quantitative limitation 
referred to in 3 above. The Board prevailed on 
the Government to waive a base tonnage for Cur
rants and Sultanas, so that a guaranteed price will 
be, if the Plan becomes operative, on the total ton
nages of these varieties produced in any season. 
In the case of Raisins the tonnage -on which a 
guaranteed price would be paid would be set each 
season with a maximum limitation for a season of 
10,500 tons. The reason for this sliding limitation, 
so far as the Industry is concerned, is explained 
later.) · 

6. There would need to be a base cost of prodpction 
adjusted each season by index movements.- (While 
costs of production are reviewed very thoroughly 
in a later section of this report, it is appropriate 
now to mention that an acceptable cost level created 
more discussion between the Board .and the Govern
ment than any other item. Since the accepted cost 
level has been announced, it has, understandably, 
been commented on rather forcefully by growers 
and A.D.F.A. branches.) 

7. There would have tO be a base guaranteed price, 
and, fo:~; our Industry particularly, base varietal 
differentials. (It is pointed out that while the 
Government would guarantee an average base price 
covering all varieties the varietal differentials 
would adjust this so that the higher costs of pro
ducing Currants and Sultanas are allowed for.) 

8. There must be an Industry, as well as a Government 
ba.sis of contribution. (Under the Plan submitted, 
th1s would be done through Currant and Sultana 
growers subsidising Raisins up to this variety's 
guaranteed price, and by the provision that a-q.y 
surplus over the average ceiling price would be 
paid into a Stabilisation Fund.) 

9. Total pooling of realisations is necessary. (There 
has never been any doubt by the Board that 
realisations from all markets must be brought into 
account. On the other hand the Board has 
unsuccessfully fought for the separation of varietal 
realisations (a three-pool scheme). The Govern
ment remains adamant on a single-pool basis.) 

10. State Governments must delegate price-fixing powers 
to the Commonwealth. (The need for this seems 
to have been overcome by the type of legislation 
envisaged by the Commonwealth. The principle of 
imposing an excise tax on production is referred 
to later.) 

11. There ml,lst be a firm basis for setting selling prices 
on the home market. (The Government will insist 
on this principle, for it fears that without such a 
safeguard there need- not be any responsibility on 
the Industry to maintain existing levels of home 
market prices. The A.D.F.A., of course, has a 
vital interest in price-fixing for the home market, 
seeing that it has been its function to do so for 
many years.) 

12. The Industry must carry out adequate sales pro
motion. (This, of course, has been done for many 
years, and particularly since The A.D.F.A. started 
publicity. It has been amply demonstrated that the 
Industry, through The A.D.F.A., has already taken 
a heavy responsibility in promoting sales on the 
home market, and, through the Export Control 
Board, in publicising Australian Dried Fruits in 
the United Kingdom and New Zealand.) 

13. The Plan must be approved by growers through a 
ballot. (There would, of course, be no other way 
for a Plan to be accepted. So far as The A.D.F.A. 
is concerned, the Industry is governed by the wishes 
of growers, and it is a paramount principle of our 
Association that any matter affecting the welfare 
of the growers must first receive the approval of 
the majority.) 
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By and large; the principles enumerated by the Gov
ernment are not unacceptable, but on one point-the 
single pool Plan-the Board, though forced to accept 
it, strongly disagrees. The action of the Government 
in "tacking on" the uneconomic condition of Raisins to 
the Plan so that they may be subsidised by Currants 
and Sultanas, is inequitable, particularly as the Raisin 
situation need not have reached the present critical 
state if The A.D.F.A. had been listened to when expan
sion of plantings was first planned, 

There is also the question of the future of The 
A.D.F.A. It must be recognised that if a Plan comes 
into being many of the present activities of our AssociaH 
tion must be approved of by the Government. While the 
present Minister for Trade (then Minister for Comw 
merce) has· stated that his Government's policy is to 
intervene as little as possible with an Industry's affairs, 
it must be remembered that this may not be the policy 
of future Governments. The new role of The A.D.F.A., 
under a Plan, is covered in a later section of this report. 

B.-The Board's Final Submission. 
While Federal Councillors have already read in the 

Board's brochure details of the final submissions to the 
Government on 21st February, 1956, it is felt advisable to 
enumerate here the main points, so that suitable expla
nations may follow-

1. An average cost of production of £90 per ton. 
2. A "give-or-take" basis of £10 above and below the 

average cost of production. 
3, The price £10 below. £90 per ton to be the "floor" 

(or calamity) price to be guaranteed by the Gov
ernment. 

4 .. The price £10 above £90 per ton (i.e.,_ a margin 
of £20 per ton above the floor price) to be the 
average price above which growers would con
tribute to the Fund. This would be the "ceiling 
price." 

5. A quantitative limitation of 10,500 tons to be 
placed on Raisins under the floor price guarantee. 
This was later amended by the Board to provide for 
a tonnage to be set each season with a maximum 
limitation of 10,5'00 tons. No limitations to be 
applied. to the production tonnages of Currants 
and Sultanas. 

6. No variety to retain any surplus over the floor price 
until all varieties receive the floor price, but from 
that point growers to retain all their surpluses up 
to the ceiling price. 

7. Floor and ceiling prices to be subject to differentials 
in varietal costs as ascertained by B.A.E. 

8. Grade price differentials to be paid to growers to 
be. ~n accordance with A.D.F.A. practice and realised 
pnces for grades. 

The foregoing costs of production, floor and ceiling 
prices have been given on a sweatbox, rather than an 
f.o.b., basis for the convenience of growers. In prac~ 
tice, packers' and agents' charges (as ascertained by 
B.A. E.) would need to be added to £90 per ton. The 
£10 "give-or-take" would then be calculated on the net 
f.o.b. cqst. 

Before the £10 basis was finally accepted other "give
or-take" alternatives were examined. The Government 
proposed £15 below. and above costs of production; the 
Board suggested £5 below and £10 above. The former 
was unrealistic in the opinion of the Board; the Govern
ment would not accept _the latter. 

An alternative scheme of a floor price of £10 below 
costs of production, with growers contributing to the 
Fund 50% of any surpluses earned by any variety above 
its floor price·_ was considered, but was not felt to be so 
advantageous as a full guarantee scheme. 

Average Cost of Production. The actual submission 
of £90 per ton was amended by a later letter to the 
Minister to include capital cost of replacing vines. This 
amounted to 5/- per ton. Consideration was also given 
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to seeking a special cost loading for Currants produced 
in non-irrigated areas. The Board considered that, 
while the principle of such a loading was justified, it 
was found that, in practice, any benefits at guaranteed 
level could not be given effect to in realisations. Accord
ingly, the Board reluctantly had to forgo seeking its 
inclusion. 

The costs of production sought by the Board were 
£90/5/- per ton. The Government accepted £90. 

Details of costs of production are set out later in 
this report. 

Give-or-take of £10 per ton. There seemed to be no 
better basis which the Government would be prepared 
to accept. A basis of £5 below and .£10 above would 
have been preferable. The original approach was a 
full guarantee on costs of production. The Government 
may have complied with this, but only by pruning costs 
to a minimum and by applying a quantitative limitation 
to all varieties. 

It is as ·well to mention that the setting of the guaran~ 
tee level was relatively simple once the costs of produc~ 
tion had been ascertained. So far as the Government 
was concerned, if it already had a guarantee level in 
mind, it was only necessary to narrow or widen the 
"give-or-take" margin to reach this figure on whatever 
"liPeralised" costs of production were finally agreed to. 

This may be explained by taking B.A.E.'s revised 
ascertained costs of £79.73 (say £79/14/6) per ton as 
a basis. The liberalised cost of production was agreed 
to at .£90 per ton. The Governm~nt's "give~or-take" 
margin is £12/10/-. Thus
Agreed costs of production .. 
Less "give-or-take" margin .. 

Guaranteed floor price .. 

£90 0 
12 10 

0 per ton 
0 per ton 

----
£77 10 0 per ton 

This is £2/4/6 per ton less than the B.A.E.'s figure 
above. 

Of course, it is not satisfactory. 
the Board's submission-

Compare this with 

Agreed costs of production £90 0 0 per ton 
Less "give-or-take" margin 10 0 0 per ton 

Guaranteed floor price .. . . £80 0 0 per ton 

The Board and Federal Councillors do know, of 
course, that B.A.E. were prepared to support a cost of 
£83 per ton. This included additional interest on work
ing capital and an increase in grower-operator's allow~ 
ance to £750 ·per annum. The cost of £83 per ton was 
what the Board had striven for as the guaranteed floor 
price. The only way possible was to_ build up costs to 
a level high enough so that, after deducting the "give
or-take" margin, .£83 per ton would have. remained. 
Unfortunately, costs higher than £90 per ton could not 
be sustained, and a narrower margin than £10 per ton 
would not be listened to by the Government. 

In examining the formula o~ a guarantee on cost of 
production of £83 per ton without f!,ny "give-or-take" 
margin, the Board were informed by the Government 
that a quantitative limitation would apply. Thus, by 
only guaranteeing a proportion of the Currant and Sul
tana production instead of the whole, the average sweat
box return would be reduced and the level of guarantee 
would, in finality, have been much the same as in a 
"give-or-take" scheme. 

Under these alternative conditions the "give-or-take" 
method was considered to be preferable, and would be, 
over a period of five years, more advantageous to 
growers. 

As it now stands, growers would receive an average 
guarantee of £77 /10/~ per ton. The Board certainly 
agrees with the Government tha1 this is a calamity level. 
It assures an average income of something less than 
£619 per annum, and average costs of production as 
ascertained by B.A.E. from income tax returns plus 
~ertain interest and depreciation loadings. 
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It may be summarised by saying that whether a "give-
- or-take" or a full cost of production guarantee basis is 

adopted, the application of quantitative limitation and/ or 
"give-or-take" margins would bring the guaranteed floor 
price to about the same figure. 

The Board considers the calamity level of £77/10/~ 
is unsatisfactory. It is not altogether enamoured with 
the level of .£80, but, looking facts in the face, it realises 
no better guarantee level can be secured. 

It has been suggested at some branch meetings that 
£100 per ton should be the costs of production. Unfor
tunately, no factual evidence has been supplied to the 
Board to support this. All data examined, whether that 
prepared by B.A. E. or compiled by the Boa1;d separately, 
cannot justify this figure. Without evidence to strengthen 
its case, the Board could not approach the Government 
for a cost of production of £100 per ton. 

Quantitative Limitations. The Board was not prepared 
to submit any scheme to the Government which limited 
the quantity of Currants and Sultanas, which would be 
subject to the guarantee. On the other hand, it was 
apparent fairly early in the negotiations that a limitation 
on Raisins would have to be accepted. 

Directly this principle had been accepted, the Board 
was Eaced with the problem of deciding the tonnage 
which should be guaranteed, for on it depended to an 
important extent the amount in any season that Currants 
and/or Sultanas would be called on to pay a subsidy. 

The basic point in deciding the Raisin limitation was 
the quantity vyhich could be sold each season at reason
able prices, leaving the balance for sale at "give-away" 
prices. Bearing in mind that South AfriCa will remain 
in the marketing field; still has a carry-over of 2000 tons 
from its 1955 crop; would have an exportable surplus of 
approximately 1800 tons in the coming season; and has 
indicated its intention to sell at prices lower than those 
acceptable to Australia, the Board cannot foresee sales, 
at acceptable prices, of Australian Raisins exceeding 
10,500 tons in a season. For 1956, it was assessed, 
before the most recent indication of a heavy drop in 
the pack, that sales would not exceed 8500 tons. Hence 
the Board's amendment to its .final submission that a 
limitation be set each season, with a maximum for any 
season of 10,500 tons. 

If Raisins Could be reviewed on their own the principle 
of a quantitative limitation and the decision of the Board 
to seek a sliding formula would be inequitable and 
unfair to growers of this variety, but the Board ltas 
had to consider the extent that Currant and/ or Sultana \ 
growers might be called on to contribute a subsidy. 
Thus, the inequity to Currants and Sultanas had to be 
considered equally with the inequity to Raisins. 

This will be understood more clearly by explaining 
that Currants and Sultanas could not retain any sur
pluses over their guarantee floor prices while Raisins 
average realisations were below its guaranteed floor 
price. To set a quantitative limitation for Raisins in 
excess of the quantity which can be sold at reasonable 
prices would mean an increased contl·ibution by Currants 
and/or Sultanas. It was necessary, therefore, to set a 
quantitative limitation for Raisins each season which 
would approximate the quantity which could be sold at 
reasonable prices. This certainly means that Raisins 
must bear, without guarantee, any realisations below its 
guaranteed floor price on quantiti~s produced beyond 
the limitation 'set, but it also means that the amounts 
of contribution by Currants and/ or Sultarias to subsidise 
Raisins are also limited. 

The following· eXample, based on hypothetical figures 
and a £12/10/- ton "give-or-talfe," may make this even 
clearer-

Currants Sultanas Raisins 
Quantity limit-tons 
Guaranteed floor 

10,500 

6 0 £69 0 0 

0 0 £65 0 0 
Government makes no contribution, as average realisa

tions exceed average guaranteed floor prices. 

prices £82 5 0 £77 
Average realisa~ 

tions . . .. £95 0 0 £95 
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Currant& 
Surpluses . . . . . . £12 15 0 
Deficiency . . . . . . 

Sultanas 
£17 14 0 

Raisins 

£4 0 0 
The foregoing assumes that 10,500 tons· of Raisins will 

be sold at £65 per ton, but it could be that only 8500 tons 
Was sold at this price, and 2000 tons sold at, say, £55 
per ton. The differences in the contributions by Currants 
and Sultanas are apparent from the undermentioned cal~ 
culations-

Raisins Raisins 
Sales-tons 10,500 8,500 2,000 

-average realisa-
tions £65 ton £65 ton £55 ton 

Deficiency-below 
£69 £4 0 0 £4 0 0 £14 0 0 

Value of deficiency £42,000 £34,000 £28,000 

£62,000 
The need for a sliding quantitative limitation is appar

ent, for without it Currants and Sultanas would have to 
contribute a further £20,000 to meet the guarantee, 
because 2000 tons had to be sold at less than reasonable 
prices. 

Guaranteed Floor Prices. The Government (or the 
Fund) contributes only when the average realisations 
from all varieties is less than the average guaranteed floor 
price. Each variety, however, carries its own guaranteed 
floor price, which is based on the variety's cost of produc
tion. 

Taking as a base the average cost of production of £90 
for all varieties, the differential costs in the base tonnage 
average for 1954 and 1955 seasons for the three varieties 
are approximately- · 

Currants-£4/15/~ above the base average costs. 
Sultanas-6/- above the base average cost. 
Raisins-£_8/10/- below the base average cost. 
These varietal differentials would remain constant dur

ing the five-year period of the Plan. 
Based on the Government's counter-.offer of £12/10/

per ton below costs of production, the following guaran
teed floor price levels are revealed:-

Average for all varieties for Government guarantee
£77/10/- per ton. 

Currants would have a guarantee level of £82/5/-. 
Sultanas would have a guaranteed level of £77/16/- per 

ton. 
Raisins would have a guaranteed level of £69 per top. 
Each variety cannot receive less than its guaranteed 

price level stated abOve, but any variety showing an aver
age realisation in excess of its guaranteed -level must 
contribute so much of its surplus as is necessary to meet 
a deficiency on another variety. To execute this. simple 
formula requires some rather complicated calcUlations, so 
that the premium differentials for Currants and Sultanas 
(taking Raisins as the base} may be protected. 

It must be madEi quite clear that because of the need 
to cover the varietal differentials no variety will receive 
the actual arithmetical figure of the guaranteed floor price 
of £77/10/- per ton, although Sultanas would come very 
close to it. 

It should ·also be made clear that each variety will be 
subject to grade differentials, so that no variety will 
receive its guaranteed floor price :(or ~11 grades. Each 
variety's guaranteed floor price will apply only to its 
basic grade. The application of grade differentials above 
and below the basic grade is in accordance with A.D.F.A. 
·procedure over many years. 

Contributory Ceiling Prices. Conversely, no contribu
tion will be made to the Stabilisation Fund until average 
realisations exceed £25 per ton above the average guaran
teed floor price (£102/10/.,. per ton). All surpluses above 
the average ceiling price· would be paid intO· the Fund. 

In making contributions to the Fund, no regard would 
be given to grade differentials. A flat rate based on the 
total average realisations of a variety ·would be calculated. 
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Margin Retention by Growers. Subject to the ne~d fo~ 
a variety earning a surplus having to contribute so much 
of it as. is necessary to provide the guaranteed floor 
price of another .variety each variety retains the margin 
of £25 between. its floor and ceiling prices. 

F .O.B. Basis. The foregoing has been stated in terms 
of sweatbox levels. In practice the f.o.b. levels would 
be used. This is necessary, to ensure that costs of pack
ing, processing and other· charges and agents' commission 
are included. The f.o.b. level would be termed "the net 
average f.o.b. cost," and varietal differentials would be 
established. 

The arithmetical calculations as shown for the sweat
box levels would be the same for f.o.b. net co&t levels._ 

Contributions by Varieties. These would be paid on a· 
proportional basis according to tonnage. For example, if 
Currant and Sultana surpluses in a season are sufficient 
to meet the deficiency on the guaranteed tonnage of 
Raisins, then the amount of the surpluses would be dis
tributed pro rata to the Raisin deficiency. 

In any season where the average realisatiOns do -not 
reach the average guaranteed price obviously surpluses 
earned by any variety will be wholly used to partly meet 
the deficiency on another variety, and the. Government 
would be called on to meet the balance of the deficiency. 

At aU times each variety must, at least, earn its 
guaranteed floor price (subject to the tonnage limitation 
on Raisins). A variety can never receive less than its 
guaranteed floor price, neither can it contribute to the 
Stabilisation Fund until its ceiling price has been exceed.ed. 

Advances to Growers. The Board gave an undertaking 
to the Government that in the event of a suitable Plan 
being adopted by the Industry, The A.D.F.A. would 
arrange with Packers and Agents to-

( a) Make a first payment of 50% of the estimated 
value of each_ variety as a pool payment in advance 
of realisations; and 

(b) up to 75% to individual growers who may require 
a. larger payment. 

Interest to g-rowers would be adjusted at the end of the 
season according to the amount of first payment made. 

It is as well to make it clear that this arrangement will 
not form part of the Plan proper, nor would it be pro
vided for in ·any legislation. It is an internal arrange
ment which the Board undertakes to enter into with 
Packers and Agents, but so far· as growers generally are 
concerned it will be a welcome assurance that the value 
of a first payment will not entirely depend on the rate 
of seasonal sales, and that the "skimming-off" of an 
amount per ton for payment to a Stabilisation Suspense 
Account will not affect the amount of the first payment. 

C.-Costs of Production. 
As the first Step in arriving at a guaranteed price under 

the proposed Plan, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
undertook a cost survey of 50 selected farms in the S'un
raysia area. This area was stipulated by The A.D.F.A. 
so that only pure Dried Fruits properties were used and 
so as to exclude farms having sideline income-s. ' 

The 'first cost of £77.97 per ton has not been received 
by some growers with enthusiasm. Their objections may 
be summarised thus-

The average of 22.58 acres was too high for the greater 
proportion of growers. 

The average yield of 32.2 cwt. per acre'was too high 
for the· whole of the Sunraysia area. 

Costs of production would be higher if a lower average 
acreage (or lower yield) had been taken. 

The Board gave regard to these objections in examininfi 
B.A.E.'s costs. It also obtained costs of farms of varying 
sizes in the Sunraysia area as a means of comparative 
check. 

The result lias been-
(i) The average of 22.58 acres is sound, although it is 

recognised that it is too high for the bulk of growerS'. 
properties. The result of striking an average is that some' 
areas must be below it, as others must be above it. The 
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- averag_e . can move up or down according· to the number 
of sample~ taken either way. That the E.A.E. average 

. worl{S agamst the bulk of growers' properties is admitted, 
as may be seen from the following hypothetical example: 

7 farms each 16 acres = 112 
, 2 fa1·ms each 25 acres = 50 
1 farm of 50 acres 50 

10 farms = 212 Average 21.2 acres 

Yet seven out -of ien had farms of only 16 acres. 
The Board discussed very fully with B.A.E. whether a 

formula existed which could be applied to the average 
acreage so as to weight it in favour of the smaller proper
ties. There appears to be none. 

(ii) The average yield taken by B.A.E~ is supported by 
independent data, and compares with district yields in 
the Sunraysia area both fo'r 1954, 1955, and the average 
for the past five years. The B.A.E. figure must, therefore, 
be accepted, · 

(iii) Cost Of production was taken by B.A.E. in three 
groups-15-17~ acres, 17!-27~ acres, and 27i-50· acres. 
The following group costs per ton will show that if the 
average acreage were reduced by taking in more samples 
of the 15-17! acre group, the average cost of production 
would have been reduced. 

Group 15-17$ 
1954-per ton . . . . £82 
1955-per ton . . . . £79 

17!-27! 
£87 
£84 

27!-50 
£72 
£72 

In the faCe of these figures the Board preferred to 
retain the 17~-27~ acre group (in which the 22.58 acre 
average is located) as yielding the highest cost of pro
duction to the Industry. 

Federal Councillors have already been given details 
(through the Board's brochure) of how--the cost level was 
built up from the B.A.E, figure to £90 per ton. This is 
now recast as follows:-

Details in- As now re-cast 
Board's Brochure by B.A.E. 
Actual. Progre's Actual. Progress 

B.A.E. costs (as originally 
prepared.. . . £77.97 £77.97 £77.97 £77.97 

Additional interest on 
working capital 

-of £841 p.a ..... 
-of 1081 p.a. . . 

Depreciation on vines .. 
Grower-operator's allow

ance increased 
-from £619 p.a. to 

£750 p.a. . . . . 
-from £750 p.a. to 

£950 p.a. . . . . 
-from £950 p.a. to 

£1000 p.a ..... 
Arbitrary adjustn_1ent 

("round off") .. 

1.18 

3.67 

5.60 

1.40 

0.18 

£90.00 

79.15 

82.82 

88.42 

89.82 

90.00 

1.51 
0.25 

3.67 

5.60 

1.00 

£90.00 

79.48 
79.73 

83.40 

89.00 

90.0,0 

The Board recognises that £90 per ton does not com- ·' 
pare with the cost of £103/7/7 per ton prepared ·by the 
Costs of Production Committee. In explanation, _it is 
pointed out that this latter figure was not prepared on 
figures actually taken from growers' own costs. The 
method was originally evolved to support applications to 
the Commonwealth Prices MiiJ.ister for increased prices 
on the Australian market, and although it compared 
roug·hly with a figure produced by B.A.E. for an approach 
by the Export Control Board to the U.K. Government for 
a guaranteed price under the now defunct bulk-buyiilg 
scheme, the figures of B.A.E. were also specially selected 
for this purpose. The C.O.P. Committee schedule has 
been maintained since then. The cost itself and the 
basis on which it was constructed would never be accepted 
by the B.A.E. or the Government. . 

The Government would not accept. a profit marg·in as 
an item of cost. 
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F.O.B. Net Costs. While B.A.E. have extracted figures 
from packing houses and are--prepared to support them,_ 
it is not their function to examine this level, as their 
responsibility ends at the farm cost. B.A.E. have 
accepted Agents' commissions and relative costs supplied 
by the Board. 

It is assumed that f.o.b. costs as submitted will be 
accepted, but there is always the possibility that Treasury 
maY make its own investigation. Suffice it is to say that, 
while there seems to be no reason why the figures, as 
compiled, will not be accepted, they have yet to be 
approved. F.O.B. costs will be subject to variation in 
actual charges each season. 

D.-Contributions and Payments. 
The Commonwealth legal officers have examined the 

constitutional powers of the Government in operating a 
Stabilisation Plan. The three main points which they 
have had to consider are the legality of-

(1) Collections .for the Stabilisation Fund.; 
(ii) payments from the Stabilisation Fund; 
(iii) delegating certain functions to The A.D.F.A. 
The latter point is treated separately in Section E of 

this report. 
Collections. The only method which will not encrOach 

on the sovereign rights of the States is to impose an 
excise tax. This tax must be uniform to all States, must 
be collected by the Treasury, and must be on fruit pro
duced and packed as interstate sales cannot be taxed. 
Collections would be paid into the Stabilisation Fund. 

Payments. These would be paid by the Treasury from 
the Fund, in the form of a bounty. The bounty must be 
1.miform to all States, 

Legal Application. As the correct amount of tax would 
not be known until all realisations for a season have been 
ascertained, a provisional tax at a rate estimated to cover 
the bounties to be paid would be set at the beginning 
of a season. The tax would be paid by packing houses, 
as the "producer" of the fruit for the fruit is not termed 
"Dried Fruits" until it has passed through the processing 
stage. 

Packing Houses would be called on by law to pay this 
tax directly it has been packed and before it- is sold, but 
in practice this payment would be too harsh, for

1 
no 

packing house could finance payment before sales proceeds 
were available, unless they sought bank accommodation; 
which would only increase interest charges to growers' 
pools. 

This "pay as you go" tax could be softened, however, 
if legislation provides for the Minister to defer payment 
of final tax if he is satisfied -that any pacl~ing house can 
assure payment of the tax at the end of the seaso:n. 

This method of collecting tax will place additional 
administrative costs on the Treasury which they wish 
to avoid. It is possible that The A.D.F.A. may be accepted 
as a satisfactory intermediary. 

Under the form of legislation envisaged, the Treasury 
would have to pay the· bounty direct to the packing houses 
as the p1;oducers. Again it is possible that The A.D.F.A. 
would act as intermediary. 

The payment of the excise tax, whether after the fruit 
has been produced (i.e., packed) or after sales have been 
made, must impose a burden on the finances of packing 
houses which would be reflect'ed in payments ·to growers. 

Casting back to the arrangement that packing houses 
will be asked to make a first advance to growers of 50% 
(and! whete necessary up to 75 o/o) of the estimated value 
of the fruit, the added burden of making tax payments 
can only result in borrowing from the banks. To avoid 
this and to keep the cost of interest to a minimum, the 
Board has asked the Minister whether bank guarantees 
would be an acceptable basis for paying the tax when 

, the final rate is known for the season. 
So ffi'uch for obsei-ving the legal requirements under 

the proposed Plan. 
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Practical Application. In practice The A.D.F.A. would 
be expected to take a more active part as follows:-

(i) A rate per ton would be set by the Minister after 
consultation with The A.D.F.A. This rate would be suffi
cient to cover any subsidy to be paid bY a variety of 
fruit earning a surplus to bring another yariety up to 
its guaranteed floor price, plus any amount per ton which 
it is estimated average realisations will exceed the average 
ceiling price. The rate so set would be paid (or a book 
entry would be made if bank guarantees are approved) 
into a Stabilisation Suspense Account handled by The 
A.D.F.A. 

(ii) At the end of a seaSon, when all realisations are 
known, the following will be ascertained:-

(a)The amount (if any) of subsidy payable by a 
variety earning a surplus to a variety not reaching its 
guaranteed floor price. 

(b) The amount (if any) by which average realisa
tions exceed the average floor price, to be paid to the 
Stabilisation Fund. 

(c) Alternatively, to (b), the amount (if any) that the 
Goyernment has to contribute. This contribution would 
be paid into the Stabilisation Fund. 

(d) Any surplus in the Suspense Account after allow
ing' for (a) and (b) above would be-paid back to packing 
houses. 

Packing houses would, at this stage, pay their tax if 
a bank guarantee basis operates. 

Under legislation the amount of the subsidy would be 
paid into the Stabilisation Fund for payment in the form 
of bounty by the Treasury, but in practice it would be 
paid out by The A.D.F.A., which would render a full 
accounting to the Treasury. 

The bounty may be defined "as the amount necessary 
to be receiVed by any variety to reach its guaranteed 
floor price." 

The following examples may make the foregoing 
method somewhat clearer. In all examples it is assumed 
that, at least, one variety has not realised its guaranteed 
floor price. 

1. Where the Government makes no contribution and no 
excess is paid to the Stabilisation Fund. 

The only moneys lying in the Suspense Account will 
be the required amount deducted from a variety's surplus 
to pay out to a variety realising less than its guaranteed 
floor price. Payment would then be made with the 
Treasury's approval at a uniform rate per ton. 

2. Where the Government makes no contribution and an 
excess is paid to the Stabilisation Fund. 

The excess is paid to the Treasury for the Stabilisation 
Fund. The balance would be paid in accordance with 
Example 1. · 

3. Where the Government makes a contribution and no 
moneys are in the Stabilisation Fund, 

(a) 

(b) 

but a variety with a surplus has to contribute. The 
Government's contribution would be paid to The 
A.D.F.A., who would combine it with the varietal 
contribution and make payments to the variety realis
ing less than its guaranteed floor price at a uniform 
rate per ton; or 
no variety has a surplus. The Government's contri
bution would be paid to The A.D.F.A., who would 
make payment at a rate per ton to each variety to 
bring its average realisation up to its guaranteed floor 
price. 

4. Where the Government makes a contribution, but 
moneys are already in the Stabilisation Fund. 

The Government contributes the difference between its 
total guarantee and moneys in the Fund, and the Treas
ury pays out the combined moneys to The A.D.F.A. Pro
cedure is then the same as in Example 3. 

INSURANCE AT COST 
EMPLOYERS! MOTOR VEHICLE OWNERS! 

When effecting insurance, choose a reliable office to ensure: 

*Prompt, Equitable Claims Settlements. 
*Sound Advice and Courteous Service. 
* Low Premiums and Absolute Security. 

Insure with-

THE STATE ACCIDENT INSURANCE OFFICE 
and 

THE STATE MOTOR CAR INSURANCE OFFICE 
Guaranteed by the Government of Victoria. 

Tel.: MU8331 {10 lines). 412 Collins Street, Melbourne 

* local Representatives : 
Mildura: R. H. Chaffey & Co., 71 Deakin Avenue. Phone, Mil. 10. 
Robinvale: H. Cuttle Pty. Ltd. Phone, Rob. I. 
Swan Hill: J. Gray & Son, 61 Campbell Street. Phone, Swan Hill' 20. 
Lake Boga: T. S. Slocomb, ·Marraboor Street. Phone, Lake Boga 86. 
Shepparton: A. T. B. Goyen, A.M.P. Buildings, Wyndham Street. Phone, Shep. 255. 

Look for the SURE in InSURance 
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For The A.D.F.A. to act as described it will be neces~ 
sary for all packing houses to agree to its values for 
varietal differentials and system of equalisation. Packing 
houses who are members will, of course, agree, but in 
order to bring in all growers it would be necessary for 
independents to become voluntary participants. To force 
indepel).dents into A.D.F.A. membership would be invalid, 
as it ,would be tantamount to incorporating The A.D.F.A. 
into Commonwealth law. ' 

There seems little doubt that independents would 
voluntarily agree to participate in the principles required 
by The A.D.F.A. The alternative would be that an inde
pendent packing house would have to pay the interim 
excise tax direct to the Treasury and be eligible, without 
regard to any equalisation, to receive any bounty which 
may be paid. 

It will be appreciated that, in practice, so far as 
A.D.F.A. packing houses are concerned, the bounties paid 
and realisations from sales would then be subject to The 
A.D.F.A. system of equalisation and grade differentials. 

Maximum Amount in the Stabilisation Fund. The 
Board considers that this should not exceed £2 millions. 
If, during the period of the Plan, this figure is reached, 
no further contributions of average realisations in excess 
of the average ceiling price would be made to the Fund. 
The excess wopld be paid to packing houses and agents 
for growers. 

Distribution of Stabilisation Fund moneys at end Of 
period. Provided the Plan is not renewed for a further 
term, distribution would be-

(i) To the Government to the extent of its total con
tributions; 

(ii) to packing houses for payment to growers on a 
"first-in, first-out" basis, proportionately according to 
varietal contributions. 

It is not yet clear how interest (if any) earned on 
moneys in the Fund would be distributed. It is envisaged 
that it would first be paid to the Government on the value 
of its total contributions, and any remaining balance to 
growers on the basis and values covered by (ii) above. 

Other Legal Aspects. The Board sought opinions on 
the following points:-

(i) Question: 
Would a grower or packing house have any legal 
right of objection to the basis of payment under 
the Plan or to stay out of the Plan altogether? 
Opinion: 
The Commonwealth cannot stop a grower or pack
ing house from refusing to accept the Plan or basis 
of payment, but the tax would still have to be 
paid, but the fruit would not be eligible for a 
bounty. 

(ii) Question: 
Could a grower refuse to accept The A.D.F.A.'s 
internal varietal costs? 
Opinion: 
A grower delivering fruit to an A.D.F.A. packing 
house would be subject to The A.D;F.A.'s regis~ 
tered Articles of Association and the provisions 
of the Act, both of which would be referred to on 
the delivery receipt. Packing houses who are 
members of The A.D.F.A. would already have 
entered into an agreement to observe The 
A.D.F.A.'s Articles of Association. 

(iii) Question: 
If growers in a State reject the Plan, which is, 
however, accepted by a majority of growers, have 
the growers in the rejecting State the right to 
stay out of the Plan? 
Opinion: 
No State Government has power to over-ride Com
monwealth legislation. The Commonwealth would 
impose the excise tax provided it is uniform to all 
States. 
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E.-Participation by The A.D.F.A. 
The Association was originally formed for the express 

purpose of stabilising prices to growers, and that is still 
its main and most important function. It is an unincor~ 
porated body of growers managed by their representatives 
through Federal Council. 

When the Export Control Board was formed The 
A.D.F.A, relinquished its activities of eXport marketing, 
but it still retains paramount control over price-fixing 
and terms of trading for the Commonwealth market. In 
addition, it equalises all market realisations, so that every 
grower delivering fruit to an A.D.F.A. packing house 
enjoys an equal proportion of realisations from all 
markets. Through M.I.D.A. Ltd. it controls all but 
some 250 tons of Dried Vine Fruits in any season, and 
even this independent fruit is sold on the home market 
at prices within ~d. lb. of A.D.F.A. prices. 

As an unregistered organisation, The A.D.F.A. cannot 
sue or be sued. Its operations are gov,erned by its own 
Rules and Regulations. 

This unique position has been advantageous to the 
Association, and, indeed, to the Industry as a whole. It 
has been able to impose terms of trading and lay down 
beneficial procedures which, if it were an incorporated 
body, might be contested at law. It is possible some 
portions of its Rules and Regulations might not be 
admitted for registration in Articles of Association. These 
aspects are now being examined by The A.D.A.F.'s 
solicitors. 

In the event of a Stabilisation Plan being accepted by 
growers on the lines set out in this report, it will be 
essential that the existing machinery of The A.D.F.A.· 
be utilised. This can only come about if the Association 
changes its status to that of a registered company. If 
this is done there appears to be no Commonwealth legis
lative obstacles to a number of functions which ordinarily 
would be handled by the Treasury or another Government 
department being delegated to The A.D.F.A. 

Apart from the legal requirement that the Government 
can only delegate certain of its administl'ative functions 
to a registered company which is acceptable to it, there 
must be an undertaking by The A.D.F.A. that the appro
pl'iate Minister shall have the right and power to approve 
home market pdces and assure himself that effective 
means of sales promotion is carried out. This means 
that the main activities of The A.D.F.A. will be subject 
to approval or veto by the Government of the day during 
the period of the Plan. 

While it is appreciated that the announced policy of 
the present Government is not to dictate the internal 
activities of any primary producers' organisation, it is 
advisable to observe that a similar policy may not be 
followed by any succeeding Government. By agreeing to 
governmental rights of supervision and over-riding 
decision, The A.D.F.A. will place its.elf in the position of, 
perhaps, having at some future time during the period of 
the Plan to accept and comply with dictation. 

That is the price which The A.D.F.A. will be expected 
to pay if the Government's Stabilisation Plan is accepted. 

The possibilities of a Government dictating a policy 
which growers would oppose is not, perhaps, a danger of 
any great magnitude, but the Board does consider that if 
some of its terms of marketing, its rights to enforce sub
mission of statutory declarations, observance of prices 
and system of operating deferred discounts and its powers 
of control over Agents are surrendered it must result in 
a weakening of the principles which have sta,bilised the 
Industry. 

The Board has then been confronted with the need to 
have a registered organisation to meet the requirements 
of the Government and an unincorporated body to safe
guard some of its important marketing provisions. 

It has proposed to the Government that the pl'esent 
A.D.F.A. retain its unincorporated status and that a new 
company be registered solely for the purpose of carrying 
out any powers delegated to it under· a plan of stabilisa-' 
tion. 
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If this arrangement is legally possible and is agreed to 
by the Government, having regard to the unincorporated 
body giving an undertaking that the Government must 
approve home market prices and methods of sales promo
tion, the function of the new company would cease at the 
point where the bounty is paid. SO far as is· known the 
company would operate on lines similar to the Dairy 
Produce Equalisation Committee Ltd. 

Equalisation of proceeds from markets and setting of 
grade differentials for A.D.F.A. growers would then be a 
funCtion of the present unincorporated A.D.F.A. 

,It is possible that this method might be more acceptable 
to independent packing houses, who would only come into 
agreement so ,far as adjustments of varietal differentials 
and rates of bounty would be concerned. 

The opinion of the Association's solicitors and the reac
tions of the Government are awaited. 

Administrative Costs. It must be apparent 'that if the 
Plan comes into operation hnd The A.D.F.A. carries out 
the functions delegated to it administrative costs will 
increase. 

It is difficult to assess, at this stage, what the additional 
costs will amount to, but they will have to be contributed 
by_ growers' levy. 

- The present administrative work of The A.D.F.A. is 
g·eared to its existing functions, and levy contributions are 
designed to meet the costs. Additions to staff, particu
lal'ly accounting, must inevitably result in increased 
operating costs. 

This is an aspect which should be borne in mind. 

F.-Submission of a Plan to Growers. 
Whatever scheme is submitted to growers will be fully 

explained before a vote is taken. It is not the intention 
of the Board to permit growers to vote on such an 
important matter without having first received the fullest 
explanations. 

Growers must know exactly what 'they will 'be voting 
for and against. 

It is advisable to refer to the majority basis of Voting 
for the Plan. The Board submitted to the Government 
that acceptance muSt be by two-thirds of growers voting. 
The Government has stated that acceptance shall be by 
an absolute majority of growers entitled to vote. 

. This appa-fent variation came as a surprise to the Board, 
for it\ has never been raised in the· many discussions 
which have taken place. The Minister has been asked to 
clarify the meaning of "absolute majOrity." The effect of 
securing an affirmative majority from "growers entitled to 
vote" will be a difficult one if it is appreciated that a 
grower who abstains from voting in effect votes against· 
the Plan. 

G.-Pros and Cons of the Plan. 
Growers could not agree that the Governinent's 

counter-offer is generous or that it is justified. 
As has been shown earlier, it brings down the average 

guaranteed floor level below the B.A.E. cost of production, 
which includes £619 per annurii for grower-owner's aver
age allowance. Even in a time of calamity this figure is 
far below what the average grower would require in order 
to maintain a reasonable standard of living. 

Bearing in mind that a cost of production of £90 per 
ton is not a "liberalised" basis (no matter what the 
Government may consider to the contrary), the margin 
of £10 per ton agreed to by the Board is considered to 
be sufficiently wide, and reduces the grower-owner's 
allowance of £950 per annum to approximately £630. 
This is_ much lower than the owner-operator's allowance 
of £950 odd included in the full guaranteed cost of 
production for the Wheat and Dairy Produce schemes. 

It may be stated that the Board was never happy in 
agreeing to a "give-or-take" basis. It realised it had to 
do so. or -accept an alte1'native of a quantitative limitation 
on Currants all{l Sultanas which, over a period of five 
years, would have providt'ld a less assured net guarantee 
than the "give-or-take" method. 
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That the Govertiment is playing for absolute ·safety, 
except in the event of a complete collapse of D\·ied Fruits 
prices, is apparent. While it has certainly strengthened 
the possibility of not calling on the taxpayer, the Govern
ment's counter-offer does little to create confidence by 
growers. It alters a scheme of stabilisation to a scheme 
of staving off destitution. No one can rightly agree that 
in the event of a calamity growers can produce fruit, or 
want. to produce fruit, for £77/10/- per ton. 

· This figure makes no recognition that the grower is 
entitled to enjoy the average standard of living enjoyed 
by the community generally. Little compensation. can be 
gained from the fact that the ceiling pl'ice will be £2/10/
per ton higher than under the Board's submission. The 
basis of the whole Stabilisation Plan is to ensure that a 
grower does hot receive less than a reasonable minimum 
price for his fruit. The Board's proposed "give-or-take" 
of £10 per ton is considel'ed to be the absolute reasonable 
minimum. Any wider margin could not receive the Board's 
recommendation. 

In terms of money the grower stands to lose a greater 
guarantee benefit than the Government perhaps realises. 
Taking 1955 (a reasonably normal :;;eason) as an example, 
when average yield (as ascertained by B.A.E.) was 
approximately 35 tons per block, the loss in guarantee 
amounts to £87/10/-, or nearly 34/- per week. 

The Government has overlooked the seasonal loss factor 
altogether, for it is apparent to every grower that in 
order to be paid the guarantee he must first produce the 
fruit. The Board has always borne in mind this factor 
and has endeavoured to partly compe-nsate crop losses by 
raising the cost of production to as high a level as 
possible. The Board had in mind that a liberalised cost 
of production would be the partial answer to compensation 
for crop losseS. 

The following summiirises the points for, and ag-ainst, 
the Plan: 

For: 

1. The Government does guarantee a minimum average 
price. In the event of a collaPse in prices growers know 
they will receive, for certain, an average realisation on 
each variety produced, subject to the quantitative limita·
tion for Raisins. 

2. In the event of the Plan not being accepted, would 
the Government pay £77/10/- per ton if prices collapse? 
It should be remembered ·that so far no success has been 
achieved in gaining financial assistance for Raisin growers. 

3. If there were a general collapse of prices for Aus
tralian. primary products, including Dri.ed Vine Fruits, 
could it be safely_ reckoned that the Government would 
pay £77/10/- per ton? 

4. It (the Plan) assures Currant and Sultana growers 
of a guaranteed floor price for their whole production. 

5. It provides a guaranteed floor price for the Raisin 
growers on a sliding limited- -production, with a maximum 
in a season of 10,500 tons. 

6. It permits growers to retain all proceeds up to the 
average ceiling price, subject to any variety havin? e 
surplus over its guaranteed floor price subsidising another 
variety whose average realisations are less than its floor 
price. 

7. It provides for any average ·realisations in excess of 
- the average ceiling price being placed in a Stabilisation 

Fund for use in a later season. 
8. Any surplus moneys in the Fund at the end of the 

period of the Plan would be repaid to the varieties con
tributing to the Ftind, subject to a first call by the Gov
ernment for the total amount of its contributions. 

9. Acceptance would indicate· that the Industry is 
prepared to assist itself to maintain stabilisation, which 
may act in good stead if it is found later that economic 
conditions dictate a request for Government financial 
assistance over and above that provided in the Plan. 

· 10. Rejection. of a Plan may react adversely on the 
Industry if it later seeks essential financial assistance, 
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Against: 
1. The cost of prodUction of £90 per ton is a tight, and 

not a liberalised, basis of production. 
2. A guaranteed floor price £12/10/- per ton below the 

cost 9f production is too wide a margin. 
3. On an average guaranteed floor price of £77/10/

per ton, the grower-operator's allowance of £950 is 
i'educed to something like £540. 

4. Currant and Sultana growers must contribute some, 
or.all, of any surpluses earned to Raisins if that variety's 
average realisations are less than its guaranteed floor 
price. This would take place even when the Government 
makes no contribution through the average realisations 
exceeding the average guaranteed floor price. 

5. The Government has a first £all on any surplus 
moneys in the Stabilisation Fund at the end of the period 
of the Plan in repayment of its total contributions. 

6. It places on the shoulders of the Industry the need 
to subsidise Raisins, whose uneconomic positiOn has been 
brought about by faulty government planning in the face 
of contrary advice from the Industry. 

7. It can affect the ·present effective methods of stabil
ised marketing by weakening certain powers of The 
A.D.F.A. should it become a registered company. 

8. It will increase growers' levies to meet additional 
costs to administer the Plan. 

9. The guaranteed floor price makes no provision for 
crop losses. · -

10, The Government's counter-offer alters -the scheme 
of stabilisation to a scheme of staVing off destitution. 

Conclu~ion: .As the price position stands at present, 
there seems little likelihood of the Government having 
to meet a guarantee of £77/10/- per ton, or even £80. 
There seems little possibility of any variety rising so high 
that the ave1'age c'eiling price will be exceeded. On present 
indications then, it would seem that the Plan will operate 
merely to subsidise Raisins at _the ~ense of Currants 
and/ or Sultanas. ' 

The Board therefore places 'the various alternatives and 
t)leir possible effects bef,are Federal Council for considera
tion. While the Board felt that it could recommend a 
"give-or-take" margin of £10 per ton below and above 
the cost of production of £90, it could not support a 
margin of £12/10/- per ton without the approval of 
Federal Council. 

Federal Council must be the arbiter in this matter. The 
Board can only give the facts and the effect on the 
Industry if a Plan on the lines of the Government's · 
counter-offer is, or is not, accepted. 

B.A.E.'s COST STATEMENT 
A Preliminary Statement on Cost of Production Based 
on a Survey of Fifty Dried Vine Fruit Properties in 

the Sunraysia District 
The Bureau of Agricultural Economics was requested 

to undertake a survey of the Dried Vine FTuts industry 
f.or the main purpose of providing data on production 
costs for use in the proposed Industry stabilisation scheme. 
This preliminary report refers only to the analysis of 
costs on 50 Sunraysia properties. 

Selection of Properties 
The names of growers participating in the survey wel'e 

drawn at random from lists supplied by the irrigation 
authorities in the Sunraysia district. The sample was 
stratified to ensure uniformity in gTOwer representation 
froin the regions within the distl'ict (Mildura, Irymple, 
Red Cliffs, Merbein and New South Wales). 

Eligible Properties 
For the purpose of this study, propert~es which did 

not comply with the following· critel'ia were excluded. 
(a) Consist of a minimum of 15 acres of vine fruits 

grown for drying purposes. 
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THE COMMERCIAL 
BANKING COMPANY 
OF SYDNEY LTD., 

Melbourne Office; 

257 Collins Street 

A Ba.nldng Tradition 
Efficient, wise and 
Friendly Service 

nTo provide the best in banking service." 
That was the policy of The Commercial Bank
ing ,Company of Sydney Limited, when it was 
establishe~d in 1834. The value of this service 
was quickly recognised. 

Down through the changing years, the bank's 
traditional service-efficient, wise and friendly 
-has aided enterprising men in their activities 
to the benefit of themselves and the nation. 

To-day, we of this Bank, owned and staffed 
by Australians, offer the same service and the 
benefit of our long experience to our customers. 

Our officers at Melbourne Office, or at the 
branch nearest to you, will gladly give particu
lars of our service. 

THE 
COMMERCIJ\l 
Bt\NKII\JG 
COMPJ\I\IY 
OF SYD~EY liMnED 

ESTABLISHED 1834 
with which is amalgamated 

THE BANK OF VICTORIA LIMITED 
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(b) The ente1·prise being that of producing dried vine 
fruits without any sideline production. 

(c) Farm records complete for the tWo seasons 1954 
and 1955. 

(d) Operator to be engaged full time on the property. 

Period of Survey 
Details of costs, production, etc., were obtained for the 

seasons 1954 and 1955, and averaged to give a base fol' 
the formulation of a stabilisation scheme, and the appli
cation of subsequent index m()vements of costs. 

Analysis Procedures 
To obtain the average costs of producing dried vine 

fruits, the total .costs incurred on the 50 properties were 
divided by the comparable total prodUction to give a 
weighted average cost. 

Costs are considered as two distinct groups:-
(a) Cash Cos(s: These inclu·de the working costs in

curred to operate the property such as: irrigation 
charges, repairs, _fertilizer, seed, fuel and oil, 
dusts, sprays, rates, harvest materials, dehydra
tion and treatment charge~, freight, insurance, 
workers' compensation insUrance, contract ahd 
hired labour, family labour (excluding operator), 
etc. 

(b) Incurred Costs: Items under this heading are those 
not amenable to measurement. For the purpose of 
determination of an absolute cost figure, calcu
lations are based on Government decisions. They 
include: depreciation, interest on capital, interest 
on working expenses, operators' allowance, vine 
depreciation. In addition there has been in this 
parti-cular case, an adjustment on acGount of 
the relative standard of efficiency on the survey 
farms as compared with the ineligible properties 
and those in dry areas, and also on account of the 
nature of the proposed guarantee as compared to 
other industries. 

Survey Results 
Acreage: The bearing and non-bearing area of the 

three varieties of vines averaged 22.48 acres for the 50 
properties. 

Production: The average produc6on per farm was as 
follows:-

Currants 
Sultanas 
Raisins .. 
Average 

Production Costs 

4.8 tons 
27.3 tons 

3.6 tons 
35.7 tons 

The following costs are on a sweat box delivered to 
packing shed basis, with the inclusion of dehydration and 
tr{:!atment costs. ' 

Item 

Cash Costs .. 
Incurred Costs~ 

Depreciation . . . . . . . 
Interest on Capital at 5 o/o 
·Interest on W OI·king 

Capital (£1081) .... 
Operator's A 11 owance, 

£950 (p.a.) . . . . . . 
Vine Depreciation . . . . 

Arbitrary Adjustment , , . , 

Cost per 

Actual 
£ 

48.31 

5.40 
7.41 

1.51 

26.12 
0.25 
1.00 

Varietal Costs 

ton 
Progress 

Total 
£ 

48.31 

53.71 
61.12 

62.63 

88.75 
89.00 
90.00 

Yield per Acre.-The average yields on the 50 vine
yards by varieties during the survey period were as 
follows:-
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Currants 24.6 cwt. per acre 
Sultanas 33.6 

" " " Raisins .. 31.4 
" " " 

Average .. 32.2 
" " " 

An examination of the varietal yields during eight 
typical seasons during the post-war years gave the fol· 
lowing yields: 

Currants 30.2 cwt. per acre 
Sultanas 33.2 

" " Raisins .. 36.0 
" 

Average .. 33.0 
" 

., 
" 

In order that this relationship of yields could be applied 
to the survey finding of 32.2 cwt. per acre, the yields 
were adjusted as f-ollows: 

Currants 29.47 cwt. per acre 
Sultanas 32.40 ,,, 

" Raisins .. 35.13 
" " 

Ave·rage .. .. 32.20 
" " 

The varietal costs at the £88.75 per ton level 6btainerl 
by applying these yields to the varietal bearing acreages 
on the survey properties were as follows: 

Currant5 £93.47 per ton sweatbox 
Sultanas £89.07 , , 

" Raisins . £80.39 , , 

Average £88.75 
" " 

-when the amount of £1.25 per ton for vine deprecia
tion and correetion for survey farm efficiency is allo
cated on the basis of the existing proportions of varietal 
c-osts at the £88.75 level, the following totals are 
obtained: 

Currants £94.76 per ton sweatbox 
Sultanas £90.29 

" " Rai.sins £81.49 .. 
Average .. £90.00 

" " " 
The va1•iations between these var!etal costs and the 

ave1•age are as follows: 
Currants +£4. 76 compared with average 
Sultanas . . . . +£0.29 , , , 
Raisins . . . . . ~£8.51 

" " 
,. 

Many questions were asked after the reading of the 
report and some of these ·are referred to. Most of the 
replies were_ given by Mr. R. M. Simes (Board Chairman) 
w-ho led the negotiations with the Government after 
Mr. Malloch's retirement as Board Chairman in October, 
1955. 

Growers' Taxable Incomes 
Mr. Olsson: Did the Board or the B.A.E. examine 

the taxable income of the grower? 
Mr. Simes:· We were seeking Stabilisation Plan costs; 

and inc6fue was not a matter that concerned us. In any 
case, the 1954 income tax return contained the 1953 
proceeds, so there would be no relationship between costs 
and income. Following requests by letters appearing in 
the "Sunraysia Daily" -and "Murray Pioneer" newspapers 
recently, challenging me to produce certain figures, I have 
worked out a schedule on these properties, and the 
average comes to £657 per pTOperty. This ties up with 
the £619 used by the B.A.E. I have appealed to growers 
that if they disagree with these costs, they should give 
the Board something t'o work upon. In no case, however, 
has any grower come forward. The average I took was 
16.67 acres per block, and the income averaged £657. 
The costs are considerably lower than the B.A.E. figures. 
In the enquil'y made by the B.A.E. a question was put 
to every owner of, a property--'----whether he was forced 
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to curtail expenditure because of lack .of finance-and 
the question was answered in the negative in every case. 
An examination of the summary shows that expenditure 
was- well up on the a'verage. 

Reconciliation of C.O.P. Figures 
Mr. Jones: I am finding it difficult to reconcile the 

£103 cost of production figure of 1953 with the present 
figure. ' 

Mr. Simes: When we were negotiating with the Com
monwealth Government Committee we had to prepare the 
basis of movement in price-we were not concerned J;JO 

much with cost of production as with the increase in costs 
from one year to another. We took for our purpose. a 
hypothetical block and put in everything we could possibly 
think of in order to get the yearly movement. That was 
never intended to be the cost of production; it was a 
basis to measure cost movement. I compared the Industry 
cost of production schedule with' the B.A.E. sche-dule, 
and found they were close together. Do not confuse the 
cost of production with either of those two schedules . 

Growers' Financial Position 
Mr. Olsson: Red Cliffs growers have been circularised, 

and out of a total of 222 effective answers only twenty
odd have been refused finance by the packing houses. 
The total debt of the 222 amounted to £380,000 against 
a value of fruit unsold and harvested for the -current 
season of about £345,000, showing a deficit of approxi
mately £35,000. That does not indicate any degree of 
extl·avagance. 

Mr. Simes: That is the growers' general :financial posi
tion, and unless you know what the expenditure has been 
incurred upon, you get nowhere. If a man buys a 
tractor for £1000 his cost of production carries 20%, 
whereas his actual cash position carries in addition 
the other 80o/o. Examining --growers' accounts with 
financial institutions does not give what we want here. 
This Plan contains a Government guarantee that the 

grower Will get not less than a certain figUre. The 
Board considers that figure too low. We have examined 
every figure possible, without success. No grower has 
endeavoured to assist in order to establish higher costs. 
In all_ the meetings I have addressed on the Plan no one 
came forward with any suggestions, and the only con
clusion that I could come to was that the costs were 
not incurred. 

Crop Losses 
Mr. Orton: I consider that it is essential to have 

a liberalised coSt to cover hazards of the Industry. A · 
sample of only two years, 1954 and 1955, is not a 
fair indication. I suggest we go forward and take this 
year in order to get a liberalised cost, because this year 
will have little relation to the figm'e already arrived at. 

Mr. Simes: The matter of crop losses has won-ied 
the Board in its negotiations. On this point the B.A.E. 
said in effect that if we had crop losses, they would 
be reflected in the average examination of crops. If 
we had any special crop losses and heavy expenditure 

. in any year, the cross section of income tax returns 
would reveal it. Here we have a. Plan providing a 
Government guarantee at a certain fevel, and we could 
have talked till Doomsday in order to get the Minister 
to put on a special loading for something that may, or 
may never, occur. On the average I know we have 
them, because from 1946 to 1956 we have had six bad 
years. 1955 was the worst we had experienced, and 
we thought we were doing well to include that, but 
now -in 1956 we have had another bad year. If you 
want to bring in crop losses, we will have to scrap this 
and bring in 1956 with 1954 and 1955, but that will 
not make the difference you anticipate. If the coming 
year is a good one and such is apparent before the 
Plan operates, the Government could say, "We will 
bring in 1957 then." Where are you then? When we 
were discussing the scheme in July, 1955, with the 
Government officers and arranging for the survey to 
be taken, we did not contemplate crop losses in 1956. 

HOLDEN* 
Convenient hire purchase 
arrangements are available 
from GMAC - General 
Motors own· hire purcha~e 
company. 

Australia's Own Utility 
LIST PRICE: £850 Plus Tax 

* REGISTERED TRADE MARK 

GENERAL MOTORS-HOLDEN'S 

There are two 'Air Chief' 
car radios specially designed 
for Holden. 

LIMITED 
BRISBANE • SYDNEY • MELBOURNE • ADELAIDE • PERTH 

Sold and serviced by Holden Dealers throughou( Australia. 
ST43 
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You cannot adopt something one day and reject it the 
next; otherwise the Board's position in negotiation 
would be farcical, We cannot tell the GoveTnment what 
they have to do and, on this point' of crop losses, the 
only alternative is crop insurance. We cannot do any
thing here about that until the Industry has accepted 
some defini_te stabilised price. Once we have an average 
year to work upon, we can do something about crop 
insm·ance. They are two separate maters. I have g.ven 
this matter some thought, and submit the following 
details:-

Crop Insurance 
1. Contributions (premium) would be at £7/10/

per acre per annum, or roughly £5 per ton. (Varie
ties would vary by their ascertained average yield 
per acre.) This cost would have to be included as 
an additional f.o.b. cost in the guaTanteed price, 

2. Claims would, of necessity, have to be based 
on the quantity of fruit short harvested to reach 
the individual grower's own average yields per acre. 
That is, a grower whose crop was reduced by 
weather or seasonaL conditions would claim for a 
certain tonnage at the season's guaranteed price 
for the variety or varieties concerned. 

3. On crops of 85,000 tons, £425,000 would be 
distributed as premiums, and assume this is an 
average .crop, then on a guaranteed average price 
of £80 and a crop falling to 75,000 tons, £800,000 
would be required to meet claims. Government 
would be expected to underwrite the Insurance 
Fund, and when the Fund was insufficient to make 
up the deficiency under loan, to be repaid from 
fu~ure premiums. 

4. It appears, therefore, that £5 per ton is not 
sufficient premium to cover reasonable anticipated 
seasonal losses, and -this may have to be £7/10/
per ton; and in the above example £637,500 would 
be contributed on 85,000 tons, or £562,500 on 
75,000 tons, £712,500 on 95,000 tons, and £787,500 
on 105,000 tons. 

5. Claims being based on individual grower's aver
age crops does bring up the problem of properties 
in frost pockets, whose general average is perma~ 
nently lower because of frost incidence. 

6. Rain and hail damage, and seasonal light crops 
would be general, and not specifically localised to 
areas or properties. 

7. Under the ·Hgive-or-take" basis of stabilisation, 
£7/10/- per ton premium would haVe to be provided 
in the guaranteed price, thus reducing the amount 
of surplus that would be retained out of realised 
prices; in other words, unless realisations increased, 
surpluses would be reduced by £7/10/- per ton. 
· 8. ' Growers would have to declare the average 
used for producing dried vine fruit. This would 
be essential because of drying varieties sold fresh. 
This declaration would have to be made on all 
claims. 

9. In a bad season, such as 1956, some provision 
would have to be made for say Gordos or Wal
thams, which could not be harveste_d, and in normal 
circumstances may have been sold fresh-or 
some portion fresh and some dried. 

10. Would this mean that growers would endea~ 
vour to dry all raisin varieties irrespective of 
weather conditions or fresh market prices in order 
to cover them~elves for any crop losses? What 
safeguards could be provided? 

The Minister for Trade advised us last September 
that losSes of crop could not be provided for in a 
Stabilisation Plan. 

Soldier Settlement 
Mr. Jones said the only fair Plan is the original one 

that provides separate pools. Further, the limitation on 
Raisins is inequitable, because we are relieving the 
Government of its obligations under repatriation. Re-
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turned soldiers are not being properly rehabilitated 
under present conditions, and the proposed Plan will 
not help to any great deg:>·ee. The Goverhment must 
help over and above the pxoposed limitation on Raisins. 
I consider that the Bom·d's proposal of the £10 ''give-or
take" as being the limit to which I could agree. Pressure 
by returned soldier settlers should be brought to bear 
upon the Government to bring about a more satisfactory 
scheme. 

Cost Movement 
Mr. Middleton: If' the cost figure has to be varied 

annually, will the 1956 crop be taken into consideration~ 
Mr. Simes: The index movement is related entirely to 

increased costs of material, labour and services. It does 
not mean that because t,he tonnage to the acre was dow_n 
this year that costs have increased. It is a movement 
of a percentage increase on the items of the cost of 
production. 

Export Subsidy 
Speaking on the proposal that a Plan be based on a 

subsidy for exports, Mr. Malloch said: HI see it as the 
only opportunity for giving growers a reasonable return
as is secured by growers in subsidised countries. The 
economic position -of Australia to-day requiring- parity 
in exports would justify the Board in returning to the 
Minister and advising . him that the Stabilisation Plan 
would be turned down by the grower, whether it be 
the Government's or the Board's scheme. Therefore, y-ou 
cannot go back to the Government on those lines; you 
have to have some other form of approach, and I suggest 
you go back to the original plan and see if the Govern
ment will not grant this angie. There was no pressure 
on the Plan at that time. We should get in touch with 
Professors of Economics and the politicians in the. various 
States and press the matter very strongly. I was dis
appointed when the request was turnef! down, because 
it is only by way of an export subsid~r that this Industry 
will be put on its feet. The present Plan is only one 
of (r-obbing Peter to pay Paul.' We should get an export 
subsidy." 

Wheat Scheme 
Mr. Ortqn: Is it not a fact that at the present time 

the Wheat Industry is being stabilised on a cost of 
production basis which originally was arrived at em an 
average yield of thirteen buShels an acre, and that since 
that time the production has riseri considerably above 
that figure? Also, is not the Dairying Industry being 
subsidised to the extent of some £16 millions? 

Mr. Malloch: The Wheat Industry is stabilised to 
the extent of 100 milron bnshels a year. The Wheat 
Industry had its own stabilisation plan from· overseas 
markets during the war, and when the Federal Govern
ment passed its stabilh:ation plan for wheat it was based 
on accumulated funds. 

Mr. Simes: I discussed the matter recently with the 
Minister for Primary Industry, and he adVised me that 
a- farmer delivers his wheat and he is paid for it, but 
the price paid is not the cost of production. \In 1954 
the cost of production was 12/7d. a bushel, and the 
grower received 10/- on delivery. In 1955 the cost 
of production was 1p/1d., and the grower received 
9/6d. When I suggeSted to the Minister that in 1956 
cost of produ·ction might be 14/-t···and the farmer might 
get 5/-, he agreed. The Wheat Board takes the wheat 
over, and the price paid on delivery takes into con
sideration the prospects for the sale of the wheat. If 
it goes on much longer under present conditions there 
will be no payment at all. Take the Dairy Scheme, 
where the sub:ddy paid is entirely- different. Butter is 
a staple commodity in demand in every household in 
Australia and, for the purpose of seeing that the price 
paid for butter was reasonable, the Government made 
up the difference of the cost of production to the farmer.' 
Wheat is sold on the Commonwealth market at a price 
not less than the cost of production. The price is fixed 
in each State by State legislation, and the subsidy 
only applies on the export. The contributions to the_ 
plan have been 1/6d. ceiling, providing the price realised 
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exceeds 1/6d. That is only on a limited quantity, and 
the wheat has to be sold. If it did not realise cost of 
production the wheat would have to be sold before the 
price was brought up to the cost q,f production. 

COUNCIL'S ;RESOLUTION 

"That this Federal Council informs the Board of 
Management that the Stabilisation Plan as approved 
by the Government cannot be equitably. adjusted, 
and directs that a further approach be made to the 
Minister for Primary Industry on an amended basis 
which will give a degree of stability to the 
Industry." 

Letter to Minister 

Following Federal Council the Board Chairman wrote 
to the Minister for Primary Industry and after quoting 
the- above resolution said: 

"I feel that I should make it quite clear that F edera1 
Gouncil strongly objected to the single pool Plan for this 
method d~d not provide for an equitable adjustment of 
varietal realisations. Federal Council was not convinced 
that Currant and Sultana growers should be expected to 
stabilise (or subSidise) Raisin growers when the ·un
economic outlook for this latter variety is not the re~ 
sponsibility of Currant and Sultana growers. Rather is 
it a Government responsibility arisillg out of govern
mental expansion of the Raisin Industry-a responsibility 
which is not provid~ed for in the Stabilisation Plan re
viewe<i b:Y Federal Council. 

11This outl-ook has a strong moral backing, and my 
Board and. I are optimistic that your Government will 
appreciate the need for an Industry Stabilisation Plan 
to widen the benefits to Raisin g-rowers without placing 
so heavy a burden on Currant and Sultana growers as 
would have been the case under the Plan now reviewed. 

' 
"Other important objections were made by Federal

Council. In brief, these may be summarised as follows:-

1. The Industry required a Plan which, at least, 
guaranteed costs of production. 

2. The guaranteed floor price of £77/10/- per ton 
did not provide a sufficiently high level of guaran
tee. 

3. The factor of seasonal crop losses should be con
sidered as part of a Plan. 

4. Protection should be provided against competition 
from subsidised fruit on overseas markets. 

"I feel sure that you would wish to know the feelings 
of the Association's F e.Jeral Council in this important 
matter, and I anti-cipate that after my Board have con
fened on Federal Council's instrucfons I shall be in 
touch with you again. 

~<Although it is disappointing that, at this stage, the 
views of the Government and the lndustrv cannot be 
reconciled, I would like to express the appreciation of 
this Association to you and to your colleague, the M'nis
ter for Trade, for the personal interest shown in endeav
ouring to formulate a suitable Plan. I would like to convey 
through you to Mr. J. V. Moroney, the Permanent Secre
tary of your Department, to Mr. L. R. Kentweil and to 
other Commonwealth officials the Assoeiation's, and my 
own, thanks· f.or the painstaking an-d co-operative ser
vices they gave at all times in discuss:ng the details of 
an Industry Plan. 

"I have arranged for a copy of the Board of Manage
ment's report to Federal Council on the Plan to be sent 
to you by the General Secretary." 

Negotiations -With Government Resumed 

The Board Chairfuan and the General Secretary con
ferred with the Mil!ister in Sydney on 16th Jun-e. Ex
ploratory discussions took place for a Stabilisation Plan 
on the lines recommended by A.D.F.A. Federal Council 
in May. 

The M-;nister gave sympathetic consideration to the 
many -points put forward by Mr. Simes and to alterna
tive schemes which might prove acceptable to the Govern
ment and be advantageous to growers. The Minister 
assured Mr. Simes that officers of his Department would 
be available to discuss details of any plans The A.D.F.A. 
had f-ormulated, and would give his personal attention 
to any plans submitted to him. 

Alternative schemes embracing a guarantee of full 
costs of produetion, a floor price for exports, contributory 
]eve's by growers to a Stabilisation Fund, and insurance 
against crop losses will now be compiled by The A.D.F.A., 
and will be considered by the Board of Management as 
quickly as possible. 

In the meantime, a further visit was made to Canberra 
on 10th July to discu~s with Commonwealth legal officers 
constitutional and legislative implications associated with 
these schemes. 

THE MILDURI CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT CO. LTD. 
MILDURA 

NOMINAL CAPITAL £1,000,000 PAID-UP FUNDS, £534,000 

Packers of all Classes of Dried and Fresh Fruits and Citrus 
Manufacturers of Mt;irmalade, Cordials, Fruit Juices; Tomato and Worcester Sauces 

"P .ADLOCK" BRAND 
Packing Houses: Mildura, lrymple, Merbein, Curlwaa, Coomealla (N.S.W.) 

Factory: Mildura 

All Classes of Insurance Risks Undertaken. Life Assurances Effected. 
Growers' Requisites Stocked at all Branches . 
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PRESENTATIONS BY FEDERAL COUNCIL 
Mr. P. Malloch was the l'ecipient of two very fine 

works of art as a gift by Federal Council in appreciation 
of his services to the Dried Fruits Industry. Mr. J. H. 
Gordon, who had given 25 years-- of service as a member 
of the Board of Management, was also honoured by the 
presentation of a silver tea service. Purchase of the gifts 
was approved by Fede1•al Council last year when Mr. 
Malloch announced his retirement as Chairman of The 
A.p.F.A. Board of Management, and Mr. Gordon retiTed 
from the Boatd. Mr. Malloch, however, still retai1;1s his 
seat on the Boa1·d as an ordinary member. 

In making the presentations, the President said: "It 

The Board of Management have decided that this 
year's annual meeting will be held in Melbourne on 31st 
October, 1st and 2nd November. 

The Minister for Primary Industry has been invited 
to open the conference, or, if this is not possible, to 
address delegates on one of the days. 

is my pleasing duty to carry out the wishes of Federal 
Council last year ·in acknowledgment of the great work 
of two members of the Board of Management QVer the 
years. I ask Messrs. P. Malloch and J. H. Gordon to 
accept the gifts in the same way as we_ have given them 
-with the utmost thanks ~nd appreciation for their ser
vices to the Industry, To you, Mr. Malloch, we ask you 
to accept two works of bronze art as a reminder of 
our appreciation for your magnificent work. And to you, 
Mr. Gordon, we ask you to a-ccept a silver tea service 
as a ma1·k of thanks for your long service on the Board 
of Management." 

Messrs. Malloch and Gordon suitably responded. 

Nominations for Board of Management 
Brallc·hes and Packers have been informed that nomi

nations must be lodged with the General Secretary by 
12th October as elections will be carried out at Federal 
Gouncil on 2nd November. 

Mr. P. Malloch, M.B.E., accepts from Cr. J. R. Gordon (President of_ Federal Council) two beautiful bt-Onze 
objets d'art as a gift in appreciation of his sterling services to the Industry on his retirement as A.D.F.A. Board 

Chairman. 
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The relevant rule of A.D.F.A. Rules and Regulations 
l'eads:-

"For administering the affairs of the Association on 
the broad principles laid down by the Fe·deral Council, a 
Board of Management of eight members shall be ap
pointed by the Federal Council. Four· members, of which 
one shall be a representative of Packers, shall be elected 
from Victoria, two from South Australia, one from New 
South Wales, and one from Western Australia. At least 
five members of the Board of. Management must be 
growers, as per d-efinition in Rules and Regulations, Rule 
No. 2." 

"Nominations of candidates for the Board of Manage
ment A.D.F.A. shall be made only by bona fide members 
of the Association. 

uEach member of the Association, i.e. Branch or 
Packer, shall have the right' to nominate one candidate 
for the Board of Management and such nominations shall 
contain 

(i) full name and add1·ess of nominee; 

(ii) the occupation of the nominee; 

(iii) signature -of nominee (which will imply accept
ance of nomination). 

"Nominations shall close with the Gelleral Secretary 
twenty-one (21) days before the day of election, and the 
names, addresses and occupations .Of candidates shall be 
forwarded to Federal Council delegates within seven (7) 
days of the cloSing of nominations. 

''Nominations for Packers' representative shall be 
submitted by Packer members in a form and in the time 
stipulated in the two preceding paragraphs. 

"In the event 
(i) of insufficient nominations being received on the 

closing of nominations as provide4 in this Rule; or 
(ii) of circumstances which may result in cancella-

tion Df a nomination under the above conditions, 

Federal Council may accept nominations on the first day 
of Council meeting. The election fo1· members of the 
Board of Management shall be held on the last day of the 
Council meeting." 

Retiring Boal'd Members (who are eligible for l'e-
election) are: 

Victoria: Messrs. P. Malloch, M.B.E., J. R. Gordon. 

New South Wales: Mr. L. B. O'Donnell. 
South Australia: Mr. R. M, Simes. 

An exquisite silver tea serviCe and tray Was presented at the special Fede"'ral Council meeting by Cr. J. R. Gordon 
(President) to Mr. J, H. Gordon, _to mark ~i.s retirem.~.-t after. 25 years as a Board Member. 
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!l'to.ductio..n and Ma'tfieting 
HEAVY DROP IN 1956 VINE TONNAGE 

The following tonnage comparison brings home, far 
too forcibly, the extent of this season's crop losses. The 
latest Industry figures are compa1·ed with the final packs 
for Season 1955. 

Crown & M.F. Season 1955 February, May, June, 
Grades Final 1956 1956 1956 

Currants .. 11,075 17,000 13,327 13,327 
Sultanas .. 59,562 55,300 42,044 41,337 
Raisins .. 8,920 11,500 5,356 5,053 

79,557 83,800 60,727 59,717 

Tree Fruits 
May, 1956, estimates of A.D.F.A. packs (excluding 

Plain Apricots, M.F. and Whole for all varieties) were 
placed at the following: 

State Apricots 
Tons 

Victoria . . 11 
South Australia. 990 

1,001 

Peaches 
Tons 

6 
195 

201 

Prune Pack 

Pears Nectarines 
Tons · Tons 

2 
38 27 

40 27 

A summary of estimates as at 24/2/1956 showed the 
following:-

Dry weight . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,633 tons 
Processed weight . . . . . . . . . . 1,831 tons 

It is possible that diversiolls to The A.D.F.A. from 
the Yenda (N.S.W.) area might increase these figures. 

Season 1955 pack amounted to
Dry weight .... 
Processed weight 

1,222 tons 
1,358 tons 

TREE FRUITS NOTES 
Slow Sales 

Until the first months of this year sales of 1955 Peaches 
and Nectarines had been slow, but had now picked up 
somewhat. 

Late Packing 
Inequity between growers is caused when Agents are 

expected to sell Apricots which have been late packed. 
The market demand for this variety is, on present pro
duction, always very strong, and to inform buyers that 
deliveries must be deferred until later in the season 
because packing houses have not yet completed their 
packing is frustrating to the buyers and is detrimental 
to the Industry, particularly if, in the future, Apricot 

production rises to a level where we expect buyers to 
make greater efforts to sell the increased tonnage. 

The Tree· Fruits Committee view late packing with so 
much concern that the Board Chairman is to confer with 
the Packers' Associations- to see why packing cannot be 
speeded up. 

'Growers, of course, are not without fault iri this matter. 
Apricots cannot be packed unless they are delivered, and 
it behoves every grower in his own interests and those 
of the Industry to make deliveries immediately after 
drying and sulphuring. 

, Earlier delivery and earlier packing means quicker 
sales, and, therefore, earlier final returns to growers. 

PARS ON PRUNES 
Hon. T. Steele, M .. L.C., has been appointed to the 

Prunes Committee as a N.S.W. representative. 

* * * * 
Although .the Department of Trade has been asked ori 

a number of occasions to call a meeting of Prunes interests 
to discuss the proposals put forward by the Industry for 
amendments to export J'egulations, little has been done. 
A report of the Department's reactions to the proposal 
has not yet been. received, although promised some months 
ago, and assurances of an early meeting have not even
tuated. 

Prunes interests had high hopes, when its proposals 
were submitted, that regulations might have been altered 
for 1956. The proposals are far too important not to 
protest against the continued delay by the Department. 

* * >!< * 
The State Dried Fruits Boards, through their Con

sultative Committee, have given prompt consideration 

to the proposal that siz~s 81/120 be marketed as a 
uFamily Pack." Individual State Boards are now c-on
sidering, and answers, -one way or the other, should be 
received soon. · 

* * * * 
The "Family _Pack" will bring into line with overseas 

developments Australian marketing of the smaller sizes 
of Prunes. There· are too many counts on the market at 
the present time, and this not only causes confu~ion to 
the housewife, but it is very doubtful whether retailers 
charge different prices for different counts. In overseas 
markets "Family Pack" would be the first step in meeting 
competition from other producing countries, which sell 
grouped counts in packets. For example, the U.S.A. sells 
only three types of packets---Jumbo, Large and Medium. 

* * * * 
Insurance values for 1956, based on 60/70 "Choice," 

have been set at £229 per ton for cans and £225 per ton 
for dry pack. 

INTERSTATE CHARGES-SEASON 1956 
The Board of Management has deCidc;)d that the fol- shipments (Commonwealth civil sales '()nly) of Dried Vine 

lowing rates shall ·be charged by Agents on inter-state Fruits:-

Victo.ria and N.S.W. (River Murray) 
South Australia .. 

£4/2/6 per ton 
£5/7/6 per ton 
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NEWS AROUND THE DISTRICTS 
Coomealla 

A full programme of maintenance will be carried out 
as soon as possible on the Coomealla irrigation and 
drainage scheme. This assurance was given by the chief 
maintenance engineer of the N.S.W. Water Conservation 
and Irrigation Commission, Mr. W. Middleton, who has 
told a committee of Coomealla growers that the work 
would be on a priority basis, beginning when a suitable 
period was available between irrigations next year. 

Loxton 
Total_ plantings in the Loxton irrigation area now 

exceed 6000 acres. During 1955 34 settlers, including 

one dairyman, have taken Occupation of their properties 
in the area, the District Officer of the Department of 
Lands, Mr. L. D. Diercks, reports. Of this total 2640 
acres are, or will be, spray irrigated. 

Victorian Irrigation 

Setting up of a drainage section within the Irrigation 
Division of the Water Commission has been announced by 
the Premier, Mr. Bolte, who indicated that it was hoped 
soon to appoint a senior executive engineer who will 
devote the whole of his time to the investigation of 
drainage problems. 

M.O.F. SUPPORT PRICE PAYMENTS 
A.D.F.A. Registers Strong Protest 

The extreme delay by the U.K. Government in finalising 
claims on Currants and Lexias sold under ·the Support 
Price Agreement, has resulted i,n a strong protest being 
made by the Board of Management -to U.K. interests 
through the British Commonwealth Producers' Organisa
tion. ~i\ 

A letter sent to the B.C.P.O. concerning the Industry's 
claim for £E270,685, emphasised that there has been, 
and still is, unwarranted delay by the U.K. Government 
in finalising payment. Following _on strong representa
tions made -by the Australian Government, the U.K. Gov
ernment has paid £70,000 sterling (now increased to 
£100,000 sterling) pending checking of documents by 
the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 

Australian Dried Fruits growers are under an unneces
sary, and unwarranted, financial burden due to this delay 
at a time when they have suffered severe losses of their 
1956 crop through frost damage and rain at harvest 
time. It is not .over--emphasising the situation by saying 
that many growers are now so heavily in debt that they 
will not rehabilitate themselves until they have enjoyed 
a number of succe~sful seasons. 

It is almost needless then to comment on th~ feelings 
of Australian growers when moneys which they know are 
to come to them are being withheld by the delay described. 
If growers ever wanted money it is now. 

Empire Goodwill. 
There is a further and important aspect of this delay 

and the feelings it has engendered. This aspect is the 
creation and maintenance of goodwill in Empire market~ 
ing and through it the need for sympathetic and ready 
understanding of mutual problems. 

The Australian Dried Fruits grower has seen the 
advantages he possessed under Empire Preference weak
ened to an extent where they have become almost useless. 
He has seen the action of the U.K. Government in per
mitting th!;"l purchase by British buyers of large quanti
ties of Californian fruit to the detriment of price returns 
for Australian fruit. He has had to compete with sub
sidised Turkish fruit, and manipulated prices for Greek 
fruit _so that preferential tariffs are virtually n'egatived. 

As reported in .the ",A.D.F.A. Digest" for May, 1956, 
a question in the British House of Commons met with 
a most uninformative reply. Although the Common~ 
wealth Government has now paid out to exporters a large 
p_!opoi-tion of the £E100,000 received from the United 
Kingdom, the dispute over portion of the sales of unseeded 
Lexias_ continues. Finality- would be welcome news. 

GROCERY TRADING 
The Chairman of Henry Berry & Co; (A/asia) Ltd. 

has referred to the difference in American and Australian 
grocery operations. He is reported ("Rydge's Busine_ss 
Journal"-February, 1956) as saying: 

"A typical wholesale grocery concern in America 
collects its receivabl<:s on an average in sixteen days, 
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whereas on our terms the average for grocery opera
tions would be somewhere between 25 and 30 days. 
Again, the average AmeriCan concern turns over its · 
inventory to sales about twelve times, as compared 
with our company nine times. These comparisons 
clearly demonstrate that the American wholesa~ers 
make their capital work much faster than we do in 
Australia, and thus are able to do a much greater 
volume of business on a lower working capital invest
ment." 

As Dried Fruits growers are essentially interested in 
Australian wholesale grocer:v: operations, Mr. Harding's 
comments are quite informative. 

RAISINS 
As a result of appropriate legislation, 

"Lexias" are now termed "Raisins," and 
"Walthams" are now termed "Raisins (W.)" 

The Board of ~ianagement has recommended that a 
uniform method of classification be carried out by packing 
houses when preparing growers' delivery dockets and 
compiling all fruit records and that, if such is not already 
being practised, the foregoing terms now be used. 

EXPORTED MANUFACTURED 
FOODS 

To encourage and assist exporters of manufactured 
foods containing Dried Fruits; The A.D.F.A. has granted 
a price rebate on fruit used for some i,Vears. Details 
of 1954 and 1955 are given-

Fruit Used- Rebates Claimed 
Varieties 1955 1954 1955 1954 

Tons Tons 
Currants 35.02 21.01 £980 12 0 £588 7 3 
Sultanas 92.71 
Seeded 

87.03 2,595 18 1 2,436 19 0 

Raisins 11.41 3.53 319 11 7 98 17 3 

139.14 111.57 £3,896 1 8 £3,124 3 6 

Products Season 1955 SeaSon 1954 
Tons ·Tons 

Mixed Fruits 8.39 10.72 
Fruit Cake .. 226.76 239.91 
Plum Puddings 121.29 39.23 
Fruit Mince 13.35 2.41 
Biscuits .. 11.32 0.60 

381.11 292.87 

The Board will consider in December, in the light of 
existing differentials of home and export prices, whether 
a rebate will be given for 1957. 
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DRIED FRUITS FOR DISTILLATION 
Application has been made to the Minister for Customs 

and Excise to give permission, under the appropriate 
regulation of the CustOms and Excise Act, to sell dried 
grapes for distillation purposes during Season 1956, 

This application has been supported by stating that it 
is known to the Industry that a number of distilleries, 
particularly proprietaries, are willing and anxious to pur
chase sub-standard dried grapes for production of spirit, 
but cannot do so unless authorised by the Minister. 

Coupled with the distillery demand is the urgent need 
for Dried Fruits growers in this season of extreme adver
sity, to realise on their sub-standard fruit in order to 
supplement their reduced incomes, resulting; from heavy 
crop losses, and to offset inecoverable costs of production, 

It has been mentioned that in giving permission the 
Minister places no obligation on distilleries- to buy, but it 
will allow the two industries to·negotiate with one another. 
Without the Minister's permission, even negotiations can
not be carried out. 

It is appreciated that permission in accordance with 
the regulation may only be given if the Minister is satis
fied that sufficient fresh grapes are not available to IDE::et 
the needs of spirit manufacturers, and that some dis
tilleries, having sufficient stocks of spirit, may indicate 
that dried grapes are not 1•equired. On the other hand, 
as indicated above, there are some distilleries who- require 
the sub-standard fruit, and, consequently, it is felt that 
good reason exists this season for the Minister to permit 
sales under the regulation. 

In acquainting the Minister for Primary Industry of 
the application, reference was made to the existing regu
lation, under which the Minister for Customs has power, 
under certain circumstances, to give permission to sell 
dried grapes to distilleries. It was emphasised that the 
regulation acts harshly against the Dried Fruits Industry, 
for it virtUally leaves with the wine industry the decision 
whether dried grapes are, or are not, required for di~til
lation. If the wine industry does not seek permission 
from the Minister to buy sub-standard dried grapes it 
appears that, under the regulation, the Minister has: no 
power to act, yet distilleries are free to buy in the fresh 
state drying varieties of grapes, a practice which has 
caused embarrassment to the Dried Fruits Industry when 
seasOns of short crop have been coupled with strong 
market demand. 

The regulation, as now framed, seems to be inequitable, 
and representations by this Association in the past to 
have it altered have not been successful. It seems most 
desirable that the regulation should be amended so that 
at the discretion of the Minister, rather than at the 
request of the wine industry, permission can be granted 
in any season for dried grapes to be used for spirit 
manufacture. 

The Minister for Primary Industry is in a position to 
fully gauge the position as it relates to both industries, 
and it is hoped that, in respect to the current season, he 
will support the application now made to the Minister 
for Customs and Excise, and, perhaps, in regard to the 
regulation itself give consideration to an amendment 
which would mean some equity to the Dried Fruits 
Industry. 

SALES TAX ON RAISIN BREAD 
In accordance with the specific wishes- of the Federal 

Council, representing some 98% of Australian Dried 
Fruits growers, application has been made to the Federal 
Treasurer for the exemption of Raisin Bread from sales 
tax. 

Dried Fruits as such and bread as such are not subject 
to tax, yet when the two are combined, forming a more 
nutritious item of diet -than plain bread, the article is 
subject to tax. 

There is every reason to suppose that an anomaly 
exists. 
- The exemption from tax of Raisin Bread will also 

provide _the means of expanding the sales on the home 
market of Raisins and Sultanas by permitting Raisin 
Bread to be sold at prices little higher than plain bread. 
An increase in the consumption of Raisin Bread, which 
consumers at present find expensive due to the added cost 
of sales tax, will not only mean that this excellent article 
of diet will be consumed more in private homesi cafes, 
restaurants, hotels and the like, but will assist greatly 
in easing the acute problem of finding payable markets 
for surplus Raisins. 

The problem of selEng quantities of Raisins in exCess 
of normal demand in this country and overseas has been 
utider close discussion and investigation by the Govern
ment and this Association, through the Minister for 
Primary ''Industry, in an endeavour to find new outlets 
for this variety of Dried Fruits. 

It is apparent from the many enquiries made f1•om the 
bakery trade that sales of Raisin Bread could be increased 
in Australia if the cost cOuld be reduced by the elimina
tion of sales tax. If the tax is lifted then The A.D.F.A., 
through the funds subscribed by growers, will undertake 
a strong ~ational publicity campaign to increase sales. 
The Association is confident, bearing in mind the demand 
for Raisin Bread in past years, when sales tax was not 
iinposed, that trade--through this channel could be revived. 
The outcome would be an improved financial return to 
growers of Raisins. Ex-servicemen established in the 
Dried Fruits Industry under the Government's repatria
tion schemes, are especially concerned. 

The support of the Minister for Primary Industry has 
been sought. 

VICTORIAN SOLDIER SETTLEMENT 
Commission's Report for 1954-1955 

In the report for the year ended 30/6/1955 some inter
esting observations are made which relate to our Industry. 

Expansion of Plantings: "In timeS of contracting mar
kets abroad, it frequently becomes the popular notion that 
any expansion in industries with a marketing problem 
should be strictly retarded. Whilst the Commission believes 
that a close scrutiny should always be paid to the question 
of expansion in any industry, it also subscribes to the 
view that a rapidly increasing population in Australia 
means that, unless there is a general increase in the 
levels of primary production to meet the added home 
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demand, Australia's exportable surplus will decline con
currently with heavier demands on overseas funds foi· 
essential imports to service the larger population." 

Subsiclisation: "Notwithstanding population growth and 
industrial development, it may well be ·that, in the final 
analysis, Australia will still rely largely upon the export 
of primary commodities to meet her overseas commit
ments. 

"In othe"1; words, if subsidisation is imperative tO 
sustain our overseas balances in a healthy state, there 
is little doubt that the major primary industries offer the 
best comparative advantages in this direction." 
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Growers' Finance: "The present trend of falling return" 
to primary producers and of rising internal costs makes 
it more necessary than ever for settlers to consolidate 
their financial positions and to pay cloSe attention to 
questions of farm_ management and development, so that, 
as efficient producing units in the farming community, 
they will be in a better position to meet the more difficult 
times which appear to be ahead." 

Robinvale: "A further allocation of 1200 acres granted 
to Victoria by the Australian Agricultural Council to 
extend Dried Fruits plantings has been proceeded with, 
and clearing has , been substantially completed-fifteen 
holdings have been planted, with a further 35 prepared 
and ready for planting in September, 1955. The balance 
of the 1200 acres will be planted in the spring of 1956. 
This planting will exhaust Victoria's allocation of addi-

tional . Dried Fruits plantings as agreed between the 
Commonwealth and the various States, and, at the same 
time, will substantially meet the demand from ex-service
men for Dried Fruits holdings."' 

) "The Robinvale Irrigation Settlement, which is pre
dominantly given over to the production of Dried Fruits, 
has again had a very satisfactory year. Present indica
tions are that it will become1 if it is not already, one 
of the highest producing Dried Fruits districts in the 
Commonwealth. This settlement, although still in _the 
early stages- of development. is producing over £500,000 
worth of high quality fruit per year, and it is confidently 
expected that future years will show that, mainly on 
account of the high production per acre, this settlement 
will produce fruit of a higher quality and at a lower 
unit cost than applies generally in the existing Dried 
Fruit areas." 

G.A.T.T. AND EMPIRE PREFERENCE 
The Minister for Trade (Mr. McEwen) has announced 

that Australia has signed the formal documents amend
ing the General Agreement on Tariffs· and Trade. These 
documents, when signed by a sufficient number of coun
tries, would make effective the changes negotiated in the 
G.A.T.T. at Geneva a- year ago. These changes had 
already been accepted by a number of countries, including 
the United Kingdom and the United States, and Aus
tralia's acceptance of them was approved by the Common
wealth Parliament last year. 

The Minister stated :that the revisions included a num
ber of changes which Australia pressed at Geneva, and 
it was in Australia's interest that they should be put into 
effect. These changes would give to G.A.T.T. a quality 
of balance from Australia's point of view which it 
previously lacked. 

At the same time as the changes in G.A.T.T. were 
drafted, an agreement was drawn up to establish the 
Organisation for Trade Co-operation. This organisation 
is designed to operate the G.A.T.T. in a more effective 
way than has previously been possible, and its establish
ment will help in ensuring fair trade practices in inter
national trade. 

The Minister said that whether it would be set up or
not depended a great deal upon the attitude of the United 
States. The United Kingdom had already signed the 
agreement, and, in accordance with the Commonwealth 
Parliament's approval last year, Australia also would 
sign it as soon as the United States had done so. 

The Industry sincerely hopes that changes in G.A.T.T. 
will return the preferences on Dried. Fruits lost at Geneva 
in 1947. 

I/,; lftJI~, 79~ Q .§IRQ/I /}II# 
YOU CAN DEPEND ON B!EA:URECAPS 

TRUCKS TRACTORS FARM 
IMPLEMENTS 

Whatever the size or make of your tyres, they can be BE.AURE.CAPPE.D by 

BEAUREPAIRE lYRE SERVICE 
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PTV. A state-wide Service throughout Victoria, 
I. TD. S.A. and Albury, Wagga, Cooma, N.S'.W. 
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OVERSEAS MARKETS· 
United Kingdom 

On 7th March Mr. Butler, the Lord Privy Seal, informed 
the House of Commons that it had been hoped it would 
have been possible to introduce the bill to authorise the 
imposition of counter-vailing and anti-dumping duties 
before now, but that the legislative programme which 
confronted them would leave no opportunity for the con
sideration of what was necessarily a complicated and 
technical measure during the present session of Parlia
ment. The Government had not altered their opinion 
about the importance of such legislation, and it was 
intended to introduce it early next session. Critics of 
this postponement of a measure which is viewed as a 
matter of urgency by some of our Commonwealth sup
pliers who are suffering· from unfair trade practices on 
the part of competitors in the U.K. market, may well feel 
that the House of Commons should give this matter 
priority' (B.C.P.O., March, 1956). 

* * * * 
, British eating habits are showing a tendency to revert 

to the pre-war diet, with an increased proportion of 
expenditure on meat, eggs, butteT, sugar and teat- accord
ing to a recent food suTvey report to the Government. 

The main change in the cereal group is a further 
decline in the consumption of cakes, and is to a smaller 
extent of bread, but not of flour or biscuits (Food Tech
nology in Australia, February, 1956). 

* * * * 
Of comparative interest is the consumption trend of 

fruit in the U.S.A. According to broad utilisation groUps, 
Drjed Fruits are down slightly, canned juices down 
moderately, fresh f1•uits down considerably. Canned 
fruits are up slightly, and frozen fruits and juices up 
sharply (Agricultural Situation, November, 1955). 

* * * * 
An import quota for fresh and Dried Fruits has been 

granted by the U.K. under the Anglo-Argentine trade 
agreement. The majority of this quota is expected to be 
taken by fresh fruit (Foreign Crops and l\!.[arkets, 
5/12/1955). 

West Germany 
California Raisin· industry rep1·esentatives have asked 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture Foreign Agricultural 
S~rvice to set aside $100,000 to help the _sale of surplus 
pool ThompSon Raisins to West Germany (Weekly Com
modity Notes, 9/3/1956). 

The import tender for U.S~ Dried Fruits has been 
extended -so that applications are open till 31st December, 
1956, up to the "hidden value" limit. The previous closing 
date was 31st March, 1956. The tender was also enlarged 
to include the entire d_ollar areas (Fo1~eign- Crops and 
Markets, 16/4/1956). 

Denmark 

Since Denmark liberalised the importation of Raisins 
on _1st November, 1955, imports have increased consider
ably. During the calendar year of 1955 Denmark imported 
5,193. 7 short tons of Raisins. Two-thirds of these were 
imported in November and December after the liberalisa
tion, with 2921 tons being imported from the United 
States in these months. Imports have continued at a 
high rate in 1956, with the total imports for November, 
December and January equalling the total volume_ 
imported during the entire calendar year 1954 (Cali~ 
foi'nia Fruit News, 5/5/1956). 

Ceylon 
Currants, Raisins and Prunes may now be imported 

from the U.S.A. under individual licences. 

For individuaJ liCences, written permit is required, and 
their issuance is at the discretion of the Controller of 
Imports. Foreign exchange is made available o-llly up 
to the value specified in the licence (Foreign Crops and 
Markets, 5/12/1955). 

Soviet Union 

The Soviet Union are showing considerable interest 
in Persian Sultanas, and there are whispers on the 
London market of them contemplating taking up all the 
export surplus fruit from the new season's crop. If this 
information turns out to be true it could easily affect 
the whole Dried Fruit position on the Continent, because 
both Germany and Holland have been large users of 
Persian fruit in the past. These countries will be forced 
to turn their attention elsewhere, and this could mean 
more Californian Naturals and Smyrna- Sultanas being 
exported to these markets, and also the high prices asked 
especially by Turkey being maintained (Australian Drieii 
Fruits Board). 

Canada 

According to "California Fiuit News" (31/3/1956), 
Canada continues to be a good customer of the Dried 
Fruits Industry .of the United States. The United States 
remains the chief supplier of Dried Fruits, both in 
terms of pounds and value. Australia is a close seconQ. 

The United States dominates Canadian imports of Dried 
Apricots, Peaches, Pears and Prunes. Australia gives 
Stiff competition to the United States for the Raisin 
market, do:rp.inates the Currant ma1·ket of Canada, and 
made a sUrprising increase in sales of Dried Apricots _and 
Nectarines in 1955. Spain is also an important supplier 
of Dried Apricots. 

FOREIGN PRODUCERS 
LJ.S.A. 

The 1955 crop produced approximately 194,000 tons 
of sweatbox Thompsons, and -the crop was prorated into 
Free, Reserve a:nd Surplus Pools under. the Federal Mar
keting Order ("CalifDl'nia Fruit News," 5/5/1956) as 
follows:-

65% Free Tonnage_.-. , ...... . 
15 o/o Reserve Tonnage .. 
20 o/o Surplus To"nnage , . 
Total Sweatbox ·Ton:i).age . . . . . . 

* * * * 

Tons 
126,000' 

29,100 . 
3s,soo 

194,000 

The U.S. Immigra~ion :ind Naturalisation Service has 
a new arrangement tO. supply legally Mexican labourers 
to California as they- 'are needed. Farmers desiring 
Mexican labour will first need to certify to the U.S. 
Department concerned that th~aj_r labo11r needs cannot be 
filled by domestic labour. It is estimated that probably 
80,000 to 90,000 Mexican farm workers will be needed 
in California during the peak cultivation and harvesting 
season this year (HCalifornia Fruit N~ws," 17/3/1956). 
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The U.S. Federal Law which requires that 50 o/o of 
cargoes involving federal foreign aid must be carried in 
U.S, ships has -caused several countries to reduce their 
imports of Californian· Dried Fruits, and buy -1from non
dollar areas ("California Fruit News," 25/2/19-56). 

* * 
U.S. exports of Prunes in the first five months of the 

1955-56 season (September to January) amounted- to 
19,457 short tons, or 4% more than in the c·orresponding 
period of 1954-55_, When 18,637 tons were exported. The 
sharpest decline in exports has occurred in shipments to 
Europe, the major foreign market for U.S. Dried Prunes 
(Foreign Crops and- Marketing, 16/ 4/1956). 

* * * * 
It is too early to accm·ately appraise- new crop (1956) 

prospects. However, condition of the trees and vines 
to-day indicate a normal crop of Raisins, Peaches and 
Prunes. The. Apricot crop, on the other hand, appearS 
to be considerably lighter than last year ("California 
Fruit News," 5/5/1956). 
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South Africa 
Forecasts of the Ht56 South African Dried Fruit pro

duction indicate a smaller output than in 1955. The 
1956 forecasts (short tons) are as follows, compared with 
last year ( 1955 in pal'enthesis): Dried Pears, about the 
same (222 tons); slightly less for dried Apricots (900 
tons) and Peaches (1800 tons); about 1000 tons- for 
Currants (1035 tons); much sn1a1ler Sultana and Thomp
son seedless crops because of flood and frost damage 
(4317 tons); and Prunes 2500 tons (3_298 tons). An 
effort is being made to reduce Valencia-type Raisin 
production to about 2500 tons (4798 tons in 1955), 
because of unsatisfactory prices. According to a South 
African press report, a considerable acreage of irrigated 
Raisin vineyards is being torn up and put into tomatoes 
(Wine and Spirit Trade Review, 20/1/1956). 

* * * * 
The Government is prepared to assist Raisin producers, 

suffering' from the collapse of overseas markets, by 
guaranteeing an average initial payment of 4.1 cents 
per lb. for Raisins. Half the Raisin crop has to be 

.exported at extren1ely low prices, and Without- the price 
guarantee the initial payment would have been only about 

· 2.3 cents per lb. This appears to be a movement from 
the former practice of "loading" the domestic price so 
as to offset low export prices as a means of producer 
price support to a new practice of direct Government 
subsidy to Raisin producers through their marketing 
Board (U.S.A. Foreig·n Crops and Markets, 2/4/1956). 

• * * * 
Mr. H. F. Theron, Chairman of the K.W.V., expressed 

concern at the prospects for the disposal of the 1955 
record vintage of 555,639 ·tons. The main reason why 
a greater percentage of the 1955 crop was turned into 
alcoholic products was that nearly 9000 tons of grapes 
were not used for the maldng of Dried Vine Fruits, as 
in previous years (The Wine and Spirit Trade Review, 
20/1/1956). 

Greece 
The Greek Currallt Office at Patras l'ecently reported 

that the present (1956) season-'s crop of Currants is 

showing an estimated 56,225 tons, while the preceding 
·year's crop was 77,710 tons (HCalifornia Fruit News," 
24/3/1956). 

* 
Exports of- Currants from 1st September~ 1955, to 20th 

April, 1956, totalled 42,900 tons net weight, compared 
with 58 700 tons in the conesponding period of 1954-55. 
Of this 'total the United Kingdom purchased 31,000 tons, 
the Netherlands 5600 tons, and Western Germany 2600 
tons (Fruit Intelligence, May, 1956). 

* * * • 
Russian purchases of Currants have so far amounted 

to some 700 tons this season, according to unofficial 
sources, and the total to be purchased this season may 
amount to 2000 tons (U.K. Board o~ Trade Economic 
Report on Greece, 1/5/1956). 

Iran 

The latest production estimate for 1955 crop Raisins 
is 53,600 tons. Difficulties caused by inadequate Raisin 
processing' facilities are now being _ overcome, as the 
result of which some high quality Dried Fruits are now 
being sold in the European market. Exports of Raisins 
in the 1955-56 season are not now expected to be higher 
than 27,700 tons ("Fruit Intelligence,"· May, 1956). 

Argentina 

1956. production of Dried Peaches, forecast at 1900 
short tons, will be the largest since 1953, and 1956 
production of Dried Pears at 800 tons will be the largest 
since 1946. The Peach and Pear crops have been 
damaged by stormy weather, reducing· the quantity of 
fresh fruit suitable for export, but increasing its· availa
bility for processing. The exchange rate· for the export 
of bried Fruits has been liberalised this year. The 
volu.me .of exports of Dried Peaches and . Pears from 
Argentina this year will be the 1arge~t in Several year.s 
(Foreign Crops and Markets, 19/3/1956). 

POW.ER FOR PUMPING 
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GARONE 
the world's most reliable diesel engine 

Gardner industrial engines from 3 to 6 
cylinders (36 to 72 b.ll.p.) with engines 
goVerned to a maximum speed of 1,200 r.p.m.~ 
are aVailable now for immediate delivery. 
Gardner engines are knoWn the world over 
for ·reliability,. power. low operating and 
maintenance costs. 
full stoci<S of replacement parts always held. 

For further information contat;t Mr. J. N. 
Beruldsen. 

GARDNER DIESEL ENGINE DIVISION 

MOORE ROAD 
MACHINERY 

(VIC,) PTY. II.TD. 

300 City Road, South Melbourne. MX 2131 
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During May _the Export Control Board had the opportunity of meeting and conferring with representativ~s 
of the U.S. Dried Fruits Industry. A delegation consisting of Mr. A. Setrakian, Chairman of the Raisin Advisory 
Board and Raisin Administrative Committee; Mr. Walter K. Hines, Vice-Chairman of the Raisin Administrative 
Committee, and Mr. Walter G. Rice, Vice-Chairman of the Raisin Advisory Board, flew to Australia and visited 
Sunraysia ·and South Australian pr<;lducing areas. Mr. C. de Goedt~ Assistant to the U.S. Agricultural Attache 
in Canberra, representing the U.S. Government, joined the delegatiOn when it reached Mildura. 

It is the first time in the history of the Dried Vine Fruits Industry that a delegation repre_senting Cali~ 
fornian Raisin Growers has visited Australia. 

The objects of the visit were to discuss matters of 
mutual interest and to observe conditions under which the 
Australian industry operates. 

Talks With Export Control Board 
The Californians expressed the hope that their visit 

would be followed by an_ Australian delegation to Cali
fornia. Most satisfactory discussions took place at Mil
dura over two days in an atmosphere of friendly and 
sYmpathetic understanding of common problems. 

The visiting delegation made it clear from the outset 
that they fully understood the position of Australia in 
relation to the U.K. market. They, however, asked the 
Australian representatives to recognise that California 
also had a traditional market in the U.K. It was considered 
that these interests were not Conflicting, that there were 
no irreconcilable difficulties, and that nothing but good 
could come from frank exchanges of views by both 
countries. 

It emerged from the discussions that the visitors as 
well as the Australian representatives believed· that with 
the tendency to remove trade barriers the world capacity 
to use Dried Fruits was gradually improving. 

Both parties felt that in the circumstances there ·was 
every possibility of a reasonable return being secured 
for ·producers, consistent with the supply of fruit to con
sumers at a fair price. 

The Californians have expressed their willingness to 
exchange with Australian producers all possible techn.ical 
advice to assist in the solution of their common processing 
problems. 

In a farewell letter to the Chairman of the Export 
Control Board (Mr. E. Gorman, Q.C.), which has· been 
released for publication, the delegation wrote: 

uFirst, we want to thank you, and through you, 
every member of your Board for the spirit of sympathetic 
understanding and true friendship which was manifested 
during our conferences in Mildura last week-Thursday 
and Friday. 

"There is no question that the two day conferences 
cleared the atmosphere of a great deal of confusion, 
misunderstanding, and may we say, maybe, some distrust. 

'
1After all is said and done, your Board and our Boards 

have one objective to achieve, and that objective is to 
improve the growers' returns as much as possible. We 
have no doubt that this conference will assist to market 
Australian Vine Fruits (as we call in our country 
Raisins) and our Raisins in the United Kingdom m_arket 
in a way that your growers and our growers will be able 
to realise returns to which they are entitled. 

"While we are at this point may we make one point 
cleat, as we have tried to do the same thing in wherever 
we have_ been able to express our views. We realise an.d 
agree that the Australian growers have the :first ca11 on 

The Californian delegation meets Mr. P. Mallo'ch in Mildura. Rea_ding (left t<? right") are Messrs. P. 
Malloch, Walter G. Rice, A. Setrakian and Walter K. Hines. 
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the U.K. outlet; apparently so because the Australian 
Commonwealth is a member of the British Commonwealth 
of· Nations. We, in Cal-ifornia, agree and realise also 
that Australia is completely justified in enjoying certain 
privileges, certain preferential rights, and it is our com
bined thinking· that Australia should continue to enjoy 
these privil~ges and preferential rights. 

"Now the question comes up-how can Californian 
Raisins be sold in the U.K. outlet without harming the 
economy of the Australian Raisin growers? 

"At this point, Mr. Gorman, we think it is better that 
we again recognise that the U.K. market consumes 
annually approximately 180,000 tons of Raisins and Cur
rants. Obviously Australia cannot provide the U.K. 
outlet with a tonnage -to exceed 60,000 tons, so there is 
a gap of 120,000 tons. 

No Dumping 
"As you know, under your able chairmanship, it was 

agTeed that California, which has enjoyed the U.K. outlet 
for over half a century, it entitled to enjoy its share of 
the business· as time goes on, provided, however, that 
California does not use the U.K. outlet as a 'dumping 
ground.' We said in Mil dura and wherever the occasion 
arose that California wiU not use the U.K. outlet as a 
'dumping ground.' 

"Moreover, we said California will sell its products in 
the U.K. outlet in line with the prevailing world prices, in 
line with Australian prices with the traditional price 
differentials. 

"What we really know will come out of this mis'sion 
is that we will understand each other better, we will work 
together, we will pull together, and we will see that 
through real co-operatitln, sincere sympathetic and 
friendly understanding, Australian Raisins and Californian 
Raisins will be marketed in the U.K. outlet in such a way 
that Australian and American_ growers can achieve the 
maximum benefit from their labours: We were very 
pleased-to see that yourselves and ourselves fUlly agreed 
that at all times consumers' interest should be protected. 

Determined to Help 
"We are, on our part, rather resolved and determined 

to do everything we can to help the Australian growers' 
economy, and have no doubt that you good people in 
Australia will help the American Raisin growers in the 
same spirit. 

"We 'leave here with kindest memories for Australian 
Raisin growers. We are profoundly grateful for the 
hospitality which has been extended to us, and we do 
hope that our cordial invitation extended to the Board 
to. send.- a delegation to Californi-a will be favourably 
a9ted upon. 

"Mr. Gorman, we don't want to say 'good-bye,' we will 
say iau revoir,' and ·we do hope that soon we will be 
able to come to Australia to stay a little longer. 

·"Our personal kindest regards to you and to the 
members of y,9ur Board." 

Return Visit_ 
lt".is pleasing to know that repl'esentatives of the Export 

Control Board will soon be visiting California. Mr. A. G. 
Watt<has already left by bo·at, and Mr. P. Malloch will 
fly oye·r in "mid-August, when the Canadian market will 
also be- covered.. Mr. C. J. Ward, General Manager, 
C.D.F.S,. Pty:. Ltd., accompanies these gentlemen . 

. MUCh gObd should ·~om:·e out' of these exchange visits. A 
better understanding of mutual problems, particularly 
marketing, must result. The exchange of technical infor~ 
mation will benefit both Industries. 

Californian Conditions 
· In· a press. interview the delegation gave some details 

of_ their production conditions. Although California 
averaged some ten inches of rain a year, growers did not 
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meet the same adverse seasonal hazards as are experienced 
in Australia, ·Rain did not fall during the harvest period. 

Dehydration was unknown except for bleaching Raisins. 
The main concern of Californian growers was in over

coming• a natural cycle tendency of light crop production. 
Damaged crops were not· a worry. 

What is the ,Raisin Advisory Board? 
The Board acts in an advisory capacity to the Raisin 

Administrative Committee, which administers the Federal 
Marketing Agreement and order programme regulating 
the handling of Raisins produced from Raisin variety 
grapes grown in California. One of the Board's functions 
is to nominate from its membership, each year, persons 
to serve as members and alternates of the Raisin Adminis
trative Committee. 

The Board is composed of. 46 members and their alter
nates. Thirty-six members represent producers, eig·ht 
represent handlers, and two represent dehydrators. The 
producer members and their alternates serve for three
year terms. Of these, one-third ·are selected each year. 
The handler and dehydrator members and their alternates 
serve one-year terms. 

Another U$. Raisin Association 
"California Fruit News" (16/6/1956) ,reports .that 

The California Raisin and Grape Growers' Institute, 
Fresno, is suggesting the need for an additional organisa
tion on top of the Sun-Maid and the Raisin Marketing· 
Order, and comments that with a considerable portion 
of the Raisin production of California included in the 
Sun-Maid membership group and the tegulation of Raisin 
distribution by the Government Marketing Order, it 
would seem that further organisation ought not to be 
necessary. Any of the Raisin producers that are not in 
the Sun-Maid can join it,. ;;t.nd with the Federal Raisin 
Marketin'g Order· operating as Well as it is, -there does 
not seem a place for further organised groups. 

!!11$~t!ll$~1!1~~'-fA~<$~1$~~~~1$~~··~o.t~~~)\$!~~ifA~I$~~··~~ ts . 
~ Fo1' Fl'iendly 

~ INSURANCE ADVICE 
+> 

and 

SERVICE 
ON THE FOLLOWING CLASSES 

OF BUSINESS 

FIRE 

PERSONAL ACCIDENT HOUSEHOLDERS 

~ WORKERS' COMPENSATION BAGGAGE 

PLATE GLASS ALL RISKS BURGLARY 

TOURISTS & TRAVELLERS PUBLIC RISK 

MOTOR VEHICLE 

CONSULT THE 

Law Union & Rock Insurance 
I COMPANY LIMITED 

~ GIBBS, BRIGHT & CO., AGENTS ~ 
+> • 
~ 34 Queen Street, Melbourne • • MB 2418 I 
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Up-to-date 
growers use 

EVERT IRE 
TRACTOR OPERATED 

SPRAY PLANTS 

One man, a tractor, and a NEVERw 
TIRE, with vertical boom-that's all you 
need to spray trees faster, more effiw 
ciently. The NEVERTIRE vertical boom 
is only one of a variety of types. There's 
a boom spray or a multi-nonle unit to 
suit your requirements. 

Multi-nozzle sprays are only one of the 
many spraying aids fitted to NEVER
TIRE Orchard Spray Plants. They, are 
designed and built to "Do a better job 
with fewe~ men." 

The new NEVERTIRE J15F-a combina
tion jetter, firefighter and genera{ spray 
-is fitted with the famous Myers Du-all 
Pump-a double acting and positive 
displacement unit with porcelain lined 
cylinders which will handle a·brasive and 
corrosive spray material without adverse 
effect. Also available-the J25F-of 
similar design, but fitted _with own 
filter pump. 

DANGAR GEDYE & MALLOCH LTD. 
10-14 Young Street, Circular Quay, Sydney. 

P.O. Box 509. Phone: BU 5095. 
Branches: Lismore, W agga ·and Hay. 
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JJO A BeTTER JOB 
WITH FEIII6R MEN 

-with the world's best pump! 
DANGAR GEDYE & MALLOCH (VIC.) PlY LTD. 

Stubbs Street, Flemington, Melbourne, W.l. 
Box 43, P.O., Flemington; Phone: FF 1749, FF 3055. 
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SPRING FROST DAMAGE TO VINES 
By Mr. D. E. Angus. 

"\i 

Division of Meteorological Physics, C.S.I.R.O., Melbourne. 

Republished with permission of C.S.I.R.O. from 0 Australian Journal of Agricultural Research," Vol. 7, No. 3, 
May, 1956. 

Detailed temperature measurements among grape vines, and in the inversion layer in the air overhead, are 
presented for tWo nights on which frost damage occurred. The temperatures are related to the varying degrees 

of -damage suffered by the vines. It is concluded that t:h:e critical vine-shoo_t temperature was about 28j° F. 
at the stage of development of the vines at the time of obsenation. The air temperature at the height of the 
vines wa~/about 1° F. higher. 

I, Introduction 
During the spring of 1955 some damage to grape 

vines was caused by two frosts in the Bet1·i Irrigation 
District of South Australia. It is only on rare occasions 
that detailed temperature measurements at a number of 
points among the vines, a:Qd in the inversion layer in 
the air above (on which the effectiveness of heaters and 
wind machines depends), are available and can be corre
lated with actual frost damage. It is believed that 
comprehensive temperature measurements made on these 
two occasions provide a valuable guide to the degree 

of damage suffered by the vine shoots at different tern· 
peratures. 

II. Instrumentation 

The property in which the experiments were con
ducted is on the floor of a shallow valley, The vines 
which suffered damage was Sultanas, and- where they 
were planted the ground sloped. about 2 feet in 250 
yards. The vine canes were trained along two wires 
about three and four feet respectively above the ground. 
The young shoots were still emerging, ahd ranged from 

Fig. !.-Healthy shoots showing no damage. 
Fig. 2.-Shoots in the area of 10 per cent. damage (shrivelled black shoots· are dead). 
Fig. 3.-Shoots in the area of 35 per· cent. damage. 
Fig. 4.-Shoots in the area of 75 per cent. c:Jamage. 
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a length of about six inches down to buds which had 
not burst. 

Temperatures were measured with Stantel ther
mistors, type F2311/300 (consisting of a small bead·_of 
semi-conductor sealed in the tip of a glass tube about 
three inches long and of %2 in. diameter). These were 
mounted three feet above the ground on wooden stakes, 
placed at a minimum distance of two feet from near-by 
vine rows. Sleeves of rubber tubing about one inch 
long were fitted on to the _thermistors to increase their 
time constants for the purposes _of other parts of the 
investigation. This also had the advantage of simulat
ing the small vine shoots. 

No radiation shields were used with the thermistors, 
and So they took up a slightly lower temperature than 
that of the air. This was accepted seeing that this holds 
also for the vine shoots. It is believed that the tem
peratures observed with the thermistors are very close 
to those of the actual shoots. -

Thermistors (but without rubber tubing attached) 
were also used to. measure the air temperature at heights 
o:t 20 and- 33 feet at two positions on the site. Cables 
from all the thermistor·s ran back to a central point. 
where a large number of temperatures could be read 
very rapidly. Temperatures were read at intervals 
throughout the two nights. 

On _each afternoon following a frost a careful survey 
of ·damage to the shoots was made. Damage was found 
to vary with the co"ntour elevations of various sections 
of the planting, and also with the protection obtained 
at different distances from a wind machine which was 
u-nd~r test at the time. Varying degrees of damage at 
different positions can therefore be correlated with the 
temperature records from these positions. The damage 
is recorded as the percentage of shoots which were killed. 

III. Meteorological Conditions 
The conditions during the two nights were completely 

different. On the night of September 17/18, although 
the sky was cloudless, a strong drift (about 3 m.p.h. at 
15 ft.) continued from early evening to about , 4 a.m. 
The temperature- was therefore maintained at a com
paratively high level, and at 4 a.m. was about 34 ° F. 
an:ong the vines. The 'air drift then stopped qu1te sud-

denly and in the next half-hour the temperature f~ll 
about' 4° F. In the ensuing 1! hours till sunrise the 
temperature fell a further 2° or 3°. 

This frost was in the nature of a "black frost," no 
dew deposition being detected by sight or touch either 
on long grass or on the vine shoots. The local meteoro
logical station, situated on high ground a few miles 
away, indicated, however, a dew-point of about 350, F. 
on the previous afternoon and the following morning. 

The damage suffered by the vine shoots was very 
slight, being only about 5 per cent. outside the range 
of the wind. machine, and this damage was neglected 
in estimating the much heavier damage suffered the 
following night. 

On the night of September 18/19 the sky was again 
cloudless, but there was practically no air movement 
all night. At 15 feet the drift (as indicated by the 
smoke from a _lighted match) was never more than 
about t m.p.h., and during some portions of the night 
no movement could be detected at all. Early -in the 
night smoke from a near.,.by fire rose vertically to a 
height of about 40 feet, and then moved horizontally in 
a thin straight line. This showed that there was air 
mo~ement ~t this height, but without any turbul~nce. 

Sensitive anemometers placed among the vines at a 
height of three feet showed no air movement during 
most of the night. Such very calm conditions alloWed 
a rapid fall of temperat1,1re early in the evening, and 
by midnight the temperature among the vines was- about 
31° F. Temperatm·es continued to fall steadily all 
the rest of the night, and a little before sunrise reached 
a minimum of about 26i ° F. at the lowest contour 
elevation. · 

IV. Results 
Figure 1 shows the temperatures in the inversion 

layers on the two nights: Two features are worth 
noting. On the night of September 17/18 the very rapid 
fall of temperature at vine level (see Fig. 2) when the 
drift stopped resulted in a comparatively strong inver
sion. Under springtime conditions of generally higher 
temperatures, however, a sharp fall in temperature like 
this towards dawn is not usually severe enough to cause 
damage. 

TIME OF NIGHT 

Fig.l.-Aii- te.mperatures at 20 and 35ft .. on the nights Of September 17/18 and 18/19, 1955. 
0--- 0 33 ft., September 17/18. 
X - - -X 20 ft., September 17/18. 
0---0 33 ft., September 18/19. 
X--- X 20 ft., September 18/19 . 
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On the night of September 18/19 the air was strati
fied, owing to the very small amount of air movement. 
Any small vertical air currents resulted therefore in 
large temperature fluctuations at any given height, 
and. this is evident in Figure 1, especially during the 
first. half of the night. After some hours of steady 
conditions,_ the inversion strength in the lowest 30-40 
feet decreased (a phenomenon which has also been 
Observed- in other places), and in the critical last few 
hoUrs before dawn was somewhat weak. 

It is conditions such as occurred on this night which 
make for damaging temperatures in spring. Since 
protective methods ·using heaters and wind machines 

TABLE 1 
DA'MAGE TO VINES AFTER VARIOUS PERIODS 

BELOW THE CRITICAL TEMPER~TURE 

Time below 
28>° F. 

(hr.) 

o-1 
H-2 
2>-3 

3-4 

Percentage of 
Shoots Killed 

5 
20-25 
30-40 

75 

40 

36 

36 
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w 34 
• 0 

" < • w 
~ 32 
w 

" 
30 

26 

' 
/1 
' \ 

/ ~ ' . 
/ ,;1;. !l 

' ,+f..-~T \ 
~ ... Itt 

"' -"' "' }+~ ,, ' 
''' ''' ''' -'•' X o' 
\\I ... ,,., 
\\~ ,, -\to I \ 

tit I I 
\\1 ; ~ I v··. •/ ~~ . ' . 

~.. ~ \ : 
~, '\\ J. 

'f:' ',~ 
\,,, \ 

:!f.'+"' depend for their effectiveness on the inversion strength 
in these lower layers of air, such conditions reduce their 
e_:ffectiveness at the critical period of the night. 

The critical temperature for the vine shoots at their 
stage of development at this time appears to be about 
28!° F. It is stressed that this is the actual vine tem
perature, which would be a degree or so below that 
shown by a shielded thermometer at the same height. 

~~L0-0----0-3L00~--~0~4~0~0----0~o~o~oc--co~a~o~o----o~700 
TIME OF NIGHT 

The temperature shown in Figure 2 as being between 
28° and 28! 0 for a- short period before dawn was 
observed at a position just beyond the limit of the area 
which was completely protected by the wind machine. 
These temperatUres were the highest at which any 
damage was evident. 

Fig. 2.-Representative vine temperatures on the night 
of September 17/18. The effect of the wind machine in 

rising temperatures when switched on- can be seen. 

A --- Jo.No damage. 
X - - - X 5 per cent damage. 
+-- -+ 5 per cent damage. 
----- Willd machine operating. 

4or-----r-----r---~~--~~--~~---,-----,-----.-----,----~~---, 

Fig. 3.-Representative vine temperatures on the night 
of September 18/19. The effect of .the wind machine in 
raising the temperature when switched on can be seen 

at one position which was within its range. 

X - - - X 5 per cent. damage. 
0 - - - 0 20 to 25 per cent damage. 
•--- • 30 to 40 per cent damage. 

!:, --- !:, 75 per cent damage. 
----- Wind machine operating. 
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On both nights, wherever the te:mperat_ul'e did not 

fall to 282° F., no damage occurred. The amounts 
of damage after different periods below this critical 
temperature are shown in Table 1. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the fall in temperature at 
representative positions, for different amounts of 
damage. A similar pattern of damage at the various 
temperature levels was obtained at more than a dozen 
positions. In these ~figures the effect of the wind machine 
in raising temperatures when switched on can be seen 
for those positions within its range. 

Plate 1 shows the varying degrees of damage to the 
vine shoots. Fortunately, the frosts occurred before 

budburst was complete, and- the dormant Pl'intary buds 
remained practically undamaged. A large number of 
fertile shoots therefore emerged after the frosts. 

An estimate of the crop yi~ld was made about six 
weeks- later by the grower. In the area where the 
damage did not exceed _25 per cent inc1'eased hunch 
and berry size and probably better setting and sugar 
content, in addition to the further fruitful bud burst 
already mentioned, ensured that a normal harvest could 
be expected, In the area where the damage was severe, 
these factors appeared likely to give a harvest expec
tation of 60 to 70 per cent of normal. 

STUDIES OF THE SULTANA VINE 
Papers from Commonwealth Research Station, Merbein 

This article reviews two papers from staff at Commonwealth Research Station, Merbein, dealing with the 
growth and fruiting habits of the sultana vine. 

Theso are the first in a series of five or six in all. The first two papers are written by A. J, Antcliff and 
W, J, Webster. 

These papers have been published during 1955 in uAustralian Journal of Agricultural Research." 

Forecasting Crop- Yields 
The wide variation in annual production of dried 

fruits has lead to difficulties in marketing and to loss 
of efficiency in packing houses. The grower also may 
be directly affected since Sultanas form the main crop 
of many growers. 

The earlier the potential crop can be forecast the 
more can be done to overcome these difficulties. Many 
difficulties would be overcome if the crop could be 
made about the Same tonnage from year to year. 

There are losses from year to year due to frost and 
hail damage. Losses due to fUngous diseases and insect 
pests are in general reduced to a reasonable minimum 
through effective control measures. The main varia
tions in yield. however, are due to variation in the 
potential crop, which in turn is due to factors inherent 
in the vine. , 

Previous .Research 
Over the period 1926 to 1938 the Commonwealth 

Research Station carried out a great deal of research 
work into this subject. Dr. C. Barnard and J. E. 
Thomas summarised the work on crop forecasting in 
the Journal of C.S.I.R. in 1938. They listed the com
ponents of yield as: number of bunches, size of bunches, 
sugar content of berries. They considered that the 
percentage of fruitful shoots was a good index of 
the number of bunches. They thought it was possible 
to predict yield with some accuracy shortly after bud
burst in spring, when the fruitful shoots could be 
counted. 

In 1933 these research officers showed that all the 
inflorescence primordia for the current season's crop 
are formed during the preceding summer and autumn 
(inflorescence is what growers normany term the 
"bunch" before berries set; primordia are the tiny 
beginnings of the bunch within the bud). They sug
gested then that it would be possible to look at the 
buds during winter-using a microscope-and assess 
the percentage of fruitful buds. This was not done, 
however, until 1939, when Dr. Barnard was able to 
predict that the extreme heat wave of that year had 
not, as feared, lowered bud fertility, but rather had 
improved it. 

Type of Cane 
Antcliff and Webster have examined dormant buds in 

autumn each year since 1945. The first enquiry was 
to find if different types of canes had different responses. 
They classed these as: tapering canes-growth is con
tinuous frOm the original growing point; short.:.terminal
lateral canes-the last few buds _carry short laterals; 

~ 
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lateral-continuation canes-growth is interrupted in the 
early stages with a strong woody lateral continuation. 
Very early ·tipping can produce lateral-continuation 
canes. These three types of cane were equally fruitful. 

Conclusion to be drawn is that so long as the pruner 
is satisfied that the cane he is seleding looks mature 
wood, it will be suitable. This applies to water shoots 
also. 

How Many Canes? 
Enquiries were made over several seasons to answer 

t_he question: How many canes must be examined to give 
a satisfactory prediction of the potential crop?. 

As high as 280 separate canes from a total of thirteen 
sites were examined. Final answer was that a total of 
200 canes from ten sites (20 canes from each site) 
would give a satisfactory prediction of the potential 
crop. 

This method of crop prediction is now available to 
the industry should it wish -to make use of the method. 
The total number of around 3000 buds can be collected 
and examined in late autumn in time for an announce
ment to be made before pruning starts. The skill 
required can be taught fairly quickly, and the only 
equipment needed is a suitable. microscope. 

The inflorescence primordium- seen in the dormant 
bud at the autumn examination can be readily measured. 
In years when there is a large proportion of fruitful 
buds, then the primordia are also larger. In a season 
when there are not many fruitful buds; then the primor
dia are of small size. There is also a relation between 
primordium size and the ·size of the bunch which later 
develops from it. One would expect that in a year 
when percentage fruitful buds is shown to be low at 
the May examination, then the final yield might be even 
lower than indicated. This will be discussed later, but 
in practice it is found that i_n low crop years a higher 
proportion of the fruitful buds will burst, improving the 
position to some ex~ent. 

There is a relation between the size of the primordium 
and the position of the bud on which it is borne. Thus 
the largest primordia occur at around the ninth bud, 
while the smallest primOrdia are located nearer to the 
base of_ the cane. 

Do Districts Differ? 
Careful comparisons were made of the fruitfulness 

and crop potential in the different major regions-Sun
raysia, South Australia and Mid-Murray, The same 
comparisons were made for the- various settlements
Red Cliffs, Merbein and Mildura-in Sunraysia. In the 
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Red Cliffs area, comparisons were made between dif
ferent blocks. Finally, comparisons were made between 
different nine-vine plots scattered over a grower's block. 

Nett result of these ·examinations can be summed up 
by saying that when the autumn bud examinations show 
a potentially high crop in any one settlement, or region, 
then there will be a potentially high crop in any other 
settlement or region. In other words, the different 
districts of the dried fruits industry enjoy a similar type j 
of potential crop in any one year. 

It was found. however, that there can be differences 
between growers.' blocks in any one year. It must be 
expected that some blocks will be out of step with the 
district. These variations from district aVerage may 
not be consistent from year to year. 

Different blocks respond differently to the same per
centage of fruitful buds. One block may give over two 
tons per acre, and another only 25 cwt. per acre when 
they both show say 55% fruitful buds. It is obvious 
therefore that it is just not possible to collect buds from 
any vineyard and estimate its potential yield. Some 
years of records are needed before this can be done. 

CrOp Forecasts Accurate 

Correlations between estimateS of yield and actual 
yield were obtained over nine seasons----,.1945-46 to 
1953-54. A number of crop prediction estimates are 
possible: the two cOmpared here are per cent of fruit 
buds in May, and per cent of fruitful shoots in October. 
The actual yields were corrected for losses due to bad 
seasons. Both relationships with yield were significant. 

The May fruitfulness figures were_ more reliable than 
the October figures. In a low-crop year percentage 
fruitful buds in May is lower- than percentage fruitful 
shoots in October. This appears to be due to the fact 
that a greater proportion of the fruitful buds burst. 
This gives a higher than expected percentage of fruitful 
shoots, but, because of the fact that the bunches are 
small in a low-crop year, final tonnage is more in line 
with the May estimate. , 

These effects were most noticeable in 1948-49 and 
1950-51. All the evidence points to the fact that the 
inflorescence primordia .are all laid down well before 
autumn; and no more develop later. It was not possible 
to study this effect by looking at the buds which did 

not burst because when they Were put under the tnicl'O .. 
scope it was found so many had died or altered in such 
a way that their fruitfulness coUld not be determined. 
Accordingly, in the 1949 season, budburst was followed 
in detail to see if there was a preferential bursting of 
fruitful buds. This study was continued over fom• 
seasons. 

As every grower knows, the terminal buds burst first. 
This was confirmed in these studies, and it was shown 
that hudburst is progressively later towards the bt;tse 
of the cane. Rate of budburst was uneven, and the 
cause of this unevenness was discovered to be the effect 
of temperature on the day before. If we experience 
an extra warm day, there is a greater budburst next 
day. The fruitful buds tend to burst first. Of the 
buds bursting at the beginning of- September, 80o/o are 
fruitful. By the end of September, only 20% of the 
buds bUrsting at that tjme are fruitful. This explains 
t}le serious loss in yield from frost even when it is 
early-it is the fruitful buds that are affected, because 
they are the first out. 

A small proportion of buds that burst do not grow 
into normal shoots. but either die and disappear or 
remain as one or a few leaves. 

Accessory shoots which arise as a result of the 
death of primary shoots or buds were very rarely fruitful. 

Increased precision of forecasting crop may be pos
sible in future years. This can be done by taking into 
account the size of the crop just harvested and the 
weather during the time the buds are laid down. There 
is a significant correlation between the crop harvested 
in March and the percentage of fruitful buds in the 
following May. This- is a negative correlation; that 
is, the higher the crop the lower the forecast for the 
next crop. It is, however, not a particularly strong 
relationship. 

The ho"urs of bright sunshine -from September 1st to 
November 15th are positively correlated with percentage 
of fruitful buds in the following May. This is the 
period from bud burst to the time when inflorescence 
primordia start from. The· more sunshine, the higher 
the percentage of fruitful buds. 

It is possible to mathematically combine all three 
factors of spring sunshine, crop and percentage fruitful 
buds to give an improved estimate of yield for the 
following crop. 

-----------------------·--------------, 
RENMARK FRUITGROWERS' 

CO-OPERATED LIMITED 
RENMARK 

A Company Owned and Controlled by the Growers of Renmark for the Co-operative Packing and 
Processing of Dried Fruits 

Packers of the Well-known "ARK" Brand 
-- Dried and Fresh Fruit --

Timber, Hardware, Produce and General Merchants 
GROWERS FINANCED AGAINST COMING HARVEST 
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SULTANA BUD EXAMINATION, 1956 
Report by Mr. P. May, Technical Officer, C.S.I.R.O., Merbein, 17th May, 1956. 

As in previous years, the potential crop of Sultanas 
was estimated by examining microscopically the buds 
on twenty canes from each of ten blocks. in the Sun
raysia district. The table below compares this year's 
_:t;esults with those of former years: 

Year 

1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 

. 1955 
1956 

o/o Fruitfulness 

51.5 
43.7 
32.0 
64.2 
33.8 
46.2 
70.0 
45.1 
61.5 
52.2 
43.3 

Miean 
Primordium Size 

(sq. mm.) 
0.263 
0.206 
0.215 
0.262 
0.207 
0.221 
0.322 
0.205 
0.280 
0.243 
0.207 

This1 :year's potential fruitfulness (43.3% to bud 
14) is well below the average of the last ten years, 
50.0%. The same applies to the average size of the 
bunch primordia, which this year measured 0.207 sq. 
mm. compared with the ten years average of 0.242 sq. 
mm. 

The shape of the curve for fruitfulness along the 
can_e_ indicates that from bud 5 onwards the differences 
.between bud positions are less pronounced than in other 
years, and that reasonable fruitfulness is maintained 
up to bud. 18. 

It will he desirable to leave extra buds on the vine 
to compensate as far as possible for the low -fruitfulness, 
and this practice. will give no detriMental effects. More 
burds can be left _by rtetaining more canes and by 
leaving si:rong canes as long as practicable. 

Three of the ten blocks examined were badly frosted 
last spring. Their overall fruitfulness was <mly Very 

. slightly higher than that of the other blocks, but the 
end of the canes was very much more fruitful than it 
would normally have been. On frosted blocks -it will 
therefore be of particular advantage to use the 
full well-developed length of the canes. 

According to earlier investigations, an average dis
trict yield of 30-32 cwt. per acre can be expected from 
the fruitfulness found by the bud examination, assum
ing normal growing conditions. This compares with 

a ten year Hcorrected" average of 34 cwt. per acre :foi' 
Sunraysia district, as reported in HStudies on the Sul
tana Vine: 1," by A. J. Antcliff and W. J. Webster, 
Aust. Journ. Agr. Res. 6: 565-588; Figure 14. 

U.S.A. Comments 
The U.S. Raisin Delegation which visited Australia 

in June was impressed with the Australian system of 
forecasting yields, and considered it worthy of adoption 
in California. 

Our visitors say that Thompson's Seedless behave 
somewhat differently in California. 

They would not consider laying more than four to 
six canes from which to expect a normal crop of eight 
tons per acre of fresh fruit. Despite_ these .high yields, 
they do have difficulties in some years, when there 
are just not enough bunches. 

Interesting First Researches 
In 1928 Dr. Colin Barnard, of C.S.I.R.O. Division of 

Plant Industry of Canberra,· "unearthed" many facts 
about Sunraysia's vines. 

He scraped out the soil from -about the roots of Vin·es 
until the full root system was bared to view. Thi_s 
investigation revealed the essentially shallow rooting 
habit of irrigated vines. He had previously had experi
ence with fruit bud development in fruit trees. 

The method is to cut the bud from the twig and 
embed it in wax, where it is then cut into thin slices 
with a microtome-a sort of scientific bacon-slicer. 
The wax is dissolved away, and the thin section mounted 
for viewing under the microscope. 

Fruit trees are relatively easy to deal with. With 
vines, however, it's- a different story. No one can tell 
by appearance whether a bud is ft:uitful or not. 

Method of Examination 
Buds are cut from the canes, trimmed to clear away 

the bud scales, ·and viewed under the dissecting misco
scope. 

Three people carry out the test, and the final operator 
writes down not only the presence of a bunch, but also 
by using a scale in the eyepiece of the microscope, he 
can note the size of the bunch primordia. 

DISEASES OF GRAPEVINES 
By Mr. B. G. Coombe, B.Agr. Sc., Viticultural Research Officer, 

(Re-printe-d f1·om ''S.A. Journal of Agriculture.'' November, 1955.) 

Downy Mildew, Oidium, and Black Spot are the three 
diseases which are capable of causing damage in South 
Australian vineyards under conditions suitable for their 
development. 

Oidium ca11s f,or routine treatment every year; the 
other two diseases need attention only _if symptoms are 
observed. 

Symptoms and control measures of all three diseases 
are set out briefly in the accompanying arti-cle. 

DOWNY MILDEW 
Downy Mildew can be a very· destructive disease. For

tunately its appearance in South Australia is spasmodic 
because frequent summer rains are necessary for its 
development. 

Downy Causes Oil Spots and Tapestry Patterns 
on Leaves 

Downy Mildew affects the leaves, young bunches, and 
developing berries. It appears first on the leaves as pale 
circular spots which, when held up to the light, look 
translucent like an "oil spot." The leaf surface is buckled 
by these spots. In ·humid weather, the under sides of 
these spots develop_ glistening milky-white coatings -of 
spores resembling salt crystals. If dry weather follows, 
the oil spots dry up, killing the leaf tissue and forming a 
tan-cQloured patch. As infections spread and age,- the leaf 
tissues acquire a tapestry-like pattern. Aff.ected leaves 
drop early, often leaving the leaf stalk still attached to 
the shoot. · 
. Downy ~ildew may al~o· attack bunch~s at flowering 

time, when 1t can. be particularly devastatmg, destroying 
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the whole crop. Berries are susceptible until they change 
colour, stopping theh· development or causing them to 
rot and develop dark-brown vatches. 

Humid Conditions are Needed 
Downy Mildew is caused by- the fungus Plasmopara 

viticola. It overwinters as -oospores in dead leaves. These 
spores grow with rain and infection is splashed by rain 
on to the vine leaves near the ground. Summer spores 
which develop beneath infe-cted leaves can travel long 
distances in humid air currents and infect large areas. 
Frequent summer rains and warm temperatures are 
needed for its growth. Given these humid conditions, 
build-up can be very rapid. 

Bordeaux Mixture Spraying -Controls Downy 
Bury old leaves bY cultivati-on before budburst. Cover 

spray with Bordeaux mixture at the following stages:-
First-when shoots are 8 in, to 12 in. long use 45 to 

50 gallons of 15-10_-100 per acre. 
Sec-ond-immediately after flower caps have fallen 

use 50 to 60 gallons of 6-4-100 per acre. 
Third-three weeks later use 70 to 80 gallons of 

6-4-100 per acre. 
More -covers may be needed if humid conditions pre

vail. 
The formulae 15-10-100 and 6-4-100 refer" to strength 

of Bordeaux mixture. To make 15-10-100 ,use 15 lb. of 
bluestone, 10 lb. of hydrated lime and 100 gall. water; 
dissolve the bluestone in the spray vat filled with about 
80 gall. water, mix the lime in a few gallons of water 

, then pour into the bluestone solution with the agitator 
running, make up to 100 gall. with. water. 

A Downy Mildew outbreak is usually well publicise.(l; 
if it threatens, the rule is, spray before it rains. 

OIDIUM 
Oidium, or powdery mildew, is a widespread disease 

of vines. It· is the only vine disorder which wanants 
r-outine treatment each year. 

OidiUm Produces a Grey Surface Growth 
The fungus can attack all green parts. It grows on 

the sul'face as a greyish-white powdery g'towth. When 
this mildew is rubbed off, web-like dark brown dis
colourations remain. Young leaves show early symptoms, 
before the mildew appears, of buckling and light-green 
colouring. Mature leaves show dark markings on both 
sides. Infection of bunches at flowering time gives a 
poor set. Affected berries do not mature or, if infected 
when nearly ripe, may split, discolour and d1·op or dry 
out. Shoot infections persist as dark stainings of the 
canes which are obvious the following winter. 

Its Spores are Readily Wind-borne 
Oidium is _caused by the fungus Uncin"ula ne.cator. The 

light spores pr-oduced by the grey powdery mildew can 
be carried long distances by wind and can withstand dry 
conditions. The disease grows best in sheltered positions. 
Susceptibiljty -of vines can be reduced by using· training 
methods which open it up and so assist light penetration. 
Topping .(loes this but is hal'mful to sugar development in 
the grapes. Some val'ieties are more susceptible than 
others, e.g., Riesling, Semillon, Carignan and Muscat 
Gordo. 

Sulphur is an Effective Preventive 
Regular yearly sulphur treatments are wol'thwhile to 

prevent oidium development. Sulphur may be applied as 
a dust, a lime-sulphur spray or a wettable sulphur spray. 

Dusting sulphur should be finely divided, free frOm 
grit and. capable of clouding and sticking well. Power 
dusters give -best coverage and should be set fine to use 
little sulphur and a lot of air. Dusting is easiest in calm 
weather, hence early morning is best. Do not dust when 
the temperature is over 95 deg. F. or when the vines 
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are wet. Repeat dustings may be necessary if heavy 
rains follow treatment. The following dusting schedule is 
recommended: 

First-when shoots a1·e 6 in. to 9 in. long (usually 
early October) use 5 to 7 lb. of dusting powder per 
acre. 
Second~at blooming time (usually mid-November) 

-use 8 tq 10 lb. per acre. 
Third:._when benies are half grown (mid-December 

to January) use 10 to 15 lb. per acre. 
Fourth-just before g'rapes begin· to ripen use 10 to 

15 lb. per acre. 
The first two treatments ar~ important and if any 

oidium is pr,esent, these should not be missed. 
If this schedule is found to be insufficient, two more 

du"stings can be added 2 weeks after the first stage (pre
blossom) and 2 weeks after the third stage (J?ost
blossom). 

Spraying with lime~sulphur o~ wettable sulphur can 
be used instead of sulphur -dust and- should be used in 
preference if- oidium is already established. Use lime
sulphur at summer strength (usually 1 in 75 of water) 
when the weather is cool, below 85 deg. F.). Wettable 
sulphur js very. effective and, with a detergent added, 
a-cts as an eradicant if applied very thoroughly, using 
200 to 400 gallons of spray per acre. Such a treatment 
should be followed up with preventive sulphurings using 
dust m' spray. 

BLACK SPOT 
Black Spot, or anthracnose, is a slow spreading, per~ 

sistent disease which requires thorough treatment for 
its control. 

Black Spot Causes Dark Cane Cankers 
Black Spot can attack all green parts. ,First infections 

of leaves show as small brown pinhead spo_ts. These in
crease in size quickly, and their centres may drop out, 
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'Cuprox' Copper. Fungicide 

Superfine 'Cuprox' is 'micronisecl' 

to give:-

* Much greater efficiency in killing fungous diseases. 

* Greater sticking properties - lasts longer on the plant, 

* lower cost- uses only 4 lbs. instead of 5 lbs. per 100 gallons 

of water. 

Available from Your Usual Supplier 
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leaving an irregular, jagged hole with a dark brown 
margin. A leaf with many spots will be mis-shapen. When 
young shoots are infected, they twist and remain 
stunted. Spots appear on the berries, berry stalks, leaf 
stalks and shoots as rounded sunken spots with grey 
coloured 'centres and dark red or pm·ple margins. On 
canes the spots are usually oval; they hard-en to dark 
pitted cankers, causing the cane to twist. Spots on 
bunches -cause parts or even all of the bunch to .die. A 
severely affected vine has very little foliage and pruning 
of rod-pruned varieties is very difficu}t. 

Black Spot Fungus Grows Internally 

The disease is caused by the fungus Elsinoe ampelinae. 

After a spore starts infection, most growth of the 
fungus is internal. Summer spores produced in the centre 
of spots are only carried short distances by wfnd and 
rain. Free water is essential for their growth. The fungus 
over-winters as small, thick-walled masses of fungal 
tissue iri the rims of cane cankers. 

Spores can germinate at relatively low temperatures. 
Thus the disease can appear as soon as the buds have 
burst. Low-lying, badly drained areas are the most likely 
parts ·of a vineyard ~o show Black Spot. 

Sultana is a very susceptible variety. Fairly -suseep
tible varieties are Ohanez, Waltham Cross, Palomino, 
Grenache, Muscat Gordo, Frontignan, Doradillo and 
Currant. 

Spray with Ziram or TMTD at Budburst 
As the fungus over-winters in cane cankers, burning 

of infected prunings reduces the number of spring 
spores and assists other control measures. 

Black Spot can be p1·actically eliminated in -one season 
by spraying with .Ziram or TMTD at budburst. Spray 
with 1i'o lb. of wettable powder .or 1! pints of emulsion 
form of Ziram or TMTD in 100 gall. water at two 
periods. 

First-at budswell, when buds are beginning to swell. 
Se-cond-10 to 14 days later when buds are bursting. 
A single treatment. during budburst gives good results 

(although not as good as the double treatment) and is 
improved if used at double strength. The vines should 
be sprayed thoroughly from all angles, using 35 to 70. 
gallons per acre. These fungicides supersede the old 
sulphuric acid winter treatment. 

If winter treatment has been omitted, and the dis~ 
ease appears~ foliage sprays are necessary. Good pro~ 
tection is achieved by spraying at three periods. 

First-when shoots are 3 in. long and all buds have 
burst. 

Second-when shoots are 18 in. long. 
Third-as soon as most flower caps ·have fallen. 
More sprays may be needed if- frequent summe1' l'ains 

occur. 
Use Ziram 'Or TMTD at normal strength or Bordeaux 

Mixture at the following strengths: first, 15-10-100; 
second, _15-10-100; third, 6-4-100. (For details on mak
ing Bordeaux Mixture, see under Downy Mildew.) 

SPRAYING RECOMMENDED FOR BLACK BUD 
Bla-ck Bud of Apricots and blight of Peaches can be 

efficiently controlled by Bordeaux sprays applied before 
the break of season, ·during early leaf fall,. reports the 
"S.A. JouTnal of Agriculture" for March, 1956. 

Mr. L. C. Smith (Ho1·ticultural Research Officer) states 
that trial work and a survey of commercial orchards 
have demonstrated that Black Bud of Apricots and 
blight of Peaches can be responsible for up ,to 50 per cent. 
reduction in total yields of fruit in both the irrigated 
and non-irrigated areas. 

Bordeaux spTays will not control the disease in seasons 
which break early if they are delayed until . half leaf 
fall, as by that time infection of buds and twigs will 
have occurred. 

Growers should contiQue using Bordeaux, as experi
ence with newer fungicides has not been sufficient to 
recommend their use for the autumn spraying of stone 
fruits. 

TILE DRAINAGE 
(From an address by Mr. A. L. Tisd·all, M.Agr.Sc,, 

Chief Irrigation Officer, to the Quarterly Meeting of the 
Robinvale Branch of The Australian Dried Fruits Asso~ 
dation, 16th November, 1955.) 

(Re-printed, with acknowledgments, from HAqua,'' 
~ ' January, 1956.) 

The problem of unduly high water tables is one that 
" , 
~200 

has arisen .sooner or later in most irrigation settlements 
throughout the world, as irrigation practice generally ~ 
entails excess rather than insufficient irrigation water. 
Perhaps this is' natural as the effects of too little irriga- til 

tion show up immediately by affecting the current year's 3100 
production, whereas excesses are refleded more slowly ,:;: 
as soil wastage in later years. Excess irrigatiOn shows up w 

as free water in the subsoil, and the pTevention, or alter~ 
nately the correction, of this condition is a major problem 
of irrigation settlements. 

The problem is a seTious one, as free subsoil water 
frequently renders land wholly or partially unpr-oductive. 
Especially is this so in the Murray Valley, where there 
is genel'ally an upward movement of soluble salts when 
the· land is waterlogged. Thus there are two- effects on 
plant life associated with f1·ee water. There is the adverse 
effect on the aeration of the root system, that is, simple 
waterlogging·, and in addition plants may be injured by 
excess salts, ·even though the water table is below the root 
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DRAIN DISCHARGE 
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DAYS ArTER IRRIGATION STARTS 

Fig.1-Graph showing discharge rates of two lateral 
drains for full period of flow following irrigation. 

The curves, typical of discharge measurements, .show 
the usual peak discharge within 24 hours of the 

start of irrigation. 
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zone. This latter effect is more important, as it is more 
costly to remedy. 

,The early history , of the older settlements such as 
Mildura and Renmark is one -of increasing damage 
through salting. In the early days some tile drainage was 
undertaken, the drainage water being disCharged into 
shafts sunk to the level of sand-:drifts underground. EvenR 
tually these sandRdrifts filled 1>._up with water, and in many 
cases the drains became useless. 

In the early SO's C·omprehensive drainage schemes were 
installed in the Mildura District. These took the form of 
community pipe drainage mains, which supplied every 
bloCk with an outfall into which tile drains could be dis
chargOO. At tbit time very little inf,ormatioll was avail
able c-overing the,· basic requirements for -hydraulic 
design of drains of this nature, especially to serve an 
intensive irrigation area with an annual rainfall of only 
10 inches and to Which more than 3 ft. depth of irriga
tiop. water was applied annually. 

However, these schemes we1·e, on the whole, success~ 
ful, and . soils which were adequately tile drained have 
almost without exception been restored to full pro
duction. In many of the lighter soils, the problem was 
mainly one of, simple waterlogging and these soils re
sponded very quickly to· tile drainage. The heavier soils 
had a greater proportion of land affected by salting, and 
although these were sl-ower to show damage, they were 
also slower to resp-ond to tile drainage. With the excep
tion of a few ve1-y heavy soils, however, they were all 
satisfacto1·i1y re-claimed. The principle seems to be that 
reclamation is assured even when a great deal of water 
is not- 1·emoved in the tile system, provided the water 
movement is generally downward. This principle was not 
fully recognised at the outset, and in many cases more 
drains than necessa1·y were installed. This not only 
increas~d the cost of drainage above what ~t should have 
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Fig·. 3-Section showing the relation of water tables 
to drains for particular soil type. 

been, but_ also overtaxed the main outfall system to such 
an extent that considerable flooding pl'oblems have now 
ar:sen. 

Coming- to the present time, •Robinvale is in a more 
fortunate position, as we now know a great deal more 
about tile drainage than we did in those .Jays. 

Measuring Effectiveness of Drains 
DUring the 1930's a great deal of resear.ch work was 

done on the. effectiveness of tile drainage in various soils 

Page Forty 

along the Murray River, and gradu'ally the best depth and 
spacing to be used on the various soil types was worked 
out. It may· be of interest to outline the various methpds 
of measuring the effectiveness of drains which were 
used. 

Probably the most direct method is to measure the 
aniount of water discharged from a drain of known 
length and depth, and draining· a known area of land. 
In Fig, 1 it will be seen that the peak discharge from 
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a lateral . is reached very soon after the start of irriga
tion, generally within 24 hours. From then on the dis
charge falls steadily on a regular curve, and provided the 
peak discharge has been measured, readillgs every few 
hours thereafter will give a fairly aceurate measure of 
the quantity of water discharged from the drain. 

The second method was to record the ~all in the water 
table between drains of various depths and various 
spacings. This was done· by installing test wells, which 
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were simply 2 inch down-piping perforated at intervals and 
closed at the bottom. The wells had a loose lid and were 
sunk into the ground to the required depth, which ranged 
~rom 5 to 11. feet in these investigations. The piping was 
extended 1 foot above the surface for protoction and to 
locate its position, which was generally under the vine. 
row. The perforations were such that although water 
had free access, very little silting·· took place inside the 
piping, and wells of this type gave ~ccurate water-table 
readings for mctny ye&:Ps if required. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 
illustrate the water levels in relation to drains after an 
irrigation, and show that the water table falls at different 
rates in different soil types and also that the lateral in
fluence of the drain is further in the lighter· soil types. 
The l'easons for this are fairly ·obvious. The lighter the 
soil type, the deeper the drains can be laid and still 
not be in impermeable soil. Then the deeper the drains 
can be laid, the greater will be the lateral distance at 
which the water table can be kept below the root zone, 
even allowing for· the slope in the water table level, or 
hydraulic gradient as it is called. In lighter soils, the 
lateral movement is greater and the hydraulic gl'adient is 
therefore flatter. All ·Of this points to the fact that 
drains should be as deep as the soil profile will permit, 
with the proviso that in light soils the depth of the avail
able outfall and the difficUlties in laying drains much 
below 6' feet generally set the pl'actical limit. 

It is also worth noting that even fairly close to the 
drain, a water table can be quite high if the drain is 
still running, so the fact that a high wate:t table iS found 
between drains does not ne·cessariJy mean that they are 
not' working. As long as they are running, the water table 
will slowly fall. 

The third way to determine what effect drains are 
having is to carry out annual surveyS on the health of the 
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Fig. 5-Annual Vine Surveys in suc.cessive years. 
The 1938 survey represents the position before 
drainage. Drains are 6 ft. deep, spaced at 44 ft. 
and 88 ft. The solid squares represent the categories 
HGood 1

' and "Fair plus/' the crosses "Fair," and the 
dots "Fair minus." Bad and dead vines, and 

"Misses" are left as blank spaces. 

vines. A survey of this type iS illustrated in Fig. 5. The 
solid squares :represent good vines, the crosSes and dots 
vines partly affe-cted, and the bla11k spaces represent 
bad and dead vines. It will be seen that in this case 
even though the patch showed cons-iderable salt damage' 
drains every 8 rows of vines were qu'ite sufficient to re~ 
claim the lands in a reasonable time, ·so that any drains 
laid at closer inte1·vals than this wou1d be wasted. If 
the patch of vines had not been salty, the problem would 
have been simply waterlogging and the drain spacing 
could have been wider still. 

Depth and Spacing 
With the use of the methods· described above, it was 

found. possible over a pe1·iod of a g·ood many years to 
collect information on all the major soil types along the 
Murray. Robinvale had, of .course, not been started in 
those days, but fortunately ~or Us the soil types at Robin
vale are the same as some of the soil types in other 
settlements, and we know a good deal about their drain
age potentialities. Of course, there are other factors 
which influence the depth and spacing of drains beside 
soil type-such things as slope of the land and the depth 
of outfall available must be considered-but it is pos
sible to give drain depths and spacings which will provide 
a '\Vorking guide in conjunction with the soil map of the 
district. Some reeent research at Griffith shows promise 
of developing· an even more defiriite method of deter
minjng drain· depth and spacing, but this work has not 
yet progressed far enough, and we are dependent on the 
experience gained in other settlements; the results of this 
are set out in the following- table. 
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The principle is to fix the depth first according to the 
soil type, and then to use a spacing appropriate to this 
depth. It is vital 'that we use the maximum possible 
spacing which will give effective drainage, but to do this 
the drains must be laid at the corre-ct depth. The reasons 
for using the widest spacing possible are that the cost 
is kept to a minimum, and that less water is run to 
waste through the drainage system; this _will not only 
make for m-ore efficient and faster irrigation, but also 
will tend to prevent any flooding of the outfall system. 

marked on the plan, which gives a record of how much 
of the block is drained and how much is yet to be done. 
It seems reasonable as a first step, then, even on patches 
where water tables have developed, and pl'OViding no bad 
salting is evident, to instal only every second drain at 
the most, and then to watch the vines and see what 
happens. 

The direction of laying drains is probably not import
ant, although it is generally a cheaper proposition to 
drain down the r-ows. The important thing is to keep the 

ROBINVALE IRRIG{\TION DISTRICT 

DEPTH & SPACING OF TILE DRAINS =· 
GROUP -SOIL TYPE DEPTH (J:'ee-t) SP IN "' E T 0 R CL MATIO 

I M.s. 6-7 132 88 
B.s. 

Mr.s. 

2 Bo.s. 5~-G 89-132 66-88 

Bo.s.l.. 

Mr.s.l. 

C.s-.1 ... 
{11 hr Ooep •ubso•l) 

3 Ba.s. 
(•hollow phou) 

41-s~ 88-99 66 

Bo.s.l... 4~- Si 88-99 66 
(ohollow pho~o) 

C.s.t.. 4-!- 5 88 44 

4 N.s.l.. 4·5 66-88 44 

N.L. 4 44 22·44 

C.L. 4 44 22-44 

B.d •. - - --
-

\ 
Fig. 6-Depth and ·,spacing of tile drains in the Robin vale Irrigation District. 

Design 
When starting in a new area such as Robinvale, we 

have an opportunity to design the block d1·ainage system 
according to the information which is now available. 
The logical first step would be to get a complete farm 
drainage plan, This would be based on the soil map, the 
contour plan and the depth of available outfall. How- . 
ever, it. is not necessary that the whole of this plan should 
·he carried out at once. Irrigators are watching their vines 
. or trees all the time, and can easily find out if high water 
tables are developing in any particular area even before 
any salt damage shows up. It is therefore a fairly easy 
matter to instal just those drains shown on the complete 
drainage plan which will give sufficient drainage for the 
affected patch. As these drains are installed, they can be 

drains parallel as far as possible, so that the system can 
be added to at any time without duplication. 

Conclusion 
In this talk we have discussed the history of tile drain

age qlong the Murray, the methods which have been used 
to determine the most effective depth and spacing of 
tile drains for various soil types, and finally the need for 
a comprehensive farm drainage plan so that the system 
is installed in the cheapest possible manner. 

Of course there are a great many other details to be 
considered when designing the ,drainage system for any 
particular bloek, but the Commission will at all times 
help with the design and installation of d1•ains at Robin
vale, and has made arrangements for Mr. McCallum and 
other officers to b_e available for' this work. 

Red Cliffs Co-operative Packing Co. Ltd. 
BOX 139 RED CLIFFS FITZROY AVENUE 

Includes m its Activities and Services .. 
111 Dried Fruit and Citrus Packing 
• Block Services and Harvest Requirements 
• Garage - Lubritorium - Hardware Electrical Services 
•, Engineering Services 
• Real Estate, Business Agents 
• Insurance - Fire, Life, etc. 
• Financing Production Costs 

Owned and Controlled by Red Cliffs Growers. 
GROWERS FINANCED AGAINST COMING HARVEST I 
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WASHING AND DRYING OF SULTANAS 
Further development is reported from a meeting of 

The A.D.F~A. Dried Fruits Processing (Packing) Com
mittee held in Mildura on 14th March. Mr. R. M. Simes 
(Board Chairman) presided. Committee members present 
were Messrs. P. Malloch (A.D.F.A.), J. R. Gordon (Export 
Control Board), W. V. Ford, E. N. Seary, W. Malloch 
(Packers), R. N. Morse, F. Penman (C.S.I.R.O.), A. V. 
Hocking (Department of Trade), and E. C. Orton 
(Technical Adviser). Messrs. E. Gorman (Chairman) 
and J. F. Wearne (Secretary), of the Exp_ort Control 
Board, attended. 

Members of the Committee who could not be present 
were Dr. Martin (C.S.I.R.O.) and Mr. Lesock (Dept. of 
Trade). 

Mr. W. V. Ford is the Secretary to the Committee. 

Experimental Fruit 
A report dated 6/3/56 on the six boxes of Sultanas 

sent to Oversens Farmers' Co-operative Federations Ltd., 
London, was read. The report stated: 

"1. Moisture content be.tween 14% and 15% as satis
factory. 

"2. Oil dressed fruit as per boxes marked '2' contained 
0.3% mineral oil. Although oil gave brightness to fruit 
as compared with Showell washed in boxes marked '1,' 
many members of trade in' London preferred non-oiled 
fruit, unless seasonal conditions warrant it. 

"3. Fruit in boxes marked '1' which were Showell 
washed were more attractive in appearance, free running· 
and generally free of sand. 

"4. The treatment by ·washing improved the general 
appearance and condition of fruit, and the idea should 
be develo.ped, particularly with Showel washed, but not 
so enthusiastic with oil treated fruit." 

Consignment ex Season 1956 
The A.D.F.A. advised (18/1/56) that the Board agreed 

to ship 100 tons under the •vashing and drying process, 
as evolved through reo~earch, and they were prepared to 
underwrite any loss incurred by the Mildura Fruit Co-op. 
Fruit Co. Ltd. on the sale of the fruit provided it be 
packed under 14% moisture content. (Any loss will be 
equally borne by The A.D.F.A., the Export Control Board 
and the Packers' Associations.~Editor "News.") 

After discussion it w~s resolved~"That the 100 tons 
be run as follows:~ 

40 tons 4 crown Sultanas~oiled to 0.3o/o. 
40 tons 3 crown Sultanas-oiled to 0.3%. 
10 tons 3 crown Sultanas-Showel washed. 
10 tons 2 crown Sultanas-oiled to 0.3%. 

100 

"That The A.D.F.A. be advised that 14% moisture 
for 3 crown fruit and over, and 15% moisture for 
2 crown will be complied with in accordance with 
Department of Commerce export regulations." 

Mr. Ford agreed to advise the General Secretary of 
The A.D.F.A. at least one week before final runs are 
made of the 100 tons of fruit being prepared for U.K. 
so that The A.D.F.A. can advise the members of this 
Committee and all packing houses if they desire to inspect 
plant operation. 

Surplus Waste Water ft·om Washers 
Mr. Orton was asked to prepare a report and any 

recommendations on disposal of effluent from washing 
plants used by packing houses. 

Top Quality Manufacturers 
ZIRAM 

for nearly 50 years 

D. D. T. 
ARSENATE OF LEAD 

T. D. E. 
MAlATHION 

COLLOIDAL SULPHUR 

and many other nec.essary chemicals Available at all Resellers 

BLYTH CHEMICALS LTD., Prahran Grove, Elsternwick, Vic. 
LF 1161 
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London Report 
Concerning the shipment per s.s. "Moreton Bay" to 

London of the six cases of Sultanas, Mr. G. T. Ranger, 
Technical Officer of The Australian Dried Fruits Board, 
wrote on 22nd February that the fruit has outturned in 
a really excellent condition, and the Sultanas appear to 
be more attractive than normal shipments seen from 
the .1955 crop, and on touch the berries appear much 
softer and smoother. 

He had no hesitation in saying that fruit treated in 
this manner will be most welcome and well received by 
the trade, and every effort will be made during the next 
few weeks to let various dealers' representatives see this 
fruit, to get their opinions on it, and also so that they 

can see that every effort is being made in Australia to 
forward fruit in first class condition. 

LARGER GRAPES 
Agricultural research in the United States is producing 

grapes three times as large as the types now commonly 
sold in the markets. Three strains of large grapes have 
reSulted from U.S.D.A. research; a new Loretto bunch 
grape and two muscadines. The apparent high quality 
of these tetraploids indicates that they will become popular 
on American markets, and may be adopted by other 
countries with similar conditions (American Agriculture 
and Economic Trends, 20/2/1956). 

HORMONE SPRAYING OF CURRANTS 
Considerable research has been carried -out on the effects of hormone spraying· and the results reported so 

far cannot fail to be _of interest and of use to Currant growers. 
The "News'1 pr-oposes to print these reports in successive issues. When the series have been completed con

siderable data will be in the hands of growers for handy reference. 
The first article relates to research in Western Australia. An article on South Australian enquiries will 

follow. Later articles will cover a U.S.A. report and researches made by the Merbein Research Station. 

Hormone Sprays and Their Effects on the Setting, Yield and Vigour of Currant Grape Vines 
(Bulletin No. 2289) 

By Mr. L. T. J-ones, Senior Plant Research Officer, W.A. Department of Agriculture. 

' In 1942, the Department of Agriculture was asked to 
investigate a serious decline in yield and vigour of 
grape vines on certain areas in the Swan Valley. The 
varieties mainly affected were Muscats and Cunants. 
The problem was most severe on the s-oil types of a sand 
or light sandy loam nature and in poorly drained areas. 
On areas -of heavier textured soils with a friable clay 
snbsoil the vines were generally reg-arded as economically 
satisfactory, 

Immediate ·replanting of problem areas in practically 
all cases resulted in poor replant vines. In some ~ases, 
with replant Currants, growth was judged satisfactory 
until they were cinctured and commenced cropping. 

New plantings on virgin areas (including old pasture 
paddocks) resulted, initially at least, in good growth on 
all classes of soil. Originally, soil deficiencies were sus
pected, and this approach was in _acc-ord with the opinions 
of all growers consulted.. As a consequence a series of 
fertiliser trials were commenced in 1942. By 1950 a great 
bulk of informaton consisting of yields, chemicals analyses 
and years of observations of the pr-oblem under a variety 
of .conditions indicated that the vine deterioration and 
replant problem would not be adequately solved by 
fertiliser treatment. Up till this stage the deteri-orated 
root system common to all problem vines had been ac
cepte<l as the effect of a fertiliser deficiency, A previous 
local success with copper _on Currants with apparently 
identical growth symptoms had kept alive the hope that, 
given time, the root g·rowth would improve under fertil
iSer treatment. 

·Having exhausted this line of atta-ck the way was now 
clear for considering the theory that a deteriorated root 
system could in itself be the cause of the problem. This 
new outlook resulted in an immediate examination of all 
possible factors that would depress root growth. The list 
considered was as follows:-

( 1) Cincturing of Currant vines. 
(2) Nematode damage. 
(3) Waterlogging. 
( 4) Moisture stress. 
( 5) Plough soles. 
( 6) Organic matter and soil deterioration. 
(7) Soil toxicities. 
(8) Overcropping. 
(9) Root injury from cultivation implements. 
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' In 1951 a proje.ct was commenced, in co-operation with 
the Plant Pathology Branch, on an investigation of the 
part played by nematode damage in the vine deteriora
tion and replant problem. The presence of nematodes was 
1·ecorded but as their numbers were as high on healthy 
Vines as on weak vines it was concluded that nematode 
damage was not likely to be a major factor in the de
cline -of the g1·ape vines. Soil fumigation of a replant 
area gave a small initial response which -was most appar
ent under moisture stress. In the first season bette1· rOot 
growth resulted in the fumigated area and leaf analyses 
showed a higher content of potassium and manganese as 
well as producing practically twice the amount of foliage. 
In this experimental area now, irrespective -of fumiga
tion treatment, Muscats have made poor growth, and un
cinctured and uncropped four-year-old Currants have 
made fair but not vigorous grow~h. 

The next major research project was to test the effect 
of eliminating cincturing, on the health and longevity of 
the Currant vine. Bef-ore proceeding to deal with hor
mone spraying of Currants let us very briefly sun1marise · 
the findings of the main investigation. 

Under PI'esent condtions in the Swan Valley vineyards 
fertiliser deficiencies are of less pra-ctical importance 
than such influences as management practices, the effeC
tive root zone and soil water relationships. It is appa1·ent 
that any management practices that will improve the 
growth and ~fficiency -of the -observed deteriorated root 
system of the problem vin·es will re~ult in some improye
ment in yield and vigour. Replanting after a period under 
undisturbed pasture, rather than immediate replanting, 
was recommended as a solution to the replant problem 
pending further research findings. · 

This procedure, as well as being' thought .to minimise 
the incidence ·of diseases and pests which built up under 
Continual grape growing, was shown to have greatly im
proved the soil organic matter status and the physical 
condition of the soiL 

A survey in .1952. indicated that the vigour of vines 
could be correlated with the organic matter c-ontents of 
the surface soil and that continual cultivation had prac
tically halved the organic matter of the lighter surfaced 
soils. 

Cincturing of Currants 
The cincturing of Currant grape vines at flowering time 

has been adopted as the standard method for improving 
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f1·uit set since its introduction from Greece into Australia 
by Catton· Grasby in 1897. 

An important commercial characteristic of this variety 
is that it is normally seedless. In the absence of seeds 
the nutritional effect of cincturing is necessary to induce 
a satisfactory berry dev-elopment. Cincturing involves 
the complete removal of a narrow strip of bark (the 
phloem), usually about ~ of an inch thick, from the trunk 
of the vine. It is claimed that optimum results are ob
tained if the cincture is applied when the grape flowers 
are in full bloom and have shed about 80 per cent. of the 
floral caps. Locally this would be early in November. 

It is generally believed that the phloem cincture re
stricts the movement of soluble nutrients to the roots 
and results in a temporary inc1·eased supply to the 
bunches, wood, and shoots. -:, 

During the investigation into the deterioration of re
plant Currants it was observed that cincturing may cause 
a rapid deterioration in a weak vine, especially during 
periods of moisture stress; It was thought that one of 
the possible factors in the, rapid decline of these problem 
Currant vines was that cincturing damaged the conducting 
tiss).le and also restrjcted the flow of nutrients to an 
~}ready weakened root system. 

HORMONE SPRAY TRIALS 1951-1952 SEASON 
Hormone Sprays Used November, 1951. 

Many synthetic plant growth regulators have been tested 
experimentally in this field hut the early work of Coombe 
in South Australia and Antcliff at the Merbein Research 
Station, Victoria, suggested confining our experimenta
tJon to two types of hormone spray namely:-

( 1) 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D). 
(2) parachlorophcnoxyacetic acid (P.G.P,A.). 

The prime purpose of the use of the sprays was to 
measure the effect of the elimination of cincturing on 
the vigour and longevity of the Currant grape vine. 

Quantities and Concentrations Applied 
The ethyl ester of 2,4-D was used. The 2,4-D Spray 

was applied at the rates of 4, 2' and 1 pints per vine which 
is approximately equal to 200, 100 and 50 gallons per 
aere. The concentration of 2,4-D was 2~ parts per million. 

It was found that for our normal-sized vines, 100 
gallons per acre gave a thorough foliag'e and bunch 
cover. Two· hundred gallons per acre was wasteful of 
spray, while 50 gallons per acre necessitated confining 
the spray to the main body -of the vine where the fruit 
bunches are carried. Apart from normal leaf distortion, 
no damage was done to the vines with 2,4-D at 2{3 parts 
per million and up to 4 pints to the vine. 

The acid form of P.c . .r.A. was used. Difficulty was ex
perienced in making up a .concentrated stock solution in 
water and alcohol was used as the solvent for the stock 
solution which was diluted with water for use as a spray. 
For this reason only, in later years the readHy w~ter
soluble sodium suit was us-ed. Both f.orms are equally 
effective. ' · 

The P.C.P.A. spray was applied at 100 and 50 gallons 
per ac_re at a concentration of 50 parts per million. 
Various sites were also sprayed with P.C.P.A. at 20 parts 
per million at quantities varying from 50 to 75 g·allons 
per acre depending on the size of the vines. 

Horlnone l:?_amage 
Serious damage was confined to one treatment, namely 

P.C.P.A, at 50 parts per million and at 100 gallons per 
acre. It is thought that damage resulted because of the 
method of application . .In an attempt to apply 2 pints per 
vine without losing spray on to the ground the foliage, 

-canes, and arms were thoroughly drenched. Spray ran 
down erect canes and collected at the base of the cane 
and the bark of the arms absorbed abnormal amounts of 
spray. Apart from normal leaf distortion no ill-effects 
were seen on these vines until eight months later when 
at the break of dormancy and just before pruning time 
many canes split, became 41corky" and died, The arms 
at the same time produced a lot of coi'ky bark and, in 
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some cases, died back. This resulted later in the pro
duction of a lot of barren shoots. Damaged vines left 
unspraye-d and uncinctured the following season . re
covered their vigour while those sprayed with P.C.P.A. 
at 20 parts per million and 50 gallons per acre made a 
less conlplete recovery. The effect of cincturing following 
hormone damage was not tested. A bloek of treatinents 
left unsprayed and uncinctured the following· season indi
cated that there can be a residual effect of hormone from 
one season to the next. The berries formed were inter
mediate in size between cinctured, and u~cinctured vines 
but they shed easily at p.ckillg time. There appeared to 
be a differential response depending on the concentrations 
and gallonage applied the previous season. However it 
must be remembered that the high concentrations, high 
gallonages, and methods of application are not those now 
recommended for commercial use. The available local 
evidence is that for._ up to f·our seasons, if the spray is 
applied properly, the vines are no easier or harder to 
set than at the commencement of sprayi-ng. 

At some sites, ·especially Dn young vigorous vines, 
2,4-D at 5 parts per million resulted- in damage to the 
bunches. 

Foliage Spray Versus Bunch Spray 
On all treatments fruit bun-ches were bagged to pre

vent the direct contact of the spray in order to test the 
ne-cessity for hitting each bunch. The bagged bunches set 
very well but the berry stalks were thin and flexible like 
cinCtui'ed Currants. It was the1·efore concluded that spray
ing the bunch was the most effective method and would 
be important where greatest activitY was needed. 

This was later confirmed n€xt year in a trial with strong 
Currants in which P.C.P.A. at 20 J)a1·ts per million was 
superior to P.C.P.A. at 10 parts per million. At this site, 
with the lower conceritration, any bunches ·not actually 
hit with the spray gave a very poor set. 

In this last season it has been shown that by wetting 
bunches only with a small hand spray and placing no 
spray at all on the foliage the fruit was set equal to 
normal spraying. This method used about 8 to 10 gallons 
to the acre instead of the standard 50 gallons to the acre. 

Results and Observations, 1951~1952 Season 
. For a period of about a fortnight to a month after 

cincturing, the cinctured vines were paler in colour and 
leaf growth stopped. Horm-one-treated and uncinctured 
vines showed continuous gTowth and remained a fresh, 
dark green colour. 

A characteristic leaf distortion occurred on young 
foliage and growing tips. Even new shoots growing after 
the spray application may show distortion and elongation. 
The berry stalks became thickened and more rigid as a 
result of hormone treatment. 

2,4-D at 2?\ parts per million was not usua1ly success
ful on young very vigorous vines. Old and less vigorous 
vines set fruit. about equivalent tO cincturing. 

P.C.P.A. at 50 and -20 parts· per million ·set fruit, at 
least equivalent to cinctm·ing, on both weak and vigorous 
vines. 

Generally speaking, the hormone-treated vines pro
duced bigger and softer berries, delayed ripening and 
tended to give a reddish tinge to the fruit. HOwever the 
dried fruit_ was graded and hormone-treated fruit com
pared more than favourablY with the' cinctured fruit. 

The vigour of the, vines increased under hormone treat
ment and, in ·some cases, up to double the weight of 
pruning_ wood was produced when compared with adjaeent 
cinctured vines. · 

HORMONE SPRAY TRIALS, 1952-1953 SEASON 
Twelve sites were selected covering a wide variety of 

conditions. The plan of layout at each site·- was six treat
ments replicated f.our times. The quantity of 'spray was 
standardised at 1 pint per vine. In .actual practice the 

_ quantity was up to 1 pint per vine beeause where vel'y 
weak vines were involved only enough spray was appli~d 
to wet the bunches. Where very leafy and strong vines 
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Napoleon~s Secret Weapon 
NAPOLEON, with visions of world domination, 

imagined he had a new secret weapon when a form 
of food preservation was invented by Francois Appert, a 
Parisian confectioner, in 1809. 

So delighted was the Emperor that Appert was imme~ 
diately awarded 12,000 francs. But the French armies, 
with the bulk of Europe?s people against them, profited 
little by his discovery. 

Appert's method was to . pr(iserve certain foods_ in 
specially made glass bottles which -had been kept in 
boiling water for varying lengths of time. 

His discovery was the forerunner of the vast canning 
industry of today. 

*Epikote 

Page FortY.--six 

In the United States, the greatest producer and con
sumer of canned goods in -the world, cans made of 
98% sheet steel with a thin coating of tin are manll

'factured at more than 300 a minute. 

To preserve certain types of food, particularly those 
with corrosive properties such as butter, preserved fish 
and fruit, an internal lining is necessary. 

A varnish containing a special resin*, developed in 
SHELL laboratories, is now applied to the tinplate to 
give complete resistance to food acids, proteins, fatS, etc .. 

This material is used extensively in the- manufacture 
of ffietal coatings and is helping to maintain the univer~ 
sally-recognised excellence of Australian tinned foods. 

2760 
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were enCoU-ntered ·more 'cat'e was take-n-'in ·the movement 
and direction of the nozzles so that bunches were wetted 
and spray was _not shed onto the ground. by the shielding 
action· of the leaves. Both sides of the vme were sprayed 
to minimise the chances of missing bunches and some 
attempt was made, within practical limits, to omit spray
ing yOung -growing tips which so rea{lily show leaf dis
tortion from the effects of hormone. 

. Seasonal Observations-1952-1953 

·Cin.ctured Vines.-Although initial berry development 
was niuch slower than hormone Spray, the berries finally 
ripened e·ar-lieJ~. Pale foliage ;colour extended in some 
cases up to two. months after cincturing. Leaf scorch and
moisture _stress were more apparent in experimental cinc
tured Vines thml ih t_hose sprayed. 

2,4-D Treated' Vines.-The concentrations used were 
2.§ and 5 parts per million. 'The fruit set on late flowering 
bun-Ches was inferior. A lot of 'gTeen undeveloped berries 
Were produced. 2,4.:.D at 5 parts per ,million was inferior 
tb 2~ parts, per million and on vigor-o~s vines bunch 
dan'lage occutr~d. 

P.C.P.A.- Treated Vines . .:....___, The more soluble sodium salt 
wa.s used.- Fruit set was Very good under all conditions. 
Apparently more latitude is allowable with P.C.P.A. in 
t'egard to. stage of flowering for successful fruit set than 
is -poss-ible -with 2,4-D.' Except for very strong vines 
P.C.P.A._ at 10- parts per million and at 1 pint per vine 
(50 gallons per acre) gives satisfactory results. 

Table 1. 

HORMONE EXPERIMENTS WITH CURRANTS 

Yie~d Data-1952:~53 Season. 

I Dry I 
Treatments 

I 
Weights I D. rying 

( cwts. I Ratio 
:per acre) 

I Classifi
cation 

I 
T~ C. Wilson, Caversham-4-Year-old very strong vines. 

A-Cinctured . . . . . 
B~2,4-D (20 p.p.m.) . 
C'C--2,4-D (5 p.p.m.) . 
D~P.C.P.A. ·(40 p.p.m.) 
E~P.C.P.4. (20 p.p:m.) 
F~P.C.P.A. (10 p.p.m.) . 

27.5 
18.3 
17.7 
29.8 
30.8 
21.1 

Statistical Data fo~ Dry Weight-

P.05 4.8 cwts. per acre. 
P.01 = 6. 7 cwts. per ac1·e. 

3.5 
2.9 
2.7 
3.4 
3.2 
2.8 

3 
2.5 
2 
2,5 
3 
4 

W. H. Taylor, Caversham~5-Year-old Weak Vines. 

A-Cinctured , . . . . 
B-2,4-D (21 p.p,m . .) . 
C-2,4-D ( 5 p:p.m.) : . 
])-P.C.P.A. ( 40 p:p.m,) 
E-P.C.P.A. (20 p.p.m.) 
F-P.C.P.A. (10 p.p.m.) 

l 17.8 

I 
23.9 

. 24.2 
27.7 

I 31.9 
27.2 

StatiStical Data for Di-y Weight-

P.05 5.1 cwts. per acre. 
P.Ol = 7.0 cwts. per acre. 

A~ ·R. Hill; --Bindoon...:......12-year-old 

A::_Cinctured . . ·. . ·. . . 19.6 
B'-2,4-D (2. p.p.m.) . 11.4 
G-2,4-D (5 p.p.m.) . 12.4 
D-P:C:P .. A: (40.p.p.m.) 19.2 
Eo-P.C.P.A. (20 p.p.m.) 17.8 
F-P.C.P.A. (10 p.p.m.) 16.4 

S-tatistical Data for DrY Weights-
P.05 = 3.8 cwts. per acre. 
P.01 = ·5;2 cwts; p'er· a-cre; 

3.0 
2.5 . 
2.5 
3.0 
2.9 
2.3 

3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

weak vines. 

2.0 2.5 
2.o 2.5 
2.0 2.5 
1.6 3.5 
1.9 2.5 
1.8 3 
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N. K. Waldeck, Caversham-Old 
A-Cinctured . . . . . I 20.8 I 
C-2,4-D (5 p.p.m.) ... · 25.7 
B~2,4-D (2• p,p.m.) ... I 25.6 

D-P.C.P.A. (40 p.p,m.) . . 25.6 
E-P.C.P.A. (20 p.p.m.) . . i 24.7 
F-P.G.P.A. (10 p.p.m.) .. I 21.4 

weak 
2.5 
2.5 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 

vines. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Statistical-Data-No signifi-cant difference between treat
ments . 

J. E. Anderson, Upper Swan-Old 
A-Cinctm·ed . . . . . I 31.7 
B-2,4-D (2! p.p.m.) . 25.5 
C~2,4-D (5 p.p.m.) . .. . 24.9 
D-P.G.P.A. (40 p.p.m.) 35.5 
E--P.C.P.A. (20 p.p.m.) 32.3 
F-P.C.P.A. (10 p.p.m.) 31.4 

average 
1.9 
1.7 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
1.9 

vines. 
3 
2.5 
2.5 
4 
3.5 
3 

Statistical Data-No significant difference between treat-
ments. · 

St. Alban's Vineyard, Upper Swan-Old weak Vines. 

A-Cinctured . . . . . I 20.6 2.1 I 3 
B-2,4-D (2l; p.p.m.) . 23.3 1.9 2 
C-2,4-D (5 p.p.m.) . 16.2 2.0 2.5 
D-P.C.P.k (40 p.p.m.) I 21.3 2.1 I 2.5 
E-P.C.P.A. (20 p.p.m.) I 22.4 2.0 2.5 
F-P.G.P.A, (10 p.p.m.) 20.3 2.0 I 2.5 
Statistical Data-No significant difference between treat-

ments. 

Remarks on Table 1 
The first three properties tested ·----showed, on statistical 

ahalys€s, significant differences between treatments. On 
no occasion were treatments D and E (P.C.P.A. at 40 and 
20 parts per million) significantly worse than treatment 
A (cincturing). At W. }I. Taylor's site ·au P.C.P.A. treat:
ments were better than cincturing. On all three areas, 
2,4-D at 2?. and 5 parts per million (treatments B and 
C) were significantly inferior to P.C.P.A. at 20 parts per 
million. On T. C. Wilson's and A, R. Hill's -experiments 
2;4-D was also inferiOr to cinCturing and P.C.P.A. at 40 
parts per million. 

The three remaining trials ·showed no significant differ
ences betwee'n treatments.' Another two sites were har· 
vested but due to the great variation between plots no 
cpnclusions could be drawn in ·respect to the effect of 
treatm_ents on yields. On deterioration problem Currants 
at D. E. Thorn's Millendon, the fruit set was satisfactory 
under all hormone treatments, but plot yields varied from 
3 to 15 cwts. per acre of dried' fruit. An experiment on 
Old strong Currants at A. de Marchi's vineyard at Bin
doon similarly gave a' good fruit set with all hormone 
treatments and here plot yields varied from 15 to 40 
cwts. per acre of dried fruit. 

The drying ratio is estimated from the ratio of fresh 
fruit picked to the weight obtained after drying. Their 
variability indicates the necessity for dry weight yields. 

The fruit was classified before cleaning to measure the 
quality of the fruit from each treatment. Under this 
scheme a: classification of 1 would pack mostly 4-crown 
Currants; 2 mostly 3-crown; 3 mostly 2-crown and 4 
mostly 1-crown. Thus the ·higher the classification the 
poorer the quality. Half numbers are introduced be-cause 
of, the averaging of 4 ·lots and because in some cases 
samples were intermediate between two classes. 

For all practical purposes the table shows that P.C.P.A. 
at 20 parts per million, will set Currants as ~ffectively as· 
cincturing under a wide range of conditions and that 
quality is not impaired. . 

lt also -illustrate's the point that 2,4-D is erratic in its 
effects and cannot locally be recommended for strong 
vines._ There is a tendency fol' 2,4-D to produce better 
quality fruit but t-o what extent this is influenced by 
lower yields oi-' smallet berry size has not been ascer
tained. 
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Hormone Spraying Demonstrated to Growers 
After two y-ears of experiments a lecture and field 

demonstration was organised _early in November1 1953, 
to acquaint growers with results. At this demonstration 
the following rec-ommendations were given:-

(1) Use P.C.P.A. at 20 parts p€r million. 
(2) Concentrate the spray on the bunches and aim to 

wet the fruit thoroughly. Avoid if possible young 
growing tips. 

(3) Use 1 pint of spray per normal-sized vine (50 to 
55 gallons pel' acl'e). 

(4) Spray both sides of the vine. 
( 5) Apply the spl'ay at what would normally be 

cincturing time, that is when the gl'ape flowel'S are 
in full bloom and have shed about 80 per cent. 
of the floral caps. 

Within the next month, at least 2000 acres out of a 
total of 3000 acres of Currants were hormone sprayed. 
In the next season the acreage sprayed rose from about 
60 per cent. to at least 95 per cent. 

As a general recommendation to cover all conditions 
the method has not been substantially altered. 

Many growers .claim better results when the spray is 
applied when all the caps have fallen and this does 
seem to reduce the retention of small green berries, 
However for all practical purposes there is quite a degree 
of latitude permissible in regard ·to time of application 
to obtain a reasonable set. 

The gallonage recommended is only a guide and the 
more accurate direction would be the quantity of spray 
necessary to wet the bunches. 

Investigations of reported damage from Currant-
setting hormone spray suggests the importance of not 
spraying twice; not drenching the canes and arms; apply
ing the minimum quantity necessary by aiming for the 
bunches; not drenching small young vines, and not 
spraying replants and "layers" until they are ready to 
crop. There have been a few reported cases of the death 
of spurs supposedly as a result of hormone spray. If this 
is so then the experimental results suggest a faulty 
technique of application as a probable cause. 

HORMONE SPRAY TRIALS, 1953-1954 SEASON 
Results and Observations 

This season the Gunant crop was severely damaged 
by rain. The first showers in many cases damaged the 
cinctured fruit most severely because it was compara
tively more mature and was at a more susceptible stage. 
However later showers also damaged the hormone
treated fruit and a final inspection showed equal damage 
between treatments within the experimental trials. 

Before harvest hot dry weather was encountered and 
the cinctured vines showed more leaf scorch and moiBture 
stress~ The fruit on cinctured vines shed badly both prior 
to picking and at picking time and in some cases up to 
half the fruit· showing was lost onto the ground. It was 
noticed that on the hormone treated fruit the berry 
stalk was greener and tougher than cinctured fruit 
which probably accounted for its better retention. 

It was fortunate that two-thirds of the Swan Valley 
Currant crop was hormone-treated in this year or other
wise yields would have been appr,eciably reduced. Under 
these conditions hormone spraying allowed picking to 
continue over a longer period instead of being a rush 
job. 

In the trials 2,4-D at 5 pa1•ts per million was omitted 
because of 'its damaging effect and 2,4-D at 11 parts 
per million substituted. · 

On strong, vigorous vines, 2,4-D at 2~ and 1! parts 
per million gave a poor set and P.C.P.A. at 10 parts per 
million was again inferior to 20 and 40 parts per million. 

On weaker vines, P.C.P.A. at 40, 20 and 10 parts per 
million and 2,4-D at 2~ and 1i parts per million se_t fruit 
successfully. 2,4-D at i parts per million was tried at one 
site and proved successful. 

THE EFFECT OF CINCTURING AND HORMONE 
SPRAY ON PRUNING WOOD 

It has been ·observed that, generally speaking, horrilone 
spraying instead of cincturing has improved the quality 
and quantity of the pruning wood. The greatest deteri
Ol'ation in pruning wood has been recorded in vines 
where cinctured Currants have shown severe leaf scorch 
before picking time and consequently lowered leaf 
activity whilst the adjacent hormone-treated vines con
tinued active gr~_>wth. 

To illustrate the type of results obtained, some weights 
and chemical analyses of pruning wood are reported in 
Table 2. 

From the exploratory trial laid down in 1951 on the 
property of H. E. Bailey at Caversham the total pruning 
wood from single vines was obtained in July, 1954, from 
three different treatments. The canes from each indivi
dual vine were separated into three classes and analysed 
for nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. In selecting the 
three types of canes from each vine we followed the 
practice of growers who prefer average-Sized canes (0.3 
to 0.4 of an inch in diameter) to leave as spurs when 
pruning. It is the general practice to cut out weak eanes 
and strong canes when pruning. The total amount of 
the three essential major elements was then calculated 
from the weight of wood produced and the percentage of 
each element in this wood. The moisture content of this 
newly pruned wood was approximately 50 per cent. 

Comments on Table 2 

It appears from these preliminary samplings that at 
this site, and under the climatic conditions prevailing 
during the 1953-54 season, cjncturing has lowered the 
content of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium in the 
canes. An investigation is under way to gat~er more de-

~·<!><t><!><!><!><!><!><!><t><!>~,..,"'"'"'<!><W><!><!><!><!><W><!>-<t><t><!>•.w-••1 

I Westralian Farmers i i Co-operative Ltd. 
West Swan Dried Fruit Packing House 

Suppliers of .•• 
• ALL FRUIT REQUISITES 

• AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
t~Thiotox," Zitox, P.C.P.A., Malathion, 
Phosfone, Prespruf 20, Eldrinol. 

e MACHINERY 
ALLIS CHALMERS Tractors, SMITHCO 
Vineyard Implements, RONALDSON TIP. 
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e FERTILISERS 
WESFARMERS Blood and Bone, Sulphate 
of Ammonia, Superphosphate. 
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tail on this aspect. Contrary to our expectations there 
is very little difference, chemically, between weak, averM 
age and strong canes. 

Because there are approximately 450 vines to ·the 
aere the figures given as '"'weight of canes in grams" 
can be read directly as pounds per acre. 

The h-ormone-spraYed vine grew pruning wood equiva
lent to 755 lb. per acre, the unCinctured vine 1048 lb. per 
acre and the cinctured vine gave the comparatively low 
figure.of 370 lb. per acre. These weights f.or single vines 

are in agre-ement with the pruning wood figures obtained 
over the last four years from the whole exploratory trial. 

The character of the canes differs between treatments. 
The cinctured vine had 31 per cent. by weight of weak 
canes as compared with 15 per cent. and 18 per cent. in 
hormone-treated and uncinctured vines. 

The hormone-sprayed vine has the equivalent of 3.4 
lb of nitrog.en per acre in· its canes, the undnctured 3. 7 
lb. and the cinctured 1.4 lb. For phosphorus the corre
sponding figures are 0.4, 0.5 and 0.14 lb. of phosphorus 

Table 2. 
WEIGHT AND COMPOSITION OF PRUNING WOOD 

·Comparison O-f Three Treatments. 

Weight 
in 

Grams 
Hormone-Sprayed Vine-

Weak Canes . . . . . . .. 116 
Average Canes .. . . . . . . . . 226 
Strong Canes 413 

Total .. .. 755 

Uncinctured Vine-
Wealt Ganes .. . . . . . . 185 
Average Canes .. .. . . . . 405 
Strong Canes 458 

Total .. 1,048 

Cinctured Vine-
Weak Canes . . .. . . . . . . 115 
Average Canes .. . . . . 129 
Strong Canes 126 

Total . . .. . . . . 370 

per acre in the canes. The most marked differences are 
in the potassium figures. The hormone-sprayed vines laid 
down in their canes, potassium equivalent to 2.5 lb. per 
acre, the uncinctured vines 3.4 lb. while the cinctured 
vines gave the low figure of 0.8 lb. of potassium per 
acre. 

Although no detailed study has been made ·Of the root 
systems of these e-xperimental vines, because of the 
magnitude of such a project and the interference of 
sueh a study with an established experiment, it is thought 
that the responses in vigour and chemical composition of 
the canes must basicaliy be the result .of improved root 
growth when cincturing is eliminated. 

Without going into a detailed discussion it may be 
stated briefly that to fit the known facts gathered over 
a period of some 12 years on the problem of deteri
orated vines it is most likely that the poorer wood 
growth and limited nutrient absorption shown by the 
cinctured vine is due to eincturing further depressing an 
already weakened root system. Vines which show mois
ture stresS _before picking time as a result of cincturing 
are particularly prone to grow weak pruning wood. 

Th-e analytical data could also explain to som~ extent 
the seasonal occurrence of leaf symptoms of suspected 
potash, mang'il.nese and zinc deficiencies in cinctured 
Currants on certain areas, the inability of applied fer
tilisers to fully control these suspected deficiencies and 
the elimination or improvement of these- leaf symptoms 
when hormone-spraying replaces cincturing., 

HORMONE SPRAY TRIALS, 1954.1955 SEASON 

The gathering of yields this year was again compli
cated by heavy rain foilowed by flooding around picking 
time. However, the routine observations were made and 
yields were obtained from a few experimental sites which 
were picked early and escaped serious rain and mould 
damage. 

These observatons confirm-ed the findings of previous 
years in respect to fruit setting and only new findings 
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0/o of Cane Analyses. Total Uptake, in Grams 
Total Nitro- Phos- Potas- Nitro- Phos- Potas-

Weight gen phorus sium gen phorus sium 
% % % 

15 .84 .10 .71 .487 .058 .412 
30 .97 .11 .60 1.096 .124 .678 
55 .87 .11 .67 1.796 .227 1.384 

100 3.379 .409 2.474 

18 .94 .10 .63 .870 .093 .583 
38 .95 .10 .66 1.923 .203 1.336 
44 .86 .09 .64 1.970 .206 1.466 

100 3.763 .502 3.385 

31 .75 .08 .46" .432 .046 .264 
35 .78 .08 .41 .503 .051 .264 
34 .77 .08 .45 .485 .050 .284 

100 1.420 .147 .812 

wiii be briefly discussed and the results given from an 
area where harvest data is complete and where a marked 
deterioration has occurred on the cinctured vines. 

Materials Included with Hormone Spray 
A trial at the Upper Swan Research Station on weak 

Currants, yi,elding about 8 cwts. per acre of dried fruit 
showed that "Ziram" and "Spersul" at 8 lb. per 100 
gallons either singly or combined could be included with 
the routine hormone spray without affecting the efficiency 
of the fruit set. Commercial manganese sulphate at a 
concentration of 2 per cent. in the spray did not inter
fere with fruit setting. The included manganese improved 
leaf colour and vine vigour, but hot dry weather in 
January caused severe leaf scorch and this early advant.:. 
age was lost. The yields show no significant benefit from 
manganese spray. In error, these inclusions_ were added 
at double the rates o:dginally planned. 

It has not yet been ascertained whether these results 
would also apply to strong vines which are more -difficult 
to set. 

Method of Application o'f Hormone Spray 
In order to compar'~ the normal bunch and· foliage

spray method with spraying bunches only, a trial was· 
laid down on the Upper Swan Research Station on weak 
Gurrants yielding about_ 8 cwts. per acre of dried fruit. 

The normal method of spraying with a knapsack (aim
ing at the bunches and applying a pint per vine of 
P.C.P.A. at 20 parts per million) was compared with 
spraying the hqnches only and avoiding the leaves. The 
same yield and quality of fruit was obtained from both 
methods. 

This type of trial has not yet been duplicated on vigor
ous vines Which are usually more difficult to set. 

The purpose of the trial was to further demonstrate 
to growers that for safe and satisfactory hormone
spraying it is -of prime importance to wet the bunches 
and that although, in practice, a foliage cover cannot be 
avoided, it is not essential for fruit setting. 
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MADE BY DANIEl HARVEY • • • It must be good! 

HARVEY 
TOOl 

MERBEIN 
BAR DISC 

MODEl 
PlOW 

PLOWING AWAY fROM THE TREES 
Set the plow in the last described position in the previous 
paragraph with the tractor wheel in the furrow and start 
plowing, making a crown midway between the rows of trees. 
Continue plowing until the left- hand tractor wheel becomes too 
clooe to 'ihe trees, then offset the plow to the extreme left 
hand of the tool bar and finish off. 

HARVEY TOOl BAR 
J .. FIJRROW 
MOUlDBOARD 
PlOW 

A sturdy general purpose implement for field, orchard .or 
market garden. Con be offset to either' side of the tractor 
or placed at any position along the tool bar to suit the job 
in hand. Equipped with 8.7 bodies and steel shares, high 
clearance beams and adjustable gouge wheel. Cuts 27 inches. 

:IN' _THE ORCHARD- Pl-OWING UP TO THE TREES 
The usual proced~.:~re when· plowing· up to the trees is to offset the 
plow to the extreme right and plow one or two rounds throughout 
the orchard. Adjustment where the plow head is attached to the 
tool bar: enables a shallow furrow to be plowed n.eor the tree and 
the Other two furrows progressively deeper. After the first one 
or two rounds, slide the. plow along the tool bar to the left to a 
position where the tractor wheel runs in the furrow and complete 
the. plowing in the usual manner. 

HARVEY DIRECT 
COUPUD 
CUlTI\fAiOR 

FOR ALL TRACTORS EQ\JIPPED WITH HYDRAULIC LIFT 
This Cultivator is mode in cutting 'widths to suit the power of 
various makes of tractors. 
The cultivator is attached to the hydraulic linkage and is raised 
bodily by the lift, the cultivating depth being controlled by the 
hydraulic lift lever. A square bar is situated at the forward end of 
the cultivator to which f1ve slideable clamps ore bolted. The two 
outside damps fit on to the tractor Hft_ arms. The centre clamp 
carries the uprights for the top link and the remaining two Clamps 
carry the frame of .the cultivator. 

·HARVEY OFFSET TANDEM DISC CUlTIVATOR 
FOR ORCHARD AND CITRUS GROVE 
AS WELL AS BROAD ACRES 
This cultivator has won favour among 
orchardists, vignerons and general 
farniers through _its outstanding per
formances in cover crops and all diffi
cult field conditions. 
The demand for this type of cultivator 
has grown considerably during the pas1 
years, consequently, to meet the re
quirements of a greater variety of 
working conditions numerous improve
ments have been introduced on to the 
design of the implement. WIDTH OF CUT 

Its performance is unequalled in tall stubble, four to five foot 
orchard cover crops extra heavy weed growth, or other con
ditions where maxi~um penetration is impossible with ordinary 
disc cultivator. 

Provision is made to fit on extra disc to each gang, thereby 
increasing the cutting width. Also, there is available a disc 
attachment with a _small disc (16"), which, if fitted to_ the 
back gong, almost eliminates the back furrow,- which, under 
certain conditions, is objectionable. ' · -
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:Time. -of _Application of._Hor~Q-ne ~pray 
:Irt another trial at, the· Upper Swan· Research Station; 

it was found that quality and yields were the same wheii 
spraying was spread over a_ ten-day period. The experi
mental vines were weak v-ines yielding abqut· 13 cwts. 
per_ acre of dried fruit. 

The stages -of floWering in the four stlccessful spray-
ings were as foHow.s :.:......__ c • 

1st SpraY·-Half t'he bunch~s ·have flowered with 20 
per -cent. o'f floral capS off. · 

2nd Sp~ay.-:-Three-quarters , of the bunches hav-e 
floWered- with 50 per cent. of floral caps off. 

3rd Spray.-Full bloom and- 80 per cent. of. floral caps 
off. This stage usually taken· as the normal time for 
cinet:uring and about .this stage or- slightly later is that 
favoured lo'cally ·for hormone-:spraying. 

4th· Spray.-Berries clear and the size_ of _match heads. 
Two weeks after the recOmmended time, the berries 

were the size of wheat grains and a week later the berries 
were t,he size of large wheat grains. When sprayed. at 
these two late1· stages, the yield and quality ~as much 
inferior. 
r: :fhese res~lts, are. in agre-em·ent wi,th information gained 
i'ri the 1952-53 season when it was observed that P.C.P.A. 
sprayed a week before arid a week -ia,ter than normal 
cincturing time. gave a· satisfactory set. The observations 
that year indicated that there wa's not the san_1e latitude· 
with 2,4-D.· 

!"'lormone Spr~y Trial at Biridoon, 1954-1955 
This trial was laid down in NoVember, _1952, and has 

been in existence now for three seasons. The firSt year's 
results are reported in Table 1, under the name of A. R. 
Hill, Bindoon, 

The·'Cin-ctured vines iu this experiment.haYe consistently 
shown pruning- wood which is much· inf'erioi· in qualitY 
and quantity to that found on the hormone-treated vines. 
Wh-en the vines were sprayed or cinctured early in Novem
ber, 1954, it was observed that the cinctured plo~s were 
V<;lry backward in gTowth. The cinctured vi:ries showed pale 
green foliage colom· up to at least six weeks after cine
turing. Early in January, 1955, hot dry weather caused 
severe foliage scorch owy on the cinctured vines. 

At pruning ti:rhe there was an obvious diff-erence in the 
Quality as compared with _horwone-trea-t.ed vines. The wood 
from cinctured vines was··described as·weak wond. with .a 
grey-brown -colour, while wOod from the vinCs in all hor
mone treatments wa,s go.o..d. strong wood wi,th ~ golden
brown colour. 

Table 3, 
HO.RMONE EXPERIMENT WITH CURRANTS 

A. R. Hill, Bindoon. 
Yield Data-1954-55 Season 

Weight 
of 

There is no difference this ._-y~ar ])etween the various hor¥ 
mo~te . treatments, although in_ the' fi.rst. year 2,4¥D was 
fnferior to P.C.P.A. 

The increased yield Obtained from hormone-sprayirig. 
is worth an. additi-onal ,£36 an acre. To this saving must 
be added the inCreased labour cost of barking and 
Ci~cturillg vines: ' 

There is a; significant difference, between the weight -of 
Pruning wood obtainOO from cinctured vines compared 
With that obtained from hormone-treated vines. The 
average weight of pruning. vvood On a cinctured vine was 
1.3 lb, which would be equivalent to approximately 585 
lb. of pi.·uning· w-ood per acre. This low state of vigou1' 
does not hold much promise for the economic future of 
these cinctured vines. 

The f1·uit was classified before -cleaning. The method 
of classification differs from that previouslY in use at --the 

'packing she-ds as quoted in Table 1. In Table 3 a classifi
cation -of 4 means in effect that on cleaning the sample 
would pack mostly 3~crown Currants, while a classifi-ca
tion of 5 means that it would pack mostly 2-crown Cur
l'ants. Once again, the hormone-treated fruit was found 
to be at least as good, or even better in quality than the 
cinctured fruit, 

CURRANT VARIETIES AND HORMONE INJURY 

It has been itssumed that our Currants were identical 
With the Zante Currants -of GreeCe. However, Dr. H. P. 
Olmo, a- Visiting Fulbright Scholar and a speeialist in 
viticulture~ has dra'WU our attention to the_ fact that the 
Currant vines grown locally are not the same as the 
Zante Currant grown in California. Dr. Olmo also sug
gests that the variety of Cunant known locally, for 
wa.nt of.-a better name, as "the grey hairy Currant," 
is pr-obably identical with the original Zante Currant of 
Greece and the variety_ grown in America. Furthermore, 
he also suggests that the Currant grown commercially in 
Australia was an importation from South Africa and is 
probably identi-cal with the variety known as the (<Cape" 
Currant. ~ 

The practical significance of this difference with re
spect to hormone setting , is that locally where a "gTey 
hairy Currant" has been sprayed with P.C.P.A. at :w 
parts per million, it was found to be much more sensitive 
to hormone da:huj.ge than our normal Currant. 

Therefore,- uTitil further. l~;nowle-dge is gained on this 
varietal difference, it would be· as well to restrict the 
findings bf this investigation to the variety of Currant 
growri locally, which is probably identical with the Cape 
Currant. 

This difference· In varietal response to hormone injury 
may explain why it has not yet be-en possible to make- a 
commerci-l;l-1 recommendation in California, even though 
fruit-. setting with growth regulators has been studie_d 
there by R. J. Weaver an~ others for many years. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Dry Pruning It has been demonstrated that P.C.P.A. at 20 parts 
Weights. .. ,.Wood. , .. -p_er- million .will set Currants as effectively as cincturing 

(cWtso. Class-ifi- (lbs. under a wide· range of conditions and that ·yield and 
Treatments per acre) cation per plot) quality 'is not impaired. It was found that 2,4-D was 

--,-------::-----------c------''-_::_--'-. erratic in its effects and could not be .confidently recorn-
A-Cinctured . . . . . 8~1 · 5 · 3.9 mended for strong vines. 
B-2,4-D (2~ p.p.m.) 16.1 4 8~ 6 . All experimental vines showed an improvement in 
G--2,4-D ( U p.p,m.) 17·2 g l0.5 vigour, judged on leaf colour and vegetative growth, 
D--P.C.P.A. (40 p,p.m.) 15.S lO.B when hormone spray replaced cincturing. Vines which for 
E-P.C.P.A. (20 p.p.m.) 19·1 4·5 10· 9 various reasons sh"ow moisture stress and leaf scorch 
F-P.C.P.A. (10 p.p.m.) 17.1 4.5 lO.l before pickine- time are those most seriously affected by 
Statistical Data- ~ 

P.05 -'. .. i_ • • ': 5·4. 2 5 ci:p.~t_y,firtW, ln suc:;h_.cases. a marked. decline in yield and 
p.(ff .. . . . . 7:5 3:4 vigOur- ntay- ··OCCUl'. 

'----------------------c----- Cincturing is one of the factors that has contributed 

~emarks on, Table ~ 
·The dryi~g: ~~tio~ .are-,~6t indu·ded 'ii?t'he table as they 

aJ;t;J very uniform between treatments and approximate a 
figure of 2.5. The yields from all ho1•mone treatments are 
_signhlcantly better than~·the yields from cinetured vines. 
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to the vine dete-rioration problem in Currants. However, 
cincturing damage is still only- -one of the· factors con
tributing to the decline of vines in the Swan Valley and 
long experience with the problem suggests that the pm:t 
played by each factor, at each problem site, is best 
measured by the· e·xtent· to which it affectS root growth. 

.Fag~ F,lfty.qno 
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Rack Dehydration 
The effects of this season's adverse weather at har

vest time has directed attention to the need f.or rack 
dehydration if growers are to save more of their crops 
should similar conditions be met in the futur·e. 

The Board of Management have given considerable 
thought to this im,portant matter, particularly to the 
development of a rack dehydrator which is within the 
financial means Qf the average grower. 

Rack dehydratol's, of a sort, have been in use for some 
years in the McLaren Vale (S.A.) area, and the Board 
felt these should be examined by C.S.I.R.O. to see 
whether they were suitable for general use, had an 
efficiency which could be applied to the irrigated areas of 
the Industry, and Were not too costly to cQnstruct. 

At time of going to press, Merbein Research Station 
had been unable to ma)re the inspection, but when it is 
made and the· Board have received a report, information 
will be conveyed to gr-owers through this journal. 

It was recently reported that Mr. F. L. Tripney, of 
·Renmark, had constructed a cheap rack dehydrator with 
which he had dried over 100 tons of grapes. The cost 
quoted was £140. Mr. H. H. Stone, on behalf ·of the 
Board, has undertaken to see Mr. Tripney. His report is 
fl.Waited. _, 

Greater interest is being shown by commercial firms 
in developing an effective rack dehydrator and the experi
ments being carried out should prove advantageous to 
growers. 

ROBINV ALE PRODUCERS' 
CO-OPERATIVE COMPANY LTD. 

ROBINVALE 

DRIED AND FRESH FRUIT PACKERS 

Suppliers of all fruit growers' requisites 

Agents for 

T- & G. LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY LTD. ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY LTD. 

Gl Shell Products Sunshine & liarvey Implements 
~ ~ 
~ ~ •lit'[<) ~,..,. 
Jri!';,._4t<JII=============================I~._.sti 
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Films on Horticultural Practices 
The use of films to demonstrate desirable horticultural 

practices has been under discussion with the State 
Departments of Agriculture and C.S.I.R.O. for some 
while. C.S.I.R.O. and the Victorian Hepartment already 
have their own film producing sections and already one 
film "Targ·et 5 Crown," dealing with the picking and 
dipping of Sultanas, has been produced and screened by 
the Victorian Department. 

Recently the Board of Management suggested to the 
State Departments that separate films be produced Qll 

various phases of horticultural practices, and the views 
of the Victorian Department have been expressed as 
follows:-

(i) Irrigation methods are fairly well covered by 
C.S.I.R.O. films, "Aims of Irrigation," "Flow in 
Furrow Irrigation" and ''Salt." 

(ii) While the filming of channel and pipe line sys
tems and pumping plants would be of some 
interest, it would be limited because of the use 
,of gravity systems on most blocks. 

(iil) Various cultivation systems, weed Control 
methods, etc., would be useful, but more basic 
information is needed before a film could be 
made. 

(iv) The same remarks as in (iii) apply to manuring·. 
(v) The Department has found that a series of 

pruning demonstrations_ conducted through the 
vine areas each year and followed up by indivi
dual advice on the blocks by district officers is 
more useful in giving advice than a pruning film 
in which difficulty is experienced in making clear 
the various pruning cuts recommended. 

C.S.I.R.O. already hav-e. a library of films, some of 
which are suitable for our Industry. A.D.F.A. Branches 
will be notified by Head Office of the following films with 

the suggestion that arrangements be made for screen
ings before growers, and then if any particular aspect 
of Industry practice has not been covered suggestions 
should be sent to the Board of Management so that steps 
can be taken to see if suitable films can be produced. 

"Irrigation Research, New South Wales," A general 
film outlining the irrigation work carried out by the 
C.S.I.R.O. Irrigation Research Station at Griffith, N.S.W.: 
in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation AI"ea. 

"The Aims of Irrigation." Outlines briefly the three 
aims of controlled irrigation: to supply the water require
ments of the growing crops; to use water efficiently; and 
to avoid soil damage. It stresses that the achievement of 
these aims should be the constant endeavour of every 
farmer in order to maintain soil fertility and to obtain 
the maximum return for his work. 

''The Importance of Flow in Furrow Irrigation." Shows 
how the three aims of controlled irrigation can be 
a.chiev·ed in furrow irrigation by putting the "correct 
flow" down the furrows to obtain even distribution, of 
the water over the whole area and down to the depth of 
the root zone. The various factors affecting "correct flow" 
are shown and finally the method whereby it may be 
obtained and checked is ·outlined. 

"Design for l:rrigation." A model of an actual, typical 
irrigation holding is used to show firstly how a new area 
should be surveyed and laid -out for irrigation, and, 
secon'dly, the stages in re-designing an existing planting 
to remedy m-ost ·Of the typical faults and bring the trees 
back to health and full production. 

"Salting and Soil Reclamation." Made in co-operation 
with the N.S.W. Department of Agriculture, and intended 
primarily for use by Extension Officers in the Murrum
bidgee and other irrigation areas. "Salting" and how it 
occurs thl'ough over-irrigation, how to prevent it, and how 
to reclaim "salted" soil, are shown in detail. 

BOGEBS 
Completely 

ROTARY W 
eOne man opera· 8 Gentle tiS a lamb- eCuh cosh drastic- e Takes less than 10 8 Weeds within inches 

tion, fully auto- cositive in action....- ally fo, under vine of vines and cuts 
ma'tlc-labour 

uilt in slip dutch-
weeding ;n light or 

minutes to fit. Very 
does not damage irrigation chan n e Is 

.saving. vines. heavy soil. little maintenance. if required.-

WM. HAUGHTON & CO. LTD. 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
~ Post Me literature on Rogers Weeder. ~ 

545 Little Collins Street .......•.•...•..... MELBOURNE 
88 Currie Street .......................... -... ADELAIDE 
2,4 Jamieson Street.· .......................... , .SYDNEY 
'15 St. Georges Terrace. . .PERTH 

~. Name ............................................ ·.·-··········-·--····- ~ 
: Address .................................. _........................... ~ 

' . - --
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NOW you can own one 
• • • ALLIS-CHALMERS 

,, 

27.0 BHP (Gasoline) 

The un TWO·SEVENTY" ... a new power behind the 
work of the Australian Primary_ Producer \ . . --
Enjoy easier work with its new, special featureS;. feel·. 
100% secure with new safety factors; profit from: the 
surprising fuel ·economy Of _i scientific power/weight 
ratio. Rest assured, too, that the sturdy construction 
and highly efficient, low~maintenance engine will give 
you years of trouble-free, full power service. 
SEASONS WILL COME AND GO- YOUR "D 
TWO-SEVENTY" WILL SEE THEM OUT AND BE 
YOUR FINEST "HELPMATE" FOR A LONG, 
LONG TIME TO COME. 

DistribUted in Victoria and tM Riverina by- . 

MITCHELL & CO .. PlY .. L liD. 
12-36 Cross Street, West Footscray, Vic. 

Telephone: MW 2231 
D 270/32, 

MltcbeU & Co. Pty, Ltd,, P.O. Box u; 
Foots_cray West, Victorht, 

Please _send complete information about 
the NEW ALLIS-CHALMERS "D TWO
SEVENTY" Tractor. 

NAME... 

ADDRESS ... 

. ......................... : ..................... STATE .. . 

School Children! 
here ....................... . 

For project mark X 

DFN 3/56. 
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ff.nlllicitg 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES OF THE CAMPAIGN 
For quick reading-, current activities on publicity are 

given in the following paragraphs-

Advertising 
On the1 basis of two-thirds of the cost being borne 

by the Export Control Board and one-third by The 
A.D.F.A. a·dvertisements will appear in the following 
feature public·ations: 

"This is Australia," 
"Mutray· Valley Annual, 1956." 

Recipe advertisements are appearing every second 
week in the 14 Australian Women's' Weekly." 

Drive-in Theatres 
The C1·oydon (Vic.) contract has been l'enewed until 

12/111957. A new booking has been -made at Boondall 
(Brisbane), effective until 7/2/1957. 

~(Made in Australia" Council 
In connection with a "Made in Australia Week" to be 

held in Melbourne in July, envelopes, provided by the 
Council, had been addressed to all grocers from the 
Association's records at no cost to the Council. 

Shows and Displays 
Sydney Royal Sho.w. Overall sales at £2034 were £190 

higher than for the 1955 Show. Individual sales were 
higher but showbag sales were lower this year-7500 
standard bags sold in 1955 as ·against 5800 standard 

bag·s sold in 1956. Attendance for 1956 was above aver
age and sales were maintained at a higher level than the 
p1·evious year on an- but the last two days. On the last 
day in particular, compared with pTevious year, sales 
were well below. This was due to other exhibitors selling 
showbag·s at half price or redu.ced prices. 

Better Foods Exh.ibition, 1956. Through reduced at
tendances, caused by the weather, sales and cash takings 
were lower than f{)r 1955. Nevertheless, it was considered 
that the exhibit h11d been a good medium for propaganda, 
for visitors had been supplied with tasting samples and 
literature designed to encourage greater use of various 
Dried Fruit lines in the home. 

Scout Jamhoree, 1956. The Association's exhibit had 
been effectively displayed by the Sunraysia Boy Scouts' 
contingent although weather conditions had been most 
adverse. Letters expressing appreciation for the assist
ance-given by The A.D.F.A. have been received from the 
Jamboree Camp Chief and Sunraysia County Commis
sioner. 

Policy. It was agreed that exhibits should be available 
at Royal Agricultural Shows where attendances ,of a 
cross-section of consumers were usually large, and that 
other forms o'f shows and exhibitions should be con
si9,ered on their individual merits. 

Use of Trade -Name Packets. The Board received a 
letter from a Distributor suggesting that when window 
dressing grocers' shops the Distributor's brand of packeted 
fruit be included. In thanking the Distributor for the 
suggestion it was pointed out that the method adopted 

A fine photograph of one of the three new publicity vans put on the road recently. The striking design of the 
signwriting has brought much favourable comment from the trade and housewives. 
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AJAX Centrifugal I 
~umps are available 
1n various types, I 
sizes <md capacities. I 

There's an Ajax Pump, Hand 
or Power, for every purpose. 
De:sitmed by experts, built by 
specialists. AJAX PUMPS are 
knoY..-n throughout- Australia 
for reliability, ~!flciency .and 
economy. 

Particulars from local distributors or 

S:46~566 Collins Street, Melbourne. 

AJAX Piston Pumps 
for Higher Pressures, 
Self-oiling, Se.veral 
Sizes. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

/AJAX PUMP 
CATALOGUE 
_gives full de: 
scriptions, ask 
for COP'(· 

Designed for effi
ciency in agricultural, 
industrial and domes
tic pumping. 
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was to use the brands stocked by the particular retailer 
s.o that brands in stocks would be shown. 

Olympic Games 
The possibilities of publicising Dried Fruits through 

the Olympic Games has already been under investigation, 
and every opportunity will be used to gain publicity, 
bearing in mind that the athletes a1·e amateurs and, there
fore, not accessible for propaganda through advertise
ments. 

Point-of-sale leaflets will be distributed to consumers 
emphasising the health qualities of Drie"d Vine Fruits and 
linldng their use with the athleti-c angle of the Gamefl. 

Domestic Science Schools 
The Education Departments in all States have been 

contacted to ascertain if they would buy Dried Fruits 
for cooking classes in Domestic Economy schools. It is 
now decided to seek the co-operation of the principals of 
the schools in permitting teachers, and I or students, to 
receive regular issu~s of suitable recipes for use in 
cooking ~lasses. 

Field ReP:~esen~ti':"~~ 
New appointments are Messrs. M. F. Whitehead and 

R.·Graliam.(S!ldneYJ;F:Keogli {Ad<>Iaide) arid. E. Hoff
n'iini '(BriShaiH~J." ··wttiY ·Mes·srs·:· 'G. e:· Kiliart"' (display 
work) ·--a±rd·-·Il;""F;· ·swggett· (both ·.or-·M-elbourne')·'---~oul"--·fie'ld 
te_aJ~l----~s --n:ow· _·six· unde_r ·the· _-strpervision ·of--· M1\"'" A:; --·--M"; 
'Rurgdo"rf (Publicity Assistant). - · 

Ali represep·ta£iVeS _____ WO~k···'f'rom pangl vans. A photo~ 
graph of one of the new vans purchased is shown in this 
issue. · 

A conference -of aU representatives is to be held in 
Melbourne on August 23rd-24th. 

Visits made since the campaign commenced are shown 
in summary form-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 

~ ~ 
~ <+ 

i BIRMERA I 
I CO-OPERATIVE I 
I PACIUNG COMPANY I 
I LIMITED I 
t) Barmera @o . ~ 

l ~ i Dried and Fresh Fruit ! 
~ Packers <+ 

t I ! General Merchants <+ 
~ ~ i Agents for Land, Insurance, Life Assurance, £ 
~ Hospital and Medical Benefits, Motor ~ 
~ V ehides, Implements, Household Appliances. ~ 

~li>li>'i>M<i>li>'i>li>'i'li>'i>'i>'i><i>li>'i>Mii>'i'<f''i''i>'i''i>'i''i>'i>"'--""''*'"'<i>~ 
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Types. 
Old CJassifiCRtion. 

Large . . . 570 
Medium . . . . 1,499 
Small . . . . . 163 

New Classification. 
Self-service 
Grocers 
General Stores 
Mixed Busi-

nesses . 
Delicatessens 

465 
2,708 

951 

2,387 
637 

9,680 

States. 
Victoria ..... . 
New South Wales 
Queensland . . . . 
South Australia . 

4,61)6 
3,6'80 

627 
817 

9,680 

Total mileages run by the vans to end of May was 
120,213. 

Proposals Considered 
Due to full allocation of funds fl'Om this year's budget 

it was not possible to take advantage of publicity through 
-Sydney Pylon look-out diorama, 
--:Providing special bags to g'l'ocers with a printed 

advertisement, · 
-franking of letters by the P.M.G.'s Department with 

a Dried Fruits slogan, 
-a display by the M.V.D.L. in Melbourne during· the 

Olympic Games. 
A display in a Victorian Exhibition Train awaits more 

information from the "Made in Australia" Coundl bef-ore 
it can be considered. 

The Board could not ag·ree to contribute three
quarters of the cost of a display case in the Renmark 
Hotel as requested by the Renmark Branch A.D.F.A. It 
was felt that the cost ·of the case sh-ould be borne by 
local packers (and wineries if they were displaying) in 
the same way as at Mildura. 

Robin Williamson seems to be advertising wool rather 
than Dried Fruits, but actually this little girl is rather 
famous. Her recipe "Sultana---coconut cookies" has im
pressed Chef Paul Laesecke, of America, and it has 
been forwarded for inclusion in t'he Bible of American 
Chefs published by the American Culinary Federa
tion. Robin will be featured in one of our ''Women's 
Weekly" advertisements shortly. 
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ROBIN'S RECIPE 
For ctantalising the palate here is sevenvy_ear-old Robin 

Williamson's famous re:cipe. Robin lives at Rosedale, in 
Gippsland (Vic.). 
This is what you need: 

One cup of flour, 1 level teaspoon spice, ;i teaspoon 
bicarbonate of soda, ~ cup coconut, ! cup cereal, i! cup 
Sultanas, .!i cup sugar, 1 egg, 1 tablespoon goldtm·syrup, 
3 tablespoons butter, 1 tablespoon grated lemon rind or 
a few drops of lemon essence. 

And this is what you do: 

Sift flour into a basin with spice and bicarbonate of 
soda, add sugar, coconut, Sultanas and Gereal. Mix. 
Beat egg and add syrup and- melted butter. Mix every
thing together. 

Place mixture in teaspoonful on a greased tray, and 
bake in moderate oven for.15-20 minutes. Leave cookies 
on tray until nearly cold, then store in airtight tin. 

We feel sure every Dried Fruits housewife will try 
out this one. In fact, the ovens- :will run hot! 

PILOT CAMPAIGN 
An analytical survey of Balla~at consumer opinions 

was conducted ·over the period 9th-13th April. The survey 
asked the following questions of 300 housewives selected 
at random from municipal voters' rolls for each of the 
city's four wards. The number of households selected 
was proportional to the population of each ward. Around 
·each address another four neighbouring households were 
selected. The analysis included the economic status of 
households sectionalised ·into four income groups. 

The survey was undertake~ to assist in planning the 
advertising and public relations sections of the campaign, 
and, consequently; no attempt was made to gather 
quantitative statistics of consumer .Purchases and usages 
of Dried Fruits. 

The questions put to housewives and results obtained 
were as follows:-

Q.l. "Do you usually bake your own cakes?"-89% 
said "Yes," and of these 90% used Dried Fruits. 

Q.2. "Do you usually make your own puddings?"-
94% said "Yes," and of these 81% used Dried Fruits. 

Q.3. "Do you use Dried Fruits in other ways?"-49% 
said "Yes." 

Q.4.~ "Are you buying as much Dried Fruits now as 
you did a year -ago?"-14% bought more, 19o/o less, 
63% the same and 4% couldn't remember. 

Q.5. "Do you ever buy fruit cake?"-25% said "Yes" 
and 22% said ''Yes, but not regularly." 

Q.6. "Do you ever buy ready-mixed cake mixes?"-
27% said "Yes." 

Q.7. In comparing types of advertising approach 
10% said they would follow a price motif, 65% a calorific 
(health) value motif, and 25% gave no opinion. 

Q.8. 11Do you think parents should give their- children 
Dried Fruits to eat?"-82% said "Yes." 

Q.9. Recipe preferences showed Cakes, Puddings, Bis
cuits, Salads, Meats, PreseTves and Candies in that 
order. 

Q.10. Stocks in the larder (not by inspection) indi
cated that 72% had Currants, 76% Sultanas, 66% 
Raisins, 50% Mixed Fruits. 

The three most important- findings of the survey 
were-

1. Dried Fruits are already accepted by most house
wives as an ingredient for cakes and puddings. 

2. There appeal'S to be scope for emphasis on ".other 
uses" of Dried Fruits by present consumers. 

3. Dried Fruits enjoy a high Pl'estige as a health f.ood. 

One of the main features of this campaign is the ex
tent to which advertising, merchandising, and public 
relations have been integrated. This integration will l'e
sult in a greatly intensified impact upon the people of 
Ballarat. 

Sufficient contact has already been made with the 
Ballarat press, radio stations, women's organisations and 
manufacturers to establislJ. that this approach can be 
carried out. 

The campaign will be eonductecJ from 2nd July to 31st 
1 August, 1956 (9 weeks). July will be a "Sun-dried Fruits 

Month." 
Press Advertising will be in the "Ballarat Courier." 

F·ollowing an introductory full page, inseTtions will be·:-
( a) weekly 12 in. x 5 cols. (telling the ·health, plus 

taste, story). 
9 in. x 3 cOis. (relating to specific lines, cooking 
demonstrations, etc.). 

(b) twice weekly- 6in. doubles (featuring recipes), 
Radio Advertising will be over 3BA and wiU consist of 

two 100-word announcements each day. A 1·adio coneert 
by 4'Nicky and GTaham" has been planned. 

Point-of-Sale 
Material distributed to grocers will be: 
-self-service units, 
---<display car1s and recipe leaflet dispensers ffjlr the 

units, . , 
-recipe leaflets (new leaflets each week). The weekly 

recipe will be tied in with press and radio advertise
ments, 

-window streamers, 
-telephone reminder cards. 

Public Relations 
Press, radio and other promotional activity. 
There will be a -continuous flow of press feature 

stories, interviews, and announcements of cooking and 
other demonstTations. 

Field Staff 
~ ~~"'7""''~'·'=------~~ ~ .... , .. ~ "" 

tri~f~f~~te~fa)~ .. ~ tf~iif~~;~l!;~,JQ;ie\~~:e*f~;"'~~~rfs:-gFfiiisd 
r~pr-es .. enfitffcili·~·'Wi11"~~ .. ~§!1Ji§~~::~~thf~¥:i!l£§:fJ~=~-~!!tJ~~~·!il)~ ... -

Stock Audit 
An Index Service is being empl,oyed to accurately re

cord the sales made bef-ore, during and afteT the cam
paign. The Tesults will show the degree of success of the 
campaign. 

T.V. ADVERTISING 
Advertising rates announced for Melbourne television 

make one's eyebl'ows rise. 
10 sees., £20; 20 sees., £40; 1 min., £.60; 15 mins., £RO; 

30 mins., £120; 1 hour, r£200. 
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Yet in England and the U.S.A. there is great demand 
by adv~rtisers to use T.V. at comparable rates based on 
population. The impact on the consumer is r€ported to 
be enormous. · 
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SUN LINK 
Here is a versatile, low-cost tool •.. using a 
toolbar in single or double arrangement, you can build up almost 
any form of implement desired for quick attachment to category I 
and 2, three-point linkage tractors. 

The basis of the toolbar is a two-inch square steel bar to which is 
clamped the top link fitting and a pair of brackets with pins for 
lower links. Plain and arched bars are 5 ft. 6 in. long, but longer 
lengths. of the plain bar can be ordered, Parts are available to 
attach a second bar behind the first, and all components are held 
by rugged clamps. Toolbars can be readily offset to either side. 
A wide range of easy-to·-fit attachments is available. 
Your local Sunshine Massey Harris Agent will be pleased to tell 
you everything about the ve.rsatile Sunlink toolbars-why not call 
and see him TO-DAY? · 

i·POIINT MOUNTED 

TOOL BAR 

ALWAYS KEEP 

YOUR EYE ON 
H. V. McKAY MASSEY HARRIS Pty.ltd. 

SUNSHINE, VICTORIA 
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STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSE'S MOUTH ••• NO. 1 IN A SERIES ON SOIL EROSION 

Year after· year, 'erosion is destroying good Australian soil which 
Nature has taken thousands of years to produce, the soil which we 
cannot replace, the soil which is the basic asset of the man on 
the land. 
Contour-working (illustrated above) is one good way in which, 
say, an orchardist can save the so.il without which he would have 
no farm. The cOntour principle can be used for all forms of 
agriculture and is widely used by wise fanners throughout 
AUstralia. 
Wise farmers also make sure that their tractors operate on C.O.R 
power kerosine, motor spirit or Diesoleum. These C.O.R quality 
fuels ensure easy starting, smooth, trouble-free running and 
greater economy. TRACTOR FUELS 
Available in clean 44-gallon drums from C.O.R Depots and 
Agents in rural areas throughout Australia. 

*As recommended by The C. O.R Ltd in its High-speed Com
pression Ignition Handbook, available on request from 
all C.O.R branch offices. 

POWER KEROSINE • DIESOLEUM* • MOTOR 

SPIRIT and ENERGOI. LUBRICANTS 

THE COMMONWEALTH OIL REFINERIES LTD, an associate of The British Petroleum Company Ltd 
C3W 
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